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Departments 
Great Expectations 

Naked City 

i _ 4. m i. j _ * 

► Driving Miss Doherty. D i ssi ng 
Mrs, Danson (courtesy of Cher)* Wacko Jacko. A SPY exclusive: 
new Lazio letters. Camille Paglia on blood sucking women and 
Greeks* In The Fine Print: The Finteresque world of Charles 
and Camilla *.*....*.. .:© 

Big Pictures*'*''<'*,-*.*-'*.**'*- THE COVER 
Party Poop ffi Photographtd by Inez 
| ntl\ Hi I v U I m s + m m + a s ♦■■iti + in fa 

Features 
Van Lamsweerde. 
For further information, 
see pate 77* 

Ghouls Go Hollywood 

► Bullet in the head? $300,000. Feet frozen off? $650,000, Mary 
BlLLARD records a month in TVs real-life-righ re¬ 
buying feeding frenzy, from Amy Fisher to 
Katie Beers. Plus: a high-stakes .SPY 
prank“bidding for Katie Beers’s kidnapper, 
by Larry Doyle and Louis Theroux 

Stuck With the Check 

► For the past decade Brian McNally, M 
charming groveler and trendy pal, has presided over NewT York's most : 1 
strenuously hip restaurants—Odeon, 150 Wooster, 44—filling table after table 
with the towns most strenuously glamorous citizens, “friends" to whom he owes lots of money. 
Ohtrdre anibJ1se>nves .*. 

\ 
What’s Black & White and Black & White and Buys a Dildo? 

► To find out what it s really like to be a nun, we rented a 
costume and walked the streets. From the Met to the Pink Pussycat 
Boutique, Ann HoDGMan, bride of Christ, acts unnun nishly@ 

Columns 

Taking the U Out of USA: The Balkanization of America 

► Ourlying provinces declaring independence from distant 
and unrepresentative central governments; boundaries being redrawn 

and rubbed out; backwater politicians suddenly the heads of nation¬ 
states...Only iti America. DANIEL RaDQSH and TIMOTHY LONG go in 

search of U*S* secessionists .,****.*.*,*«,  m 

► Rawuf Thorpe wonders why Salomon Bros, is leaving 
talent out on The Street; in The Industry, Celia Brady examines the 
midlife crisis of Bob Redford; Nina Burleigh details high-tech 
backstabbing in D,C......**,*.....,**... 

► T. W. Irwin accepts no substitutes in Review of Reviewers; Live White Male 

Roy BlOUNT Jr. urges the president to play middleman,.*,**,*..*,*. © 
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First house. First party. 

Smirnoff. Two glasses. An old tridge that makes great ice. Perfect. 

SMIRNOFF" VODKA 40.45.2&50<tti Ale by Voi, dislM from premium gram. ® 1993 Ste. Pierre Smirnoff FLS pvfgafl of Heublein. Inc.) Hartford, CT-Made inU.SA 
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APRIL FISH! OR UN POISSON D'AVRIL, AS THEY SAY IN FRANCE, FOR 

REASONS THAT WE FIND, AS WE DO MOST THINGS FRENCH, MYS¬ 

TERIOUS* PERHAPS ON THE FIRST OF EVERY APRIL THE STREETS OF 

Paris are filled with 

stench of justice obstruction, we smell the peculiarly piscine 

scent of unwarranted bonuses. Seems the old administration had 

more on its mind than avoiding jail time in its final hours: 

Outgoing Cabinet officials managed to hand out $300,000 in 

very last-minute bonuses. (Former Interior secretary Manuel 

Luj an proposed $170,000 in bonuses for 12 of his employees 

five minutes before Bill Clinton took the oath of office. And to 

think we once accused him of idiocy-) “The president,” says 

George Stephanopoulos, who is not the president s official 

press secretary but plays one on TV, “thinks it smells fishy, 

and he wants to get to the bottom of it,” Well, its only going 

to smell worse there, Other late-breaking Poppy stinkiness: 

Just before midnight on January 19, national archivist Don 

Wilson gave Bush “exclusive legal control” of 5,000 computer 

tapes from the White House and National Security Council 

covering the time of the Iran-eontra-Iraq odorama. The agree¬ 

ment includes “all presidential information, and all derivative 

information in whatever form,” or, as we like to call it, evi¬ 

dence. But, hey, that’s history* The 

news is that archi- 

the thwack of French 

people slapping one 

another silly with 

fish. Or perhaps 

they all stick fish 

down their jeans noirs. Or 

perhaps that's the day they 

take the fish out. ■ April 

fool! We were simply dem¬ 

onstrating how Western 

ethnocentrism breeds hurt¬ 

ful negative stereotypes, 

April fool II! We really 

meant it, Something 

smells fishy, and for the sake 

of argument, let s say it’s 

not the French. Then who~ 

why, yes, of course, its the 

rotting corpse of the Bush 

administration. Beyond the 

odor of four torpid 

years, or the 

vist 

aterial 



Great Expectations 

Wilson has a great new job. Effec¬ 

tive March 31, he's leaving govern¬ 

ment to run the George Bush 

Center at Texas A&M. For the 

record, Wilson says 'The idea of a 

payoff is ridiculous/' But Tom 

Blanton, executive director of the 

National Security Archive, sniffs, 

"This just doesn't pass the smell 

test, 

Not passing the smell or taste 

test is the tongue of Bob Packwood, 

who, as we went to press, was im¬ 

probably still a Republican senator 

from Oregon. The Washington Post re¬ 

ports that another gajilLon women 

have come forward with accusations 

of sexual impropriety, including 

charges of ' French-kissing them 

when a handshake would have been 

appropriate.” It gets worse. Pack- 

wood kissed me sensuously,1' one 

female associate reported. “His 

tongue was finding its way/ Anoth¬ 

er said, MHe laid a juicy kiss on my 

lips. I could feel the tongue com¬ 

ing," French and fishy. 

Which brings to mind Bianca 
Jagger, who flew to Sarajevo not 

long ago because she wanted to 

"let the people...knowr we have not 

forgotten them.” Forgotten them? 

Another person who apparently 

didn't die during the 1980s, Larry 

Flynt, is also engaged in fishy self¬ 

legitimacy. Flynt, founder of 

Hustler, has started a magazine 

called Maternity Fashion & Beauty. 

The title, amazingly, accurately 

reflects the contents, though follow¬ 

ers of Flynt's career will note preg¬ 

nant nudes on page 45 and a 

sex-during-pregnancy advice col¬ 

umn that includes this question 

from a concerned reader: "My hus¬ 

band and I used to watch adult 

films together, but since becoming 

pregnant, I feel guilty—as though 

it’s not proper. Why do I feel so 

ashamed?" Perhaps because you're 

uniting to a magazine published by the 

man responsible for Chester the Molester. 

Or maybe it's hormones. 

Hormones are powerful stuff. 

Just ask the male fish that are turn¬ 

ing into female fish in the rivers of 

England. British scientists speculate 

that the feminized fish are the result 

of either detergents breaking dowm 

or estrogen excreted by women rak¬ 

ing contraceptives. British her¬ 

maphrodite fish? Reminds us of The 

Crying Game, for reasons 

that, gosh, we can t say. 

{All rightl The chanteuse 

has a penis/ Can m please 

not talk about something 

else now?) 

New York s sewage, 

meanwhile, is producing 

loaves, not female fish. 

"Your waste comes out 

here and fertilizes our 

wheat fields/' one Col¬ 

orado farmer told The 

New York Times. "That 

helps make some of the 

bread that finds its way 

back to your tables." Yet, 

sadly, rhe 1J billion gal¬ 

lons of sewage New York¬ 

ers produce every day 

falls far short of demand. ' As far as 

I'm concerned," gushes an Arizona 

farmer, "if everyone's sewage was 

like New York's, this world would 

be a better place,” 

On the opposite coast and end of 

the scent spectrum, San Franciscos 

mayor is trying to make the world a 

better, less smelly place. Frank Jor¬ 

dan sent out a memo recently ask¬ 

ing city employees to attend meet¬ 

ings scent-free for the sake of those 

with "environmental illness or 

chemical sensitivity." Fragrance lob¬ 

byists have descended on the city, 

defending every American s right to 

smell fabulous. 

In Washington, less overpower¬ 

ing but no less powerful lobbyists 

don’t have to descend—they live 

there. And right now they're wait¬ 

ing to go off in the face of Hillary 

Rodham Clinton. Of the first lady’s 

dabbling in actual issues, Sheila 

Tate, Nancy Reagan s former press 

secretary, warns, “The problem is 

that if her [health care] task force 

is a stink bomb, Bill Clinton can t 

distance himself.” Nor should he. 

"If it's not the issue of the century," 

says Josh Wiener of the Brookings 

Institution, "it is easily in the top 

four or five.” Let’s see: There's Hit¬ 

ler, nuclear proliferation* flag burn¬ 

ing, and let s not forget the spread 

of Paris and London?” 

Well, in London they ought to be 
spending their time worrying about 

their educational system. Elvis 

Costello, explaining how he and the 

Brodsky Quartet went about writ¬ 

ing their epistolary album, The Juli¬ 

et Letters, told Rolling Stone, "Every¬ 

one went home and tried to write a 

suicide note one night—just like 

school/' And over in Paris they've 

got enough trouble just keeping 

their trains running on time. Re¬ 

cently some French guy got his 

hand stuck in the toilet of a high¬ 

speed train, bringing the whole she¬ 

bang to a hah. Firemen used metal 

cutters to remove the Frenchman 

with the toilet intact. Comedian- 

humanitarian-Francofetish Jerry 

Lewis, who was on the same train, 

called the rescue operation "mspir- 
* 15 

lflg, 
jerry Lewis? Smelly fish? Men 

noodling in toilets? 

Voild* as they say in France— 

Mickey Rourke! J 

Bianca flew to 

Sarajevo to “let 

the people...know 

we have not 

forgotten them." 

Forgotten theml 

of Communism and, yes, 

health-care reform, the 

No. 5 issue of the centu¬ 

ry, just ahead of that 

whole brouhaha over 

Billy Joel's “Only the 

Good Die Young." 

Wait, have we forgot¬ 

ten the lessons of Nanny- 

gate already? It seems 

like only a month ago 

that it was the most im¬ 

portant issue facing the 

nation, one that prompt¬ 

ed a Foreign Relations 

Committee staff member 

to fret, 'Can you imag¬ 

ine how this is being 

regarded in the salons 
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From the SPY Mailroom 

if} 
It’s one of those days when 
everybody wants something. Dave 

Hicks of Austin wants what most spy 

readers seem to want eventually: “Is 
your associate art director, Daniel 

Carter, the same one I graduated with 
from Krngwood High School in Texas? 
If so, can he get me a job at spy? If 

memory serves, Dan and I didnft get 

along too well, However, I won't let it 
come between us.” We’re afraid there 
are no positions available right now, 
Dave, but we note with appreciation 

your twist on the usual application 

process, with which longtime readers 

of this column are well acquainted: By 

having somebody on staff who already 
hates you, you’ve saved yourself the 

trouble of having to write all those 
obnoxious letters to the editor before 
sending in your resume. 

An unsigned postcard from San 
Francisco: “As a closet misogynist, £ 
wonder if Jamie Malanowsk is XY or 
XX.” For starters, our national editor 
is Jamie Malanowsk/. Beyond 

that...well, you'll just have to see the 
movie yourself. (And don't tell your 

friends the ending!) We've also had 
requests for less personal information. 
Jennifer Clark, a correspondent from 
the Rome bureau of Variety {say, 

haven't we seen your stories about 
XXiU} the controversial Pope John 
biopic?), wonders, “Why is our spy 

being mailed to us from Capodistria in 
Slovenia? Is spy onto a hot new 

publishing trend that Variety should 
know about?” Sorry, Jennifer, but we 
can't discuss the details of these kinds 

of operations—national-security 
considerations. 

One thing readers want that 

we can actually provide with a 
minimum of difficulty is copies of our 
magazine. C. Bertram Currier of 

Naples, Florida, wants “five copies > 

Letters to SPY 

I was positively aghast at the cover 

on your February issue. How could 

you possibly condone such a thing? 

Mrs. Clinton, as our new first 

lady, certainly deserves more respect 

than this Even as a spoof or a bit of 

humor, it is not the least bit funny 

and in the absolutely worst possible 

taste. It is my personal feeling that 

people who stoop to this level of 

degradation should not even have the 

privilege of living in this country. 

Perhaps it is time for you to reassess 

your values! 

Lit el la Berry 

Scott.; Valley, California 

I am repelled and disgusted. Your 

decision to porrray Hillary Clinton 

as a domirtatrix demonstrates your 

inability to accept the idea that a 

competent, capable, intelligent, 

hardworking, accomplished woman 

with impressive credentials as a per- 

son, a lawyer and an activist for so¬ 

cial change can be elevated to the 

level of major policy responsibility. 

Instead you characterize her as only a 

sexual persona (an offensive, inappro¬ 

priate stereotype) whose only agenda 

is to wield power against males. 

Dr. Lynne Friedman 

Long Island Cityf New York 

Actually, what we really always wanted 

on the cover was a picture of Denis 

Thatcher in leather.: 

The February cover has to be one of 

the most hilarious examples of your 

magazine s great sense of humor. No 

other magazine would have done 

such a thing. Keep those outrageous 

pictures coming—they alone got me 

to become a new subscriber 

David Miller 

Centerville, Ohio 

The financial district is abuzz with 

the rumor that the babelicious torso 

appended to Hillary Clinton's head 

actually belongs to Ross Perot’s 

daughter—a putative fact that legal 

and prudential considerations obvi¬ 

ously prevented you from disclosing 

directly, but that Is perhaps oblique¬ 

ly acknowledged in the sly forecast 

of one of President Bush's retirement 

activities on page 50 in February. 

Would you confirm or deny the 

rumor? The stability of our nation's 

financial markets may depend on 

your prompt reply (and the outcome 

of several substantial wagers in our 

office most certainly do). 

Mark How son 

New York 

Just one hint: Why do you think the 

Bundesbank lowered interest rates in 

February? 

I didn’t think you'd ever surpass 

your cover image of Kissinger and 

Merv Griffin dancing at Bohemian 

Grove [November 19H9J, but you've 

outdone yourselves. Superb. 

Martin Lewison 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Loved your February cover of 

Hillary! And your sick Chuck Berry 

story [ Sex and Drugs and Rock n 

Roil—Especially Sex,” by Mike 

Sager]! I'm nor a regular reader, but 

your cover was a must-have. Keep up 

the exceptional work! 

Rod Grimaldi 

Portage, Wisconsin 

I take exception and offense to Mike 

Sager's broadside of Chuck Berry. Al¬ 

though rock 'n roll by nature caters 

to the prurient interests of teenagers, 

I never thought that was the aim of 

8 SPY APRIL 1993 
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spy. Your peeping into Chuck s bath¬ 

room is as inappropriate as a critique 

of his music in the Saturday Review, I 

can find no justification for publish¬ 

ing it, I don e know how anyone ex¬ 

pects Chuck Berry to come out of 

three prison terms a more sensitive, 

caring and compassionate lover 

Murray Si herjr. 

Author, Great Balls of Fire: 

The Uncensored Story of 

Jerry Lee Lewis 

A it ant a, G eorgia 

So you didn't mention Lewis's marriage to 

his ]3-year-aid cousin in your hook? 

No one listens to Chuck Berry's 

music anymore. I'm sure 10 percent 

of the population doesn't know who 

Chuck Berry is and the rest don't 

give a flying fuck. Really, spy, your 

loyal, readers expect better of you! 

Alexander Vincent Arena 

Los Angeles, California 

I had just finished reading your arti¬ 

cle about Chuck Berry when I turned 

on the television and, 1c and behold. 

there's Chuck playing away for the 

president-elect at the Inaugural 

gala! Thank you for publishing the 

best magazine in the marketplace. 

Dan Clarke 

Rochester, New Hampshire 

God save conde 
Your entertaining account of the 

British invasion in the February 

issue [“The New British Invasion,' 

by Jamie MaJanowski] does too little 

justice to a peculiar pattern I have 

observed* The spread of British jour¬ 

nalists and British journalism seems 

to he exactly in those areas in which 

British experience should represent a 

disqualification. You note that a Brit 

has been made film critic for The 

New Yorker, thus permitting British 

criticism to flourish where the prod¬ 

uct itself cannot. 1 wonder if 

burned-out iefry Christopher 

Hitchens is really qualified to ana¬ 

lyze the Clinton administration, 

given that any one of his past politi¬ 

cal prescriptions, if adopted by the 

of your November 1992 issue, I may 
buy fen more copies.'* Why that issue? 

"It is the one that contains the article 
about my brother-in-law Jerry 

Weintraub and sister Jane.11 Let's see, 
that would be “First Cheeseball,*' by 
Suzanna Andrews, in which the title 
character, Currier’s movie-producer 

brother-in-law, is described as George 
Bush’s11 most embarrassing friend’* 
and his wife, the former Jane Morgan 
(and before that, Florence Currier), as 

the object of a youthful Bush's smirky 

fantasies. We would say Currier is right 
to stop at five copies for now, and then 

see if he wants the additional copies. 
(But if he does spring for the full 15, 

well send him absolutely free a copy of 

our August 1992 issue, in which 
George Bush’s smarmy remarks about 
Currier’s sister [“He Cheats On His 

Wife,” by Joe Conason] are described 

in greater detail.) 

Congratulations to ourselves 
are in order because our TV show The 
SPY Magazine Hit List (December 2, 

NBC) is eligible for an American ► 

ChAte.AU mARfnont *■« J 
jt *r 4 V v " 

hollywoofc Is MBIl' 

Hold and Bungalows 

(213) 6S6-10I0 



Cartier? 

WHO CARES? 
WHO CARES? WATCHES 

ONLY • Genuine ,411-Leather Band In Black Or Brown * 

$ ^ +$3 Shipping * Gold Or Silver Tone * Manufacturer's Warranty 

1 & Handling * Japanese Quartz Movement * 

Call 1-800-562-7913 For VISA & MasterCard Orders 
or Send Check Or Money Order To 
7022 Sardis Road,Charlotte NC 28226 
WHO CARLES? is 4 Registered Trademark, 
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May 2 

a 0 Philadelphia Music 
* <$ Conference 

A National Music Event/ 
LEAHS ABOUT MUSIC The PtiSC will bnng music mdu-strv experts from around the country into PhiLedelpim Three days 
of panels will touch on the latest issues in popular music arto the nuts and bote of 'making if in the industry. Topics of 
discussion wilt address music business issues facing all eytos or popular music and will bridge the gaps bebveen genres. 

EXPERJENCE MUSIC The PMC offers four nights of music showcases at Philadelphia area dubs that will feature the best 
of ail types of music kscal to Philadelphia and from around the country AH bands wtH be selected by a panel a industry and 
media experts. 

GETNiVOLVEDi PMC provides the opportunity for songwriters to meet major industry people, learn the straight dope about 
the business, and have the chance to have their music heard amt receive professional, expert feed back colter work There 
wisl also be pterrty qT impotent networking and promotional opportunities, including a h:flh-traffic exhibition ballroom on the 
same floor as the panels, as well as a directory and sample sac*: given out to all registrants. Don't rmss out) 

Call (215f 426-8163 to receive information on promotional opportunities at the event. 

SPONSORED 
BY: DISC MAKERS MESA/ROQGIB 

1 MCfflMnen mi PLEASE PRINT n 

Name. 
Company 
Address - 

Title. 

City, state. Zip 
Phone _ Fax 
I want to register for the Philadelphia Music Conference! Enclosed Is; 

_^6175 registration (by Apr. 151 
-— 675 student registration (by Mar. 31, must haw ID present to enter) 
__I would like more information till the PMC compact disc, advertising. And promotional 

opportunities at the event. 

L 

WALK-UP REGISRATTON IS 0195 - BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 OFF. 

Make checks payable to 'IhliadelphLa Music Conference' and mail to PMC. 
P-O. Box 29303 Philadelphia. PA 19125. AD rates and packages *ue non-refnndable. J 
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Democrats, would have condemned 

them to another decade in the 

wilderness? I myself have observed 

that increasing numbers of business- 

people and academics subscribe to 

The Economist t despite the fact that 

the British are in no position to give 

anyone (save perhaps the govern¬ 

ment of Argentina) advice on eco¬ 

nomic matters. Are we headed to¬ 

ward a kind of journalism in which 

the Italians are war correspondents 

and the Russians specialists in agri¬ 

culture? 

Roland Stephen 

Thousand Oaks\ California 

This just in over the wire: The Ko¬ 

reans are monopolizing dry cleaning; 

Arabs, convenience stores; the Jews, 

entertainment; the Greeks, restau¬ 

rants; the Irish, the political estab¬ 

lishment; and now the British are in 

publishing! The last of these is mas¬ 
sively disturbing ro a publication 

staffed entirely by smug little dinks 

who thought that the shelter for the 

socially retarded that somehow pass¬ 

es for an elite eastern college they all 

attended had cornered the market on 

pretentiousness and class-centered 
exclusion. 

It must be equally frustrating to 

witness foreigners taking over 

American companies, when we 

know it is the sole and protected do¬ 

main of Harvard grads to run corpo¬ 

rations into the ground. I think the 

Ivy League schools are in competi¬ 

tion with Oxford and Cambridge to 

see who can bankrupt their respec¬ 

tive nations first. Face it, kids, you 

are outclassed, J do admit, though, 

it was very amusing to see SPY try¬ 

ing to sound populist, 

Mark K. McCarthy 

Chicago, Illinois 

Don't feel so hitter, M r McCarthy; we 

have often heard that people rejected by 

Harvard can lead useful, basically 

happy lives. 

Thank you for your piece on the re¬ 

cent infestation of lobs ter-backed 

bastards in our country. The current 

crop of supercilious English buggers 

c r ( n a 
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XANDRIA 
COLLECTION 

SENSUAL 
PRODUCTS If you've been reluctant to purchase 

sensual products through the mail, we 

would like to offer you three things that 

change might your mind. 

1, We guarantee your privacy. 

Everything we ship is plainly and securely 

wrapped, with no due to its contents from the 

outside- All transactions arc strictly confiden¬ 

tial, a nd we never sel 1, rent or t rad e a n y ra mes, 

2, We gua ran tee you r satis f ac ti a n. 

If a product is unsatisfactory simply return 

it for replacement or refund. 

3. We guarantee that the product you 

choose will keep giving you pleasure* 

Should it malfunction, simply return it to us 

for a replacement. 

What is the Xandria Collection? 

It is a very special collection of sensual prod¬ 

ucts, including the finest and most effective 

products from around the world. It is de¬ 

signed for both the timid and the bold- For 

anyone who has ever wished there could be 

something more to their sensual pleasures. 

The Xandria Gold Collection..,a tribute to 

closeness and communication. Celebrate the 

possibilities forpleasu re we each have within 

us. Send for the Xandria Collection Gold 

Edition Catalogue. It is priced at just $4.Q0, 

applied in full to your first order. 

Write today. You have absolutely nothing to 

lose. And an entirely new world of enjoy¬ 

ment to gain- 

n The Xandria Collection, DepL S493 “I 
P.O. Bus 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131 

Please st»psd me1, by first rtass mail, thp Jfandria Coital inn 
C.oId Edition CaOLcgu? Fiu Lns+tl is my L.iis\ k iir rncmuy 

order for S4.001.. which will bt? applied Inwards mv first 
purcha^. (54 U.S., $5 CAN.. £3 U.K.) 

I .im Jin .adult Over 21 yk'ars.yf age: 

(S rtqiUffri) 

Name _ _ _ __ 

Addnas 

City. 

StJlC YJP. LXajidiid. ft?4 Dubuque Avl- , So'jLh 5an Francisco, CA 94®0 
Void whntr pwhibilod by h w J 

Television Award in the Variety 

Specials category* Our competition 
includes shows like Sea World Summer 
Safari (CBS) and 1992 Crosby 

Clambake(TNN). WeTe honored even 

to he nominated. 
Bob Cashill of San Jose wants a card 

for his grandfather’s 80tH birthday, 

and he wants it from the president. His 
problem, however, is that when he 
submitted his request to the White 
House Greetings Office—who knew?— 
the president was George Bush. Bob 
has forwarded to us the White House’s 
terse response: “The date of the 
occasion for which you requested a 

greeting occurs after President Bush 

has left office. We suggest you 
resubmit your request to the new 
Administration after January 20, 
1993/’ We hate to disappoint you 
again. Bob, but spy can’t help, either. 

While we ran well in Florida and the 
plains states, we actually won no 
electoral votes. 

Speaking of the new administration, 
L M, Harris of Herndon, Virginia, 
writes, “I hope Mrs. Clinton 
successfully sues your magazine." As if 

happens, we have reason to suspect 
that the first lady herself enjoyed our 
cover image, which would prove that 
not all feminists in the Washington, 
D,C,-Herndon, Virginia, corridor lack a 
sense of humor. 

Speaking of disgraceful 

exploitations of the first couple, an 
international eyewear manufacturer 
called 5£filo Group has sent us a press 
release about its Clinton Eyeglass 
Frame. They were decent enough to 
concede that the frame is actually 
named after the town of Clinton, New 
Jersey, as “part of a frame collection 
coined after various cities across the 
United States'1 but shameless enough 
to say, “The Clinton is a politically 

correct unisex style [that] takes a 
middle-of-the-road stance between the 
ultra conservative vintage styling of 

yesterday and the ultralrendy, unusual 
designer eye fashions of today." 
Safilo—isn’t that Esperanto for 

Democratic Leadership Conference? 

Last but—well, last, we were 
intrigued when Christopher Lydon, 

should be immediately deported 

back to the land of the Excruciating¬ 

ly Boring Sunday, after being forced 

to buy American-made products 

with the loot they’ve acquired from 

their indulgent American employers. 

Their former employers should then 

be deported back to Texas (for life) 

for the encouragement of the others. 

Keep up the good work 

Alexander Stuart Gray 

Aiempbis, Tennessee 

ttr Voices, otter Leflsps 
As the father ol a beautiful five- 

month-old daughter who is the size 

of a large rib roast, I found “May f 

Suggest Our Zinfandel, Mr, Dah- 

mer?" [by Gary Wolf, February} par¬ 

ticularly distasteful. 

W. Wilson Dinielli 

Seymour, Connecticut 

Your ranking of Ross Perot as the 

worst thing to happen in the U.S. in 

1992 [The SPY 100, January} over¬ 

looks some very important facts: (1) 

His focus on our national debt and 

deficit made Americans acutely 

aware of the depth of the problem. I 
am sure that those in the media such 

as spy have failed to inform the pub¬ 

lic, otherwise the public would have 

been alerted and we would not be 

$4 trillion in debt. (2) He was the 

only presidential candidate to force¬ 

fully address the influence of foreign 

lobbyists. (3) He alone forcefully op¬ 

posed the Mexican free-trade agree¬ 

ment. If it s such a great idea, why is 

Japan (whose borders are closed to 

American products) rich and the U.S. 

$4 trillion in debt?? (4) He alone 

highlighted the hank failures, (5) He 

alone opposed the Gulf War before it 

began. (6) Our airline industry is 

being sold to foreign countries. 1 can 

see this doesn’t bother you. You don't 

mind if foreign countries own so 

much of our assets that we the people 

loose [ric] control of our destiny and 

our democracy. (7) You call Perot 

paranoid but fail to give a full ac¬ 

counting of the political climate as 

we now know it to be. We now know 
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the deeply respected talk show 

interviewer far WGBH in Boston, sent 

u$ a document that concerned the 

deeply loathed Mort Zuckerman. The 

document In question was a page from 
Platinum Card By Invitation Only, a 
glossy American Express newsletter. 
For an astonishing $125 per personr 

we learned, American Express's most 
status-obsessed marks could sign up 
for “An Evening With Mort 
Zuckernian,” which included a 

cot ktails-an d-hors-d 'oeuvres 
reception, a talk during which 
Zuckerman would “share his 
perceptions and philosophy about 

operating a business in turbulent 

economic times,” and a question-and- 
answer session, 

Zzzzz.) 

CORRECTION 

In March's “SPY Guide to Show 

Business Networking” we identified 

Judy HoffJund as an agent at United 
Talent Agency; she is, but she is also a 
partner in the firm. J 

that Elizabeth Tamposi at the State 

Department was looking into 

Perots and Clintons passport hies. 

According to SPY there is no need 

for of Ross to worry abour someone 

wanting to tap his phones, is there? 

(8) During the election the Bush ad¬ 

ministration started a trumped-up 

investigation of FBI director 

William Sessions because he was si¬ 

multaneously investigating the 

Bush administration's and justice 

Department’s involvement in Iraq- 

gate. George Bush is the real in¬ 

spector. The media consistently ig¬ 

nores the fact that Ronald Reagan 

signed an executive order allowing 

the CIA to spy on Americans, Are 

you at spy ignorant or propagan¬ 

dists? SPY magazine is the worst 

event of 1992, 

Name withheld 

Indianapolis. Indiana 

Yon raise a number of interesting points, 

many of which ire did not hate space to 

print, We don't know how we ever got 

the idea that Perot and his supporters 

were kooks, Sorry. 

Just a note to tell you how good 1 

think SPY is, 1 have been exasperated 

beyond belie! at the national media 

since the Persian Gulf War, I was 

also flabbergasted that ‘ family val¬ 

ues," "Murphy Browrn’ imd Gen niter 

Flowers wTere considered issues in 

the last election, and nor the S&L 

scandal, Iran-contra, Iraqgate, etc. 

When you reported on Jennifer 

Fitzgerald and company and pub¬ 

lished "1,000 Reasons Not to Vote 

for George Bush” {July/August 

1992], I cheered out loud. It was a 

marked contrast to the chickenshit 

reporting elsewhere. The 1990s are a 

sorry rime for what passes for Amer¬ 

ican culture and the Fourth Estate, 

with the notable exception of spy. 

Scott Lottghrey 

Baltimore, Aiary/and 

Address correspondence to spy, The SPY 

Building, 5 Union Square West■ New 

York, N.Y. 10003. Typewritten letters 

are preferred\ Please include your day¬ 

time telephone number Letters may be 

edited for length or clarity, } 

WANDERING SPIRIT the new album Produced by RICK RUBIN and MICK JAGGER 

J 
'4 I © 199J Atlantic Recording Ccrp. A time Warner Company THE ATLANTIC GROUP 
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The Industry 

Where the Beer and the Antelope Kane Cellular Phones 
“What do we do now?" asks Robert Redford at 

the end of The Candidate when his idealistic character, after 

having compromised himself, unexpectedly gets elected to 

the Senate. Eight years after founding the Sundance Institute, 

and having turned the Sundance Film Festival into the out-of- 

town event of the year, Redford is considering his victory and 
asking the same question of friends and dose associates. Sundance was 
created for a noble purpose, one which it still largely serves: to cele¬ 
brate and nourish independent filmmakers. But at the heart of this 
mission, or so Redford has always 

believed, is making Hollywood take 

notice. Now that Hollywood has, 

Redford has begun to appreciate the 

paradox of his success. Ordinary 

Bob, as friends call the star behind 

his back, privately expresses be¬ 

musement and disappointment that 

the pilgrims from Hollywood to 

Park City, Utah, insist on bringing 

Hollywood with them, twisting 

Sundance'$ low-key seriousness and 

idealism into frenzied hotness-seek¬ 

ing and deal-making. 

The ten-day festival’s changing 

character was more obvious than ever 

last January. Among the visitors were 

Steven Spielberg and Disney's Jeffrey 

"Sparky1' Katzenberg, as well as prac¬ 

tical! y every agent in town, and the 

whole thing was co-spon sored by 

Time Warner's Entertainment Weekly. 

The festival may not have completely 

abandoned its political priorities 

(competent and relatively well 

financed white male filmmaker Rob 

Weiss's decent Amongst Friends was 

passed over for an award in favor of 

the frankly lousy just Another Girl on 

the IRT, directed by Leslie Harris, a 

black woman), but culturally, Holly¬ 

wood has taken hold. Each evening, 

agents and executives dine in only 

two restaurants, The Barking Frog 

Grill or the River Horse Cafe, thus 

importing Hollywood's maniacal pack 

attitude and hair-trigger faddishness 

to Utah restaurant!ng, Sundance's 

earnest founder seems mildly dis¬ 

turbed by ail this, but he apparently 

can't help finding it a little thrilling. 

Traditionally, Redford keeps a low 

profile. One well-known journalist 

who has gone to Sundance 

four times never once 

saw Redford until this 

year, when he 

showed up at 

a tribute to 

Denzel Wash¬ 

ington and a 

screening—not 

of Just Another Girl 

or even Amongst 

Friends but of Silent 

Tongue* the soggy, 

pretentious, French- 

financed movie written 

and directed by the in¬ 

sufferable Sam Shep¬ 

ard and attended con¬ 

spicuously by 

Shepard and Jes¬ 

sica Lange. — 

A certain 

amount of con¬ 

tradictory altru¬ 

ism and glam¬ 

our-see king 

seems innate to 

Redford. Recently he angered many 

of his Utah neighbors by fighting, 

for environmental reasons, against 

the proposed expansion of the two- 

lane Provo Canyon Road. But now 

he's helping to increase the traffic 

flow over the same road with plans 

to transform Sundance into a big^ 

time "destination resort/’ Thanks ro 

Redford, the Utah wilderness will 

get an infusion of 107 new hotel 

rooms in the next two years and 150 

new bouses within three years. 

When sharpies from the Valley do 

this sort of thing, its called devel¬ 

opment—and they aren't referring 

to a script. 

Redford isn't the only person 

whose success has sunk him into 

midlife angst. Following Mike 

Ovitz’s decision that there is 

more to life than just being 

j a talent agent (frankly, sell¬ 

ing movie stars seems 

preferable to selling 

soda pop, but 

Pilgrims from Hollywood have twisted 

Redford’s Sundance Film Festival 

into frenzied hotness-seeking 

Ovitz's dad was a 

liquor salesman), 

biggest-t i me 

lawyer Peter 

Dekom has 

been thinking 

that what he 

really wants to 

do is, well., .some¬ 

thing creative. 

Dekom, a partner in 

Bloom Dekom Hergott 

& Cook, the most pow¬ 

erful firm in the busi¬ 

ness, has lately 

hb left some of his 

clients unhappy 

about his appar¬ 

ent diminished 

interest in 

lawyering. Be¬ 

cause he once 

studied film¬ 

making, Dekom has harbored a nag¬ 

ging regret over not being an auteur 

himself, or at the very least a studio 

executive. Recently he has been 

bringing this up a lot, talking to 

people about teaming up to form a 

little studio or prod action company 
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k's probably just talk—Dekom lacks 

the guts to give up his comfortable 

position to take such a risk — but 

some people don t want to hear at at 

all When Dekom hs pal Joe Roth 

needed a lawyer to negot iate the deal 

that eventually landed him at Dis¬ 

ney, he passed over Dekom in favor 

of Barry Hirsch, partly because he 

was afraid rhar Dekom would want 

to go into business with him. 

(Another reason people don e like 

to do business with Dekom is his 

truly embarrassing inability to stop 

himself from making those awful 

puns all the time, even during sober 

business meetings. Friends have ap¬ 

parently talked to him about it, but 

so far nothing seems to help.) 

One thing that may very well 

make an executives life look tempt¬ 

ing to Dekom right now is the in¬ 

creasing difficulty of being a Holly¬ 

wood superlawyer. He has recently 

found himself in a completely un¬ 

tenable show biz nexus of potential 

conflicts of interests, pretty stan¬ 

dard business but nevertheless tire¬ 

some. fn the recent financial to- 

and-fro over Ron Howard and 

Brian Grazers Imagine Films En¬ 

tertainment, Dekom had to deal 

with the following conditions: (1) 

he is a former partner of Tom Pol¬ 

lock’s, the head of Universal, which 

now distributes and finances Imag¬ 

ines films; (2) he represented Graz¬ 

er and Howard, Imagines princi¬ 

pals, and advised them when they 

left Imagine last fall, when they got 

a lucrative six-year production deal 

at Universal and when they negoti¬ 

ated to buy back Imagines public 

stock; and (3) at the time of the 

Howard-Grazer negotiations, he 

was an Imagine board member and 

stockholder and was reported to 

have cried to raise money to make a 

competing bid for the company, 

Dekom told one friend that the 

SEC warned him he was skating on 

very thin ice and should quit speak¬ 

ing publicly about his interest in 

the company. 

Ovicz, Redford, Dekom...No 

one is happy with who they are* 

and yet nobody, it seems, thinks he 

would be happier with Tom Pol¬ 

lock's job. The latest to turn down 

the chance to become Universal's 

daimvo are said to be Barry Levin¬ 

son's smart, good-guy producing 

partner, Mark Johnson, and the ex¬ 

tremely goofy Grazer. Has anyone 

called Peter? 

Trims and Ends: Who would have 

thought that Joel Silver and 

Sylvester Stallone might make a 

good, even thoughtful movie? It’s 

still in production, but the script 

for Warner Bros/s Demolition Man, 

a Blade Runner-ish film also star¬ 

ring Wesley Snipes, is great. And 

since Silver is boasting that he got 

Stallone for only $5 million up 

front (and gee, after Cliffhanger one 

would think Stallone could write 

his own ticket), the picture might 

actually make money. See you Mon¬ 

day night at Mortons; I'll be the 

one nursing a Tab. —Celia Brady 
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The Street 

Can f Anybody Here Play Liar s Poker? 
Probably the greatest wasted Wall Street talent 
at the moment is John Meriwether, the former vice chairman 
of Salomon Brothers and legendary bond trader who resigned 
from the firm in 1991 as a result of its Treasury-bill scandal As 
you will recall, the scandal was caused by Paul Mozer, the swag¬ 

gering little head of Salomon s Treasury desk, who tried to corner 
the market in a couple of bond issues. Mozer’s efforts resulted in an in¬ 

vestigation by the SEC and the Treasury and Justice departments. He 

was fired in August 199T and last January he was indicted for several 

felonies, including securities fraud. 

Salomon chief John Gutfreund, 

president Tommy Strauss and Meri¬ 

wether resigned when Mozer was 

dismissed, after acknowledging that 

they had known about one of 

Mazer's illegal bjds for nearly four 

months before bothering to inform 

the government. They were re¬ 

placed by the Untouchables — in^ 

vestor Warren Buffett and his cho¬ 

sen chairman, a very clubbable 

Briton named Deryck Maugham 

In December, without admitting 

any wrongdoing, Gutfreund, Strauss 

and Meriwether agreed to pay rcla- 

tively minor fines levied by the 

SEC, which blamed them for super¬ 

vising Mozer too loosely. The SEC 

was least harsh with Meriwether, 

though, since he'd brought the 

Mozer problem to the attention of 

his superiors as soon as he learned of 

it; Meriwether's fine was $50,000, a 

pittance to a bond trader. 

Now that Meriwether has paid 

his debt to society, all of Wall Street 

is wondering why this career Sal¬ 

omon man isn't back buying and 

selling in his chair on the firm's 

football-field-size trading floor Not 

that he needs to work; its just that 

a man of his trading talents should 

be doing more chan playing in the 

AT&T Pebble Beach pro-am. 

What most of Wall Street doesn't 

knowT is that after Meriwether's case 

was disposed of, Salomon conducted 

intense negotiations with him to try 

to get him to return to the firm. 

The approach was extremely dis¬ 

creet, but according to a source 

close to Meriwether, Salomon was 

very much the pursuer. The talks 

stalled, however, when the firm 

"wouldn't meet his 

terms." 

Make that one 

term: Meriweth¬ 

er's future at Sal¬ 

omon . In his 

mid-forties, he 

has plenty of years 

of work ahead of 

him, and he 

wanted some 

assurances, 

“He'd have had 

to be in direct line 

for the chairmanship 

of the firm," the 

source says, as he 

was when Gut- 

freund was run¬ 

ning things, 

When that prom¬ 

ise wasn't forth¬ 

coming, Meri¬ 

wether said for- 

1990 in salary and bonus, and Eric 

Roscnfcld, another quant -oriented 

trader—remained at the firm and 

were undoubtedly vocal in their 

praise of him. Perhaps not coinci¬ 

dentally, at about the time the Meri¬ 

wether talks broke down, Rosenfeld 

announced his resignation. 

A more likely explanation is that 

Maughan, who commanded the 

early months of the Salomon 

cleanup from his $1,000-a-day suite 

at Manhattan's swank Mark Hotel, 

may be reluctant to let a power¬ 

house like Meriwether get near him, 

And, although Meriwether is ex¬ 

ceedingly shy and low-key^he d be 

the guy listening to the joke, not 

telling it™ his return 

might smack of the 

old, swashbuck¬ 

ling Salomon. 

The image of 

the corsair might 

have appealed to 

Gutfreund, but 

it’s one that 

Maughan is des¬ 

perately trying to 

shake. 

But bringing 

back Meriwether 

would have also 

meant bringing 
John and John back big trading 

” gains and a prov- 

Salomon conducted intense 

negotiations with John 

Meriwether to get him to return 
get it. 

Could it he that Deryck Maughan 

doesn't understand how much it 

would behoove Salomon to have 

Meriwether back on the desk? Un¬ 

likely. Meriwether fans™including 

Larry Hilibrand, who famously 

made a reported $23 mill ton in 

en talent scout. 

Every year, Meri¬ 

wether single- 

handedly made 

hundreds of mil¬ 

lions in profits 

for Salomon on his bold trading 

schemes. What’s more, he excelled 

at turning up brilliant bond traders 

in odd places. Meriwether, for in¬ 

stance, was one of the first Wall 

Streeters to realize that mathemati¬ 

cal geniuses like Hilibrand studying 
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probabilities in university labs 

could make billions devising arcane 

trading strategies. 

Not flashy or brash, Meriwether 

was a steady mid westerner in a busi¬ 

ness populated by either stuffy Ivy 

Leaguers or scrappy loudmouths. 

All through the when he was 

making millions a year, he lived in 

the same one-bedroom apartment 

on the Upper East Side. “He has 

great confidence/' says a trader, 

“but he's a nice guy.” Decidedly not 

like Mozer, a self-important creep 

who cheats at golf. 

Nowhere was Meriwether's 

confidence more evident than in his 

gambling. Traders recall how on a 

slow trading day he would bet big 

on whatever sporting event might 

be going on. If ir were summer¬ 

time, be d bet on a totally mean¬ 

ingless, midweek baseball game. 

“Lets say it was a Cubs game/' re¬ 

calls a former colleague. “Meri¬ 

wether would call up the weather 

report in Chicago to see which way 

the wind was blowing. If it was 

blowing to the south at 12 miles an 

hour, he'd know whether that 

would help or hurt the team in 

town to play the Cubs.” 

Meriwether is the man in 

Michael Lewis's book Liars Poker 

who, when Gutfreund challenges 

him to a $1 million game of liar's 

poker, agrees to play only if the 

stakes are upped to $K) million. In¬ 

deed, thanks to Meriwether, liars 

poker became part of the cult at 

Salomon. Once a month, he would 

have his computers spit out sheets 

of random, eight-figure numbers— 

like those found on a dollar bill— 

50 or so to a page. He and a hand¬ 

ful of his highly numerate col¬ 

leagues would each take a sheet and 

go up to the corporate dining room 

to eat steaks, drink beers and play 

liar's poker until the wee hours. 

Cutting Meriwether loose speaks 

volumes about the new crew at Sal- 

omon^bureaucrats worried more 

about image or control than about 

bringing back a courageous money¬ 

maker. —Rawlie Thorpe 

Lynchburg, Tennessee is a wonderful p*a« la mil. We hope you'll do in soon 

Tennessee Wfuskey ■* 40-43^ alcohol by wJume (SG-£6 prool) * D?st lied and Bcltled by 
Jatk Daniel Distillery Lem Mi I low Proprietor. Route 1, Lynchburg (Pap 36 L) Tennessee 37352 

Placed m the National Register oj,Historic Places by {fit* United Stotts Giti'ertimtHt. 

IN LYNCHBURG, TENNESSEE you can 
still buy a i(K Coke" But not a dime’s worth 
of Jack Daniel’s. 

Our county was voted dry in 1909. Though we 
began making Tennessee Whiskey here in 1866, 
you have to buy it elsewhere. If you’re ever in 
Lynchburg and in need of refreshment, 
we’ll recommend a short walk to the 
Coke machine at the hardware store. 
But if you’re looking for the kind of 
refreshment Jack Daniel’s provides, 
the trip to the next county isn’t 
far. Eleven miles, three blocks 
and five steps, to be exact. 
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A 40-ish Democratic political consultant wan¬ 

dered through the Old Executive Office Building recently and 

noticed something odd. He was the oldest person there* "I felt 
like Moses,” he says. 

What he didn't realize was that these bright-eyed wunderkinder 

are true avatars of Clintonism* They’re a perfect synthesis of the 
old and the new, equal measures of traditional politicking and high- 
tech wonkiness. They know what tens of thousands of other Clinton- 
administration job seekers did not: that grabbing a lower-echelon plum 
in the Clinton administration re¬ 
quired not only knowing a Friend of 
Bill but also knowing how to delete 
the computer files of someone who 
knows a better FOB. 

For many dewy young cam¬ 

paign workers, November heralded 

the dawn of a new era. Cynicism, 

divisive ness and fur were relics. 

Earnest conviction and a smoke-free 

White House were just around the 

comer. 

Among those who worked on 

Clinton s campaign, there was also a 

sense of joyous.,,personal expecta¬ 

tion, The country was going to 

change, and even better, they were 

going to be paid to help change it* 

And so they worked happily for no 

pay on the Inaugural committee or 

at the transition offices, hoping for 

the big reward that would call for 

blue blazers and a haircut. 

Utterly blinded by their candi¬ 

date’s outside-che-Beltway rhetoric, 

these campaign workers were awak¬ 

ened with a jolt when they arrived 

at Transition, as the headquarters on 

Vermont Avenue was known. That’s 

when they first met their vulpine 

counterparts, the horde of hungry 

professional Democrats who d been 

waiting inside Washington during 

what their bard, Sidney Blumen- 

thal, called, in a recent article for 

The New Yorkeri ' the wilderness 

years.” 

As of Election Day, the new ad¬ 

ministration had a total of 4,318 

noncareer political appointments to 

make—and more than 1,000 re¬ 

sumes coming in a day. 

In keeping with its 

technocratic cam¬ 

paign veneer, the 

new administra¬ 

tion employed ar¬ 

tificial intelli¬ 

gence to sort out 

the situation. The 

Resumix machine 

from Santa Clara, 

California, is a chip¬ 

head’s dream of 

New Age manage¬ 

ment style, and 

surely the cleanest 

way to dole our pa¬ 

tronage* 

The Resum ix was 

supposed to be 

schmoozable. It 

could scan re¬ 

sumes, file them 

under code words 

and give a limit- 

un- 

selft staffed largely from within 

Washington, resembled a Macberh- 

style caldron of dark magic and short 

knives. The people who worked in 

the office wanted jobs, too. 

I m pretty Machiavellian/ says 

one person who worked at Transi¬ 

tion, and who has since gotten a job. 

'But this went beyond my wildest 

dreams. It made the New York pub- 

lishing world look like kinder¬ 

garten." People in the transition of¬ 

fice were so desperate for jobs them¬ 

selves, according to this source, that 

they weren't beyond engag¬ 

ing in computer sabo¬ 

tage, entering one 

another’s com¬ 

puters to change 

or kin fii es of 

potential com¬ 

petitors. ’They 

would circulate 

false memos about 
jobs," che source 

says. 'They might 

even answer the 

telephone and if 

the call was from 

Little Rock, they d 

say you weren’t 

there—even if you 

were in the bath¬ 

room—or even 

say, He’s already 

got a job. Can I 

help you? " 

Things were 

Sabotage* 

‘Tm pretty Machiavellian, but this 

ed number of made the New York publishing world probably worse, 
"professional though, if you 

search consul- look like kindergarten” 
tants” (some of 

whom were being paid $750 a day) 

a way to match the qualified with 

the jobs. 

Right from the start, the unpaid 

grunts in the office noticed that ev¬ 

erything at Transition wasn’t sweet 

and egalitarian* Indeed, the office it- 

were in Little 

Rock or any¬ 

where else outside the District. 

After the election, Clinton transi¬ 

tion officials asked everyone who 

had worked on the campaign and 

who wanted a job in Washington to 

fill out a form. But when the forms 

were supposed to have arrived in 
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Washington, curiously, they had all 

been lost. 

Sometime during the transition, 

administration officials assembled a 

list of 800'pound gorillas who be¬ 

came coded “sponsors/ The list, 

obtained by spy, contains the 

names of 895 prominenr people 

and groups—presumably the bulk 

of the FOB network. Each name is 

accompanied by three letters: rep 
and SEN for members of Congress, 

TRN for transition, POL for policy 

wonks (Blumenthal, The New York¬ 

ers man in Washington, is one of 

these; his former boss. The New Re¬ 
publics, Marty Peretz, is just an OTH, 

or other), CGR for constituent group 

(e.g*, Asian Pacific Americans for 

Clinton/Gore). Hillary is coded as 

an ofl (Office of First Lady), and 

Tipper is an ovs (Office of the Vice 

Spouse?). Critics who complain 

Clinton's Cabinet looks less like 

America and more like the Ameri- 

can Bar Association will not be sur¬ 

prised to find the ABA on the list, 

as well as a separate entry for 'other 

bar associations/' 

There are some interesting omis¬ 

sions. Every living former Demo¬ 

cratic presidential nominee is on 

the list, except for one particularly 

swarthy, diminutive, pathetic one. 

All of Clinton’s opponents last 

spring are on the list, except for one 

particularly ascetic, turtlenecked, 

annoying one, Jesse Jackson, of 

course, is not on the list. 

Transition grunts were instruct¬ 

ed to feed the resumes into the ma¬ 

chine with appropriately mysteri¬ 

ous codes. Resumes with sponsors 

went into the machine coded as A- 
SPONS, according to a source who 
worked in the Resumix office. "Re¬ 

sumes without sponsors got a letter 

B, and although they got scanned 

into the system, they were never 

looked at again," the source says. 

"People were getting totally freezed 

out. Washington insiders were get¬ 

ting jobs, and even people at Tran¬ 

sition were getting fucked over. 

The irony of it was, the best place 

to be wasn't out in the field work¬ 

ing for Clinton. It was in the D,C. 

or Little Rock offices, where you 

could code your resume/' 

Coding wasn't limited to sponsor- 

ship. The forms people were asked to 

fill out contained an optional section 

on ethnicity. But even that wasn’t 

suffi cient. Resumes of applicants 

with a particular ethnic or interest 

group were accompanied by a code 

name, the name of a sponsor who 

represented such a group. Thus, the 

word ROQUE (after transition official 

Margarita Roque) was scrawled on 

those resumes presumed to have 

come from Hispanics, even if the 
person had no connection to Roque. 

And [David] mfxner or [Bob! 

HATTOY was written on resumes pre¬ 
sumed to have come from gays. And 

so on. 

The importance of multicultur- 

alism wasn't missed. Tom Hoog, an 

executive with the PR firm Hill 

and Kn owl ton, led every one of his 

sponsoring letters with a variation 

on In keeping with your pledge to have 

an administration that “looks more like 

America, ' / can think of no one more 

qualified than.,. 

On average, sponsors sent over 

about a dozen job seekers each. But 

some sponsors took their clout 

more seriously. According to a 

source in the transition office, one 

of the most lavish sponsors was 

Louisiana senator ]ohn Breaux, who 

sponsored about 1,100 jobseekers. 

Official sponsor Sidney Blumen¬ 

thal did his part by writing a fawrn- 

ing New Yorker piece about the 

''many aspirants" with "unques¬ 

tioned merit" and "impressive ref¬ 

erences," without once mentioning 

that he himself was one of those 
"“impressive references/1 BLumen- 

thals sponsor code ended up on the 

resume of at least one worthy job 

seeker: his own wife, Jackie. 

Blumenthal denies sponsoring his 

wife, though, and says he didn't even 

know such a list existed. And lest 

Blumenthal be accused of being in 

too tight with the administration, it 

should be noted that his wife didn't 

get the job, —Nina Burleigh 

Spirited, Functional Clothes 
for the Outdoors 

For a free color catalog of our 
technical clothes, layering systems, 

sportswear and the name of your 
nearest Patagonia dealer, 

please ca II or write: 

|B|| 1-800-336-9090 -1 11 
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manufacture speakers and music systems 
designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR. KLH 
& Advent/ and sell them fectory-diim. 
also sell components hem Philips, Pioneer, 
Derm and others. Bemuse we sell famy- 

ditm, you can save hundreds of dollars. 

call 1-800-FOR-HIFI 
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Beverly Hills Hotel closed 

for a two-year renovation in 

December, it was cheering to 

see an actual TV star out 

front, Alas, the star was Shan¬ 

non (90210) Doherty, in full, 

shrieking pseudo-Tourette’s mode. 

"Whar the fuck are you doing to 

my car?” she hollered at a valet who was 

moving it out of the driveway. Doherty 

wanted it to stay just in front of the en¬ 

trance, where it would be most conve¬ 

nient for her. An adult bystander pointed 

out that other cars couldn’t come and go. 

“If I fucking wanted your fucking opinion, 

Td fucking ask for it/’ Doherty replied. “How 

dare you speak to me," she added, to the valet, 

It started, as most 1993 anec¬ 

dotes involving famous actors 

seem to, with that freshest of 

salutations. Hey, girlfriend!'' The 

setting was the basement of a mid¬ 

town office building remade at great 

expense into a Casbah setting for the 

introduction of Giorgio Armani s new 

fragrance, Gio. While much of the 

crowd debated whether Isabella 

Rossellini and Jim “I Can't Act” 

Be I us hi were actually a couple, a 

minicommotion broke our over the 

lighted runway. It was freakish sur¬ 

vivor Che r, crossing the runway 

against traffic to reach the other side. 
Freakish survivor Whoopi Goldberg 

called out, “Hey, girlfriend/' to her leather-clad 

chum, and together they pro¬ 

vided a running voice-over for 

Armam's first U,$. fashion show 

in ten years. C l like thatf the for¬ 

mer Mrs. Bono said, about either 

an unstructured parchment-colored 

linen jacket or the male model in it.) 

Cher started sassing her girlfriend, telling her 

she’d seen photographs of her and Ted Danson at 

a posh L.A, hotel. Whoopi laughed, “Fuck you/’ 

rhen said, “They [the tabloids] never take your 

feelings into account/' Cher agreed but 

added her forthrightly ungenerous esti¬ 

mation of the victim of Ted and 

Whoopi's alleged affair (which both 

have denied having); Jtl never liked his 

wife anyway.” 

Shortly before the charmingly 

grotty but underpatronized 

nui'fi 

who hadn't uttered a word. 

Lost in the media's t/^erangst 

over the passing of the Man of 

Steel last fall was the fact that 

DC Comics, wholly owned by 

Time Warner, had to go all 

the way to chairman Steve Ross to get permis¬ 

sion to off its flagship character. But sometimes 

in life, as in comic books, justice prevails. From 

his own deathbed, Ross requested 1,000 copies 

of the superhot Death of Superman book to 

distribute to his friends. DC didn’t have 

them. (At Ross's memorial service, inci¬ 

dental ly, his ultra-ambitious protege 

Bob 1 Invented MTV" Pittman invent- 

ed a new form: eulogy-as-career-self- 

promotion. Pittman lauded Ross as 

“a dreamer” but then felt compelled to 

add that his newr boss, Gerald Levin, is a 

dreamer, too.) ) 
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Off the Wal Dr. 

Diagnoses His Critics 

"We can fly. you know/’ Michael Jackson once told Nett'S* 

mek. "We just don’t know how to think the right thoughts 

and levitate ourselves off the ground." Andf of course, more 

recently, and with an equally firm grip on reality, he said, 

I can't think of a better way to spread the message of 

world peace than by working with the NI L and being part 

of Super Bowl XXV] E, ' Given rhese remarks, the derisive 

term that Jackson used most frequently in his television interview with Oprah 

Winfrey seems an awful lot like the pot calling the kettle., ,er, black? 

The Fine Print 
by Jamie Malanowski 

...HE HAS HAD 

PLASTIC 

SURGERY ON 

HIS EYES, 

CHEEKBONES 
AND UPS: 

"They go too 

far_It's crazy." 

...OPRAH WAS 

CONTRACTUALLY 

BOUND TO CALL 

HIM THE KING 

OF POP: 

It's crazy.' 

...HE TOLD 

PRESIDENT 
CLINTON HE 

HAD TD BE 

THE ONLY ONE 

Does the Name 
^ ^ Ruby Begonia 

■ Strike a 
dBH Familiar Note? 

Apparently even in New 

York, o city rife with crime, 

the life of a senior police 

official con be so tedious 

that private amusements are 

needed. A friend has sent us 

o list kept by one such 

(white) official to help pass 

the time, a roster of unusual 

names he had collected, not 

all in the fine of duty: 

leondis Medley, 

Stonewall Odom, Corteton 

St, Bernard, Fotis Taraske- 

baides, Dewitt Thrasher, 

Rakafdi Zinn, 

Neverson 

Hard ley, Moses 

Venue, Rodrigo 

Geeds, Fiywright 

Green, Pearly 

Peeples, Woody 

Head, Gladstone 

Swell, Hoptin 

Fray, Ivanhoe 

Bryant, 

Lensworth 

Nosworthy, 

Leroy Long on ire, 

Dennis Womp, 

Baldwin Fangi, 

Heben Dunkley, 

Tribuneaf 

...HE WANTED A WHITE BOY TO 

PLAY HIM AS A CHILD IN A PEPSI 

COMMERCIAL: 

"That is so stupid...the most 

ridiculous, 

horrifying story 

I’ve ever heard. 

Its crazy .. .Stop 

believing these 

horrifying 

stories, 

TO PERFORM AT THE 

INAUGURATION: 

"T hat is horrible. That is the 

stupidest, craziest story 1 have ever 

heard. ..That is so srupid to me. I 

mean, its crazy.’ 

...HE HAS PROPOSED TO LIZ TAYLOR: 

Tm crazy about her. ’ 

—Rtttt4y Sion 

ON RUMORS THAT... 

...HE SLEEPS IN AN OXYGEN TANK: 

"That story is so crazy....Don’t 

believe these crazy stories." 

Reglstra, 

Spu rgeon 

Covington, Gary 

Cabbagestalk, 

Claude St, 

Come, Carl 

Master Ward 

Pegram, Broch 

Bloch, 

Venancious 

Ferguson, Lexi ► 
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THE TIME PB[Hf CONTINUED 

Funderburk, Robert 

Sherlock Holmes, Singletary 

Boe, Flu ester McKay, 

Lindberg Spears, Obedieth 

Belvin, Iona Blowe, Riggs 

Moody Touch berry, 

Maverick Boone, Pioneer 

Crump, Human Matthews, 

Henman M„ Werman, 

Dionysios Lumpkin, 

Lemonis Adannis, Jape! 

leCunt, Dipper Cramer, 

Columbus Dicks, Samson 

Salami, Turnip Seed, 

Petrolium Bedford, Quo 

Vadls Burwell, Oxygen 

Smith, Mel Sloppy, Perloy 

Bovoin and the Rev, De 

Chicken La Holmes. 

Never Can 
Say Goodbye 

flir ^9 When the Prince 

ChaHes-Camilfo Porker- 

Bowles transcript was leaked 

to the British press, most 

reporters focused on the so- 

called Tampax exchange, 

(To dear up some people's 

confusion" Charles did oof 

liken himself to a tampon; 

he said he'd like to live 

inside Camilla's trousers, 

and when she osked if he 

was going to turn into a pair 

of knickers, he—in a self- 

pitying simile reminiscent of 

Prufrock's pair of ragged 

daws, scuttling across the 

floors of silent seas—replied, 

"Or, God forbid, a 

Tampax ,.rMy luck to be 

chucked down the lavatory 

and go on and on forever 

swirling round on the top, 

never going down,") 

Neglected, however, was 

our favorite part—the 

Pinteresque conclusion. 

Camilla: Love you, darling. 

Charles: Night, darling. 

I love you, ► 
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What Vice 

Despite the fact that su~ 

perpatriot and voracious 

letter writer Lazio Toth 

(alter ego of Don Novel- 

lo in his books The Lazio 

Letters and Citizen Lazio Jt 

above) was a steadfast 

supporter of the last cou¬ 

ple of administrations— 

even accepting George 

Bushs invitation to be¬ 

come one of the first 

members of the Bush- 

Quay le '92 campaign 

from his stare—he has 

embraced the New Cov^ 

enant wholeheartedly 

and offered his unique 

brand of support. In this 

first monthly install¬ 

ment of The SPY Lazio 

Letters, Toth's sugges¬ 

tions for cutting the 

deficit are characteristi¬ 

cally well received. 

Vice Pres idem Elect Albert Cn^re I! 
c/o Senalm Albert Oore 

U.S Senate 
ltVa*hin£ttjfi1 DC 

Dr.ir Vice-President-El eel ("lore, 

Laze Tom 
Ff 
M&Vl : ft* 

r^n^embeT ?4. pW 

Soon!, in less than [we months. you will Ik r>om|L inrn oltice. and 

30 I tay. Hello! 
I am presently working on my application few a posHicr in the 

nn,‘vi Adiniiiislracnni (Department df ihe Deficit h md am looking 

forward to working wilh you in the coming yearn |n make the Deficit 
a thing of llle pas! OOCC and! few all fogethej L know we can do it" 

If you cnii.d [h ninths up me and put in a good word for me ■when 
mj name comes up in Ulllc Roefc E know you won't regret it1 
[ have many ideas ready to go 

#! - PEtT TAX! S2M per year few Dog SI55 for c*( Bud- U2. 
Fish ■ SI? Hamsier $5, Mice - siaty-Eive cenls each 

ft 2 ■ Make il possible so if people wanted I*, ihej could bring 

their own food to rertn*.irqno, .utd just pay a " kitchen lax" for 
seasonings. ‘Dove cinnr nnd ptM and pan use. 

by spending less m restaurant1. people will he able m ,ase mure 

and the inietest on ihese savings Will lie TAXED, whne-h will bring 
added revenue So Help America Knock Qown Ihe 12 c fid I -il A K B TD 

#3 - Instead oF signing. ,« higho i36'K i u* bfackci for 4 lamily 

lhai makes S30Q.000 ot more per year, change Ihe Lop rate WJ 

stan at 512?.CXXJ - the annual pay of a congressman Thai will 
brrng in a In! mote revenue THete are 133 congressmen aLone' 

#4- Lei people Ium sn Iherr I&AU on Apfil 17ih two days laic! ir 

they axe willing Lo pay a $25 fine which goes scrftijhi to pay oil 

the deficit.! You can procustmoie JJid hrm* down l be delicti tool 

#5- Al ihe Inauguration have a DEFICIT BALL, and people can 

pay ($100 pel couple] and rhen. not £Or Dnn'l eten have it! 
The iheme can he "Don'I tv; square, den I he there1 ' Thil 

mnney can go slraighl In pay off ihe Deficit Save money on 

baluom ctaic paper, ew, 

H A.K DTD! 

if 

P O BO* 9ig30 
r^lrtisk.  

Office of the President-elect 

and VrcF President-elect 

L. ^ 
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THE TWISTED TALE OF UNTAMED TEENS AND THEIR SAVAGE 

V 

*//. -i'll 

r 1 

W A I* 

FROM THE PEOPLE 
WHO BROUGHT YOU 

DIET ROOT BIER RIOT EVERY TIME YOU DRINK A 

5The dizzying amount of 
root beer in a BARQ'S 

2-liter bottle! 

They lived fast -and drank 



the fine Print continued 

Love you too...,/ don't want 

to say goodbye..,, 

Night night. 

Night, darling. God fa/ess. 

I do love you, and I'm so 

proud of you. 

I'm so proud of you..,. 
Oh, darling, don't be 

silly***.Night night 

Night, darling.... Night night,. 

Love you. 

Don't wont to say goodbye. 

Neither do !, but you must 

get some sleep Bye, 

Bye, darling. 

I love you. 

Bye..,. 

Bye, I love you. 

Night. 

Night 

Night. 
Love you forever. 

Night. 

G'bye—bye, my darling. 

Night. 

Night night 

Night. 

Bye bye. 

Going. 

Bye, 

Going. 

Gone, 

Night. r- 
Bye, Press the button. 

Going to press the tit 

AH right, darling, J wish 

you were pressing 

mine, 

God, / wish / was. 

Harder and harder, 

Oh, darling! 

Night 

Night 

/ love you. 

Love you. Press the tit. 

Adore you, Night, 

Night, 

Night, 

[She blows o kiss,] 

Night. 

Good night, my dar¬ 

ling, Love you. ) 

Enchanting and 

Alarming Events Upcoming 
1 Holy Humor 
Month begins, 
sponsored by The 
Fellowship of 
Merry Christians 
Inc. of Portage, 

Michigan* 
Unmerry 

Christians react 

grimly to the 
Fellowship s con¬ 
tention that early 

theologians con¬ 
sidered 
the 
Resur¬ 
rection 

cosmic 
joke that 
God 

played 
on 
Satan..* 

the most 
phenome¬ 
nal practi¬ 
cal joke in 
the history of 
the world,” 

2 Red Nose Day 
USA in 
Columbia, 
Maryland. The 
National Sudden 

Infant Death 
Syndrome 

Foundation 

encourages folks 
to wear red noses 
to make their 

concern for sav¬ 
ing babies' lives 

“as plain as the 
nose on your 

face.” Presi¬ 
dent Clinton 

ep laces 
outgoing 

poster 
boy, 
Senator 

Ted 
Kennedy* 

11 Easter, 
Ha I) a ha. 

13 Superman 
rises from the 

dead in Ad¬ 
ventures of 

Superman 
No. 500. 
Work at 
the SPY 

mailroom 
grinds to a halt, 

13-18 World 
Gymnastics 
Championships; 
Birmingham, 
England, 
Regulars at 
Elaine s wonder if 
Woody has the 
fiu or something, 
14 Last day ro 
catch ‘ Revo¬ 

lution, Life, and 
Labor: Soviet 
Porcelains, 

1918-1985"at 
the Cooper- 
Hewitt Museum, 
New York City, 

The exhibition 
"illustrates how 

Moiling in Our fa 
A work of courage and compassion, virtuosity and intelligence. John¬ 

son has enriched contemporary American fiction as few writers can." 
_ —Stanley Crouch on CharEes Johnson's Oxb&ding Tale 

10 I 
| “Balls-to-the-wall courage....If we ignore this ground-breaking 
j book, or its author, future generations simply will not forgive us.” 
I -“Johnson on Crouch's Notes of a Hanging Jiu/rc 

“Nobody in America does it better....Arthur Schlesinger somehow man- is&a 

ages to combine the timeliness of journalism with the scope of history.” || 
—James Region on Arthur Sehiesinger jr.'s T/v Cyrftt of American Hiitwy ,“irl. f 

“A great newspaperman looks back on our times in a splendid 
memoir salted with humor, insight and meditative wisdom*” 

—Schlesmger on Rcscon's Deadline if 

, U. 

bftf UJCK 
■ami 
vwnttJl 

24 m APRIL 1993 

“You won't be doing anything of importance until you have finished 
thb novel." “Carolyn Sec Ofl Amy Tan's The Joy Lm‘k Club 

"Carolyn See is a brave and brilliant writer, a risk-taker and a 
visionary." —Tan on See's Making History 

—Howard Kaplan 

the message of 
the new socialist 
order was sent out 

not only through 
newspapers and 
radio, but also by 
way of cups and 
saucers, platters 
and decorative 

figures." 
16 The New York 

Pops presents 
"An Evening 
with Marvin 
Hamlisch’1; 

Carnegie Hall 
No refunds, 
19-23 National 
Organ and 
Tissue Donor 
Awareness W'eek, 
AIDS-ribbon 
wearers mistaken 

for intestine 

donors, 
23 Herve 
Villechaize 
turns 50, Da paint 
da pain! 
28 The First 100 
Days of the 
Clinton Admin¬ 
istration Eve. 

Desperate late- 
night calls to 
Barbra and Maya 
go unreturned. 
29 First anniver¬ 
sary of the Los 

Angeles riots. 
Fireworks. J 
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Advice for file Lovelorn Among Others 

□ ear Camille; I'm in my late 

twenties and haunt L.A. coffee¬ 

houses searching for an in¬ 

tellectually stimulating female 

partner among the patrons. 

But I find myse If more 

attracted to the waitress¬ 

es. In the Malc-Confuscd- 

'90s, I fear that making ad¬ 

vances on these working women 

is sexual harassment. Is it wrong 

to flirt with them? 

Anxious Alex 

Dear Anxious: / too get starry-eyed 

over waitresses, / suspect there is a 

Cosmic Mammary archetype behind 

all this. Waitresses have more on the 

ball, anyhow, than the chichi literati 

you*re pursuing. Proceed cautiously, 

but give it a shot. 
w * * 

Dear Camille: I'm an attractive 

23-year-old gay male. In bars, I 

nonce that attractive men usual- 

TO THE MANY 

READERS WHO ASKED ME 

FOR A DATE: 

/ am reviewing applications 

from all genders, But 

why hasn't Drew Barrymore 

cranking the stuff out. But I 

don't know whether to think of 

myself as a cheap media whore or 

a valuable public servant. Noth¬ 

ing gobs up the creative flow 

more than the image of a 

fat, lonely, middle-aged in¬ 

surance salesman lying on his 

bed and pulling on his weenie 

while he listens to my words 

coming over the line. He and 

millions of other schmucks may 

need the help of a prosthetic 

imagination. Perhaps 1 am help¬ 

ing to release potentially danger¬ 

ous sexual energy in a quick, tidy 

gush at the end of the day. 

Pondering in Portland 
Dear Pondering: Though it might 

seem like a drainage ditch, you too 

labor in the vineyards of art; Apollo 

and Aphrodite bless all makers of 

erotic images. 

Jy have ugly boyfriends. Why is 

this? How am I supposed to get 

a boyfriend when all the good 

ones are dating Ernest Borgmnc 

look-alikes? When I do meet 

someone who doesn’t need a bag 

over his head, he turns our to be a 

flaky, slutty jerk. 

Single in Seattle 

Dear Single: A lesson of eros—only 

one mega star per household, please, 

Every god needs a priest in polyester 

written to me yet? 

ardent backpacker in love with 

Conrad. The other changed her 

major from environmental science 

to classical anthropology and phi¬ 

losophy and her music from De- 

peche Mode to the Lime Spiders. 

You get the picture. Why would 

these women become the men 

they no longer love? 

Musing in Kankakee 

Dear Camille: My girlfriend and I 

have a running argument about 

the last scene in Djuna Barnes’s 

Nightwood* I guess I’m WASPy 

and prosaic, but I think it's about 

having sex with a dog. My lover js 

French, however, and claims she 

cannot understand it this way, 

having read Lacan and Derrida. 

The argument becomes so heated 

that I wonder if J can live with a 

poststructuralist* What do I do? 

Dear Camille; Two buddies of mine 
who live thousands of miles from 

each other were unceremoniously 

dumped a couple of years ago by 

their girlfriends. Right after 

chucking their excess baggage, 

both girls adopted all the sig¬ 

nificant traits of their former 

boyfriends. One went from being 

a pampered trust-fund baby who 

read Woolf and subscribed to 

trendy political causes to being an 

Dear Musing: l am stunned by this 

colorful evidence of the ancient princi¬ 
ple tjj Jem a in vampirism, recorded 

everywhere in world mythology. Hav¬ 
ing sucked men dry, like marrow from 

a bone, woman calmly sails on to her 

next adventure. Sublime! 
* + *> 

Dear Camille: [ supplement my 

unemployment checks by selling 

phone-sex scripts. I d rather sell 

short stories, but nobody’s buy¬ 

ing, I seem to have a knack for 

Stymied in North Carolina 

Dear Stymied: How did your post- 
st rnet u ralist escape deportalion ? 1 

heard they were reclassified as illegal 

aliens. Take her to McDonald's and 

deprogram her. if that doesn't work., 

box her and return to sender. 

Actual rtsp&mts from Camilht Puglia cat} In nh- 

iaimd by urittug actual /titer-, about actual f>rah- 

letrn to A\k Cana Ur Puglia. SPY, ^ Uwwv Squart 

West. Ntu York, N. Y. 10003. Alt litters become 

ir/*‘ property of spy. ^ 

APK1L 199* SPY 2S 
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Ice-T’s Farewell Tribute to Warner Bros. 

Warner Bros. Records recently announced that it was releasing the anti-au¬ 

thoritarian misogynist rapper Ice-T from his contract, citing 'creative differ- 

encesT Huh? What creative differences? 

The Public Enemy (Warner Bros,, 1931) Gangster 

blows away this cop. Punches this one bitch in the 

face and smacks this other bitch with a grapefruit. 

The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938) Outlaws 

cut this sheriff and get his bitch. 

The Maltese Falcon (1941) Cops think this guy 

offed this other guy, because he was doing the guy s 

birch. 

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1948) 

Corrupt cops get dusted by outlaws. 

Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye (1950) Gangsters break 

out of jail, then off each othet. One beats this bitch 

and fucks her. She likes it. 

Strangers on a train (1951) This guy hates his 

wife. He meets another guy on a train, and that guy 

strangles the bitch. 

East of Eden (1955) This guy s mom can't help 

being a whore. 

]e eorit 

Diana fio$5 IM Mussolini Pnnte 

Madonna - Marilyn Monroe = Michael Milken 

(Ai Gore * Rock Hudson) -1 = Christopher Reeve 

Robert Plant *(Joni Mitchell + Kurt Waldheim) _ *,p 
Vi Liberate = m KOSe 

Luciano Pavarotti + John Gotti - Dorn DeLuise 
Wayne Newton 

“Frank Sinatra 

Ocean's Eleven 

(I960) Gangsters get 

all the bitches they 

want. Cops can t 

touch them. 

Robin and the 

SEVEN HOODS (1964) Gangsters get all the bitches 

they want. Cops can t touch them, 

A Fine Madness (1966) Cops persecute a street 

poet. Bitches ride his ass day and night. In the last 

scene he punches this one bitch right in the face. 

The Wild Bunch (1969) This gang of outlaws all 

get blown away while being chased by cops. One 

almost makes it, but he gets offed by a whore. 

Dirty Harry (1,971} Racist psycho pulls this 

bitch's teeth out and buries her alive. Psycho cop 

dusts him, 

A Clockwork Orange (1971) Outlaw rapes this 

bitch. Then he rapes this other bitch. Cops torture 

him and try to drown him, but they can't break him. 

McCabe and Mrs. Miller (1971) Pimp wants his 

own whorehouse, Guys try to blow him away, but 

he blows them away while they blow him away. The 

head whore is too strung our to even care. 

Magnum Force (1973) Pimp pours Drano down 

this whore's throat. Traffic cops form a death squad. 

They get blown away. 

Time After Time (1980) Back in old London, this 

guy is cutting whores. He gets in a time machine 

and cuts whores in 1979 too. 

OUTLAND (1981) In outer space* this guy is gonna 

cur this whore until he gets offed by corrupt cops. 

Sharry's Machine (1981) This whore gets offed. 

Cops protect this other really expensive whore. 

They all get blown away. 

Prince OF the City (1981) Corrupt New York cops 

deal drugs and supply drugs to informant whores. 

Blade Runner (1982) In the future, this racist 

police chief makes this guy blow away these two 

robot whores. 

Reversal OF Fortune (1990) This guy tried to off 

this bitch. But he's rich and has a Jewish lawyer, so 

he gets away with it. 

Unforgiven (1992) A guy cuts a whore. So this 

outlaw blows away a racist cop, —Chris Kelly 

—Mark O 'Donnell and Marion Rosen/eld 
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Maybe We ll Just Wait for the Continental Drift to Co into Reverse 
A Look at the New Non-Frequent-Flier Premiums . 

We've been tempted by those advertisements tor "Air Miles/ the program in 

which you mail in product proofs ot purchase to accumulate airline mileage* 

We sent in the enrollment form and got a program brochure-"Before you 

know it," it gushed, ' you're flying free!"-that enabled us to calculate how much 

stuff we'd have to buy to earn the 7/2^6 miles round trip to Paris. —R, E. Net/ 

PRODUCT 

Cap’n Crunch cereal 

UNIT 

16-ounce box 

MILES 
¥0U GET 

1 

Gorton's Crunchy Fish Fillets box of 6 f Nets 1/2 

HOW MANY 
YOU NEED 

7.256 boxes 

14,512 boxes 

TOTAL 
COST 

$28,081 

$55,000 

WHEN YOU'LL 
REACH PARIS 

1 box a day - A.D. 2012 

1 box a bay 2032 

People magazine one-year subscription 100 

Fresh Step cat litter 7-pound bag 1 

Ultra "all" laundry detergent 18-load box 1 

ScotTissue 4-roll pack 1 

72.56 years $5,622 2065 

7r256 bags $18,575 1 bag/week - 2132 

7,256 boxes (I30r608 loads) $31,273 1 load/day = 2350 

7,256 packs (29,024 rolls) $17,052 I roll/day = 2072 

It's a Wonderful Town! 

Body recovered from the East River at 111th Street in Manhattan 

Photograph by Andrew Ssuulich 
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Ihe Paper of Record. Sort Of 
Is it a leading indicator in the current Age of Ambivalence? Or is it just creeping laziness among the editors of 

Americas most important newspaper? Whatever the reasons, headlines in The New York Times have acquired 

over the last few years a formulaic wry weaseliness. From 1982 to 86 there were around 30 such headlines in the 

Times, and between 1987 and 90 the rate increased to about once a month. But then during the last two years 

the floodgates opened; it's now one a week, Below is a representational catalog, according to the Nexis data base. 

1/6/93: Disarming Somalia, Sort Of, 1/4/93: NASA 

Photographs an Asteroid Giving Earth a Close Shave, 

Sort Of. 1/1/93: A Sort of Neighbor Remembers 

Shawn. 12/6/92: Rangers Get Lowe, Sort Of, 12/6/92: 

Even the Speechwriters Are Sort of Speechless, 

11/29/92: Elections In Peru; A Vote of Confidence 

(Well, Sort Of), 11/28/92: From 

Masur, an 1881 Program, Sort 

Of. 11/17/92; A Book, of Sorts, in 

Your Pocket. 11/15/92: How 

Very English, Sort Of 10/11/92: 

Tones Back Major on Europe 

Treaty. Sort Of. 9/27/92: At the 

Movies, Sort Of 9/13/92: The 

Real New York, Sort Of. 9/3/92: 

Parthenons of a Sort+ 8/26/92: A 

Sort of "Super Serb1' Defends 

Serbian Policy. 8/11/92: Why 

Did She Kill? k Just Sort of Happened. S/3/92: The 

Gory Preoccupations of a Scary Sort of Elvis. 7/31/92: 

A Koch Soapbox (Sort Of) for the Civic Answer 

Man. 7/29/92: A Floating Game of Sorts, 7/15/92: 

Party Politics of a Different Sort, 7/11/92: One 

Reporter Gets the Scoop on Gore, Sort Of, 7/10/92: 

Button-Down Man Meets a Rock Legend, Sort Of. 

6/20/92: Tripucka Is a Net, Sort Of 6/16/92: The Boss 

Explains (Sort Of), 5/28/92: Cleaners Who Do Win¬ 

dows (Sort Of), 4/23/92: Paring Down for the 90s 

(Well, Sort Of). 3/1/92: Heavy SnowT in Israel Helps 

che Trains, Sort Of, 2/28/92: Romance Takes a Holiday, 

of Sorts* 2/2/92: Helping Hand, of Sorts* 11/24/91: An 

Apology, of Sons, from a Senator, 10/25/91: Police 

Union Says Calling Poor Shiftless Was Just a Joke, 

Sort Of. 10/14/91: Putting Shakespeare, Sort Of 

Aboard a Spaceship. 8/4/91: John McCormack as 

Film Star, Sort Of. 5/12/91: Valentino Even Sang, Sort 

Of. 4/28/91: Gorbachev Agrees, 

Sort Of to Negotiate the State 

of Union, 3/31/91: American on 

Their Own Terms; Peeling 

American—Sort Of. 2/23/91: 

Bush and Gorbachev Converse 

Person to Person, Sort Of. 

2/10/91: A Victory of Sorts. 

1/22/91: A New York Super 

Bowl, Sort Of 3/2/89: Cuomo 

and Koch Agree, Sort Of on 

Commission. 1/18/89: Nets 

Win 19th for a Milestone, of Sorts. 11/20/88; Home¬ 

steading Is Alive, and Sort of Well, in Alaska. 7/8/87: 

Tightrope Walking — Well* Sort Of—at Clown 

Parade. 10/22/86: Cuomo Visits Upstate Cities to 

Campaign—Well, Sore Of. 10/11/85: An Abstract 

Show, Sort Of at the Modern Museum. 2/11/84; 

Japanese Celebrate, Sort Of, a Patriotic Day Today. 

9/27/83: In the Battle of the Restaurants, a Winner, 

Sort Of 5/26/82: Turning the Tables, Sort Of, on a 

Critic. 7/15/81: Reggie Jackson’s Stolen Car Re¬ 

covered, Sort Of, 6/8/80: Primaries '80: Once Again 

the System Worked, Sort Of — Patrick Cooke 

jar TH £ An o V J £ s 

2# SPY APK31. vm 
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The Top Ten Reasons Why David Letterman 
Should Visit Webster Hall 

10. Donald Trump is not there. 

9. No checking of Filofaxes. 

8. 40,000 square feet of adventure. 

7. Marla Maples is not there either. 

6. There is no home office. 

5. The Jay Leno look-alike 
washroom attendant. 

4. No stupid pet tricks. 

3. We start at 10pm not 12:30am. 

2. 5 levels of bohemian elegance. 

1. This ain't no disco! 

WEBSTERHALL 
125 East Eleventh Street New York City 353-1600 



9 WEST 14th STREET NEW YORK 10011 212-242-0314 



Thinking tie is outside normal etiquette jurisdiction, Henry Kissinger busies himself at a recent conference in Brazil. 

APRIL 19^ SPV ‘i 1 

This month: Grrdy Kissinger, de¬ 

tritus of the oil-rich< Madonna scrutinized 

and Aiagics favorite flavor. Plus: un¬ 

covered Gar ho discovered. Apr! 1993 
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Madonna—not technically on 
the runway herself—at a Versace 

fashion show in Paris (/eff); 
■» * Magic Johnson slurping an ice ^T * 

cream cone in Monaco [right) 
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Lost portrait of the young 
Greta Garbo, discovered 
recently in a Stockholm 
antiques store 
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New SPY 
Cotton Cap 

Unbleached 100% 

cotton cap with red 
SPY logo, brim and 

adjustable strap. 

One size fits all. 

also available 

The New 
SPY 

Sweatshirt 

Natural 95% white 

cotton heavyweight 
crossweave sweatshirt 

with embroidered 

red logo. 

M, L, XL 

Black 100% cotton 

cap with classic 

yellow SPY logo 

and adjustable 
leather strap. 

One size fits all. 

Short- 

100% cotton, comes 

in black with classic 
yellow SPY logo, 

or white with 
new red SPY logo. 

M, L, XL 

Long- 
Sleeve 
Beefy-T 

SIS 

The perf ect tees, a heavy-duty sweatshirt and a classic hat! 

100% cotton, comes 
in black with classic 

yellow SPY logo, 
or white with 

new red SPY logo. 
Mr |_, XL 

.'Sr-. 

OTY ITEM BLACK WHfTE SIZE ]S| S 

fhp SPY ^weari/ii rt 

Long Slsfrne B«fyT 

ShorhSieeve 3™^ T 

Ibe Unb^aachcd bPV Hal 

Cln^v^ eiaci SP*1 Hnl 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED jplui SZihipp^ 3 hiQi-idliog: 1- lane 

CretJ 1 Card Nun be- f*p Dti't 

SigiVSlurs 

Td idnri™*) 

Merf-iod d Ptr>T«nr 

J C bnct J Vqa _J Nknlc^Card _L A™-,, 

Enc use a check nr money Qftfef me cash accepted; ft if res-ceris. inches B sales tail Specify quantity. detach coupon end mai I to SPY Wear, Tr-s SPY Bmtang, b Urea Sqyars West fe* 'fort, ft y, 10003 OHr united 1c nc U S, 
arid Canada Canadian residents, please my additicnaHI.^ S2.&G pe-' den Good tmly wtii’e apply lasts. Please a\‘w 4 6 weeks 1c-r deJnery For subscription informaiFon oiai l-300-3J3 fli33. 
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Thursday, January 14 

Never mind the headline: 

GIRL* MISSING FOR 16 DAYS, 

IS FOUND IN SECRET ROOM, One 

look at that brave pixies photo 

and Ron Yatter knows that 

Katie Beers has pitchability. 

Hers is not a seedy story about 

white-trash chi Id-rearing, serial 

pedophilia and a damp, urine- 

drenched dungeon. 'It s about 

the triumph ol the spirit of a 

young girl able to overcome 

adversity/' Yatter, an indepen¬ 

dent ' packaging agent," tells 

SPY in a unique patter honed 

during 25 years at the William 

Morris Agency. As Yatter spins 

the tale* Katie Beers is not a 

sad victim of neglect and abuse 

but rather “a combination of 

Cinderella and Oliver Twist/' 

In Los Angeles, Gloria Morri¬ 

son, a bulk-disaster specialist 

(Hurricane Andrew, the 1991 

sinking of the cruise ship Ocanos\ 

sees Katie's face on television and 

pictures "a story of a little girl 

who slipped through society's 

safety net." Intrigued, Morrison 

considers calling the child-pro¬ 

tection agency responsible for 

Katie but decides lthey wouldn't 

A MONTH IN THE VICTIM-OF-THE-WEEK BUSINESS 

APRIL SPY 4] 

Copy lighted material 

want to talk to people like us. ’ 

Meanwhile, people like her—in¬ 

cluding producers with deals at 

TriSrar and Hearst television—arc 

already making exploratory 

phone calls to police, prosecutors 

and Katie s mom s lawyer. One 

ICM agent is leaving frantic mes¬ 

sages with the Suffolk County 

D.A/s Office. 

Howard Braunstein spots 

Katie in The New York Times, 

which he skims for future 

projects every morning before 

going into Michael Jaffe Films, 

on Sunset Boulevard. Braunstein 

is surprised that even the staid 

ILLUSTRATION BY DAN SWEETMAN 



Times is giving Katie the tabloid 

treatment. "It s very dark, very trag¬ 

ic. Horrific, I have reservations 

about it/' he says, groping for exact¬ 

ly the right word, “lii-ick!" 

Katie is a momentary distraction 

for Braunstem, Right now he is pre¬ 

occupied with the people in the 

snow, as they are known in the busi¬ 

ness. Four days after Christmas, Jim 

Stolpa made a wrong turn in a 

Nevada wilderness area during a 

blizzard. After five days stuck in the 

snow, Stoipa left his young wife and 

infant son in a cave and, for two 

days, sustained only by snow, 

trudged 48 miles before finding 

help. His feet were frozen solid and 

had to be partially amputated. 

"This is a story about commit- 

ment/' says BraunsteSn. People who 

go to the altar and say, We are going 

to hang together and make it work.' 

And man against nature, survival.' 

Braunstein is planning to fly up to 

talk numbers with the Stolpas, and he 

knows hell be competing with Tri- 

Star, Lori mar (which Time Warner 

owns), Citadel (a subsidiary of HBO, 

which Time Warner also owns) and 

Warner Bros, itself, among others. He 

decides to put little Katie Beers on the 
back burner, figuring the story will 

take a while to play out. If he loses it, 

“I don’t have to panic/' he philoso¬ 

phizes. "There is al ways another story/' 

JANUARY 15 Marilyn Beers, who has 

habitually handed off her child since 

birth and readily surrendered cus¬ 

tody to the state two days earlier, 

has had a change of heart, according 

to her attorney, John Jiras, who also 

happens to be a close friend of her 

psychic, John Monti, Linda Inghil- 

leri, Katies godmother and the wife 

of one of the men accused of sexually 

molesting her, wails to anyone who 

will listen, "When Katie was freed 

from the vault,..my little girl should 

have been placed in my arms.11 

The Suffolk County Family 

Court, in an unusual display of good 

sense, decides to hold on to Katie a 
bit longer. 

Meanwhile, there is growing, 

touching, heartfelt concern that 

Katie may get squeezed out of the 

movie action. Eric Naiburg, Amy 

Fishers attorney, offers to represent 

Katie pro bona. Even before Katie 

was found, Naiburg had spoken to 

her mother about putting together a 

movie deal. But though his latest 

offer makes the local TV news and 

Entertainment Weekly, Naiburg 

doesn't get any callbacks from the 

state or Marilyn Beers. 

There is no time to waste. "Each 

stories. Consequently, when produc¬ 

ers pitch an idea to the networks, 

they no longer carry a script bur the 

rights—or at least an option. David 

Ginsburg, president of Citadel Pic¬ 

tures, one of the biggest producers 

of TV movies* recently pitched a 

story to a network executive who 

loved it. "It s a great plot, great 

characters, great dialogue," said the 

executive. "Is it true?'1 Unfortunate¬ 

ly, it was only a best-selling novel, 

and so the executive took a pass. 

“THIS IS A STORY 
NATURE, SURVIVAL,” 

time someone related to this case goes 

on tabloid shows, the price diminish¬ 

es/1 Naiburgs law partner, Matthew 

KosenbJum, tells us. “We re sympa¬ 

thetic. Eric wants to do something 

for this kid.” 

It makes sense for them to repre¬ 

sent Katie, Rosenblum says, since in 

the wake of Amy Fisher ' everyone 

from Hollywood knows us.” 

That evening. Madonna delivers a 
mock homage to Sinead O'Connor on 

Saturday Night Live, Shouting “Fight 

the real enemy!/’ she tears up a pic¬ 

ture of Joey Buttafuoco. 

JANUARY 17 At 7:00 p.m., The Ernest 

Green $tory\ the true story of a black 

student who integrated a Little 

Rock i-figh school in 1937* airs on 

the Disney Channel. At 9:00 p.m., 

CBS airs The Switch, the true story 

of a paralyzed man who sued to con¬ 

trol his life-support system, and 

ABC airs the first part of the two- 

part Telling Secrets, the true story of a 

Phoenix femme fatale who had her 

husband's girlfriend whacked, 

which ABC describes cheerfully as 

"inspired by actual events which 

truly are stranger than fiction." 

And truly more marketable. In 

the past year, industry sources esti¬ 

mate, more than half the made-for- 

TV movies were based on true 

Networks like true stories be¬ 

cause they deliver a guaranteed au¬ 

dience without the messy guesswork 

of a fictional script. They don’t have 

to promote the movies heavily, be¬ 

cause A Current Affair ? Hard Copy, 

Gera Ido, Donahue, Oprah, 20/20 and 

PrtmeTim Live are happy ro do that 

for them over and over again. 

Until recently, true stories were a 

bargain as well. Rights to rme sto¬ 

ries went for as little as a few thou¬ 

sand dollars, and even the biggest 

stories went for $200,000 tops. 

Then, alas, Amy Fisher put a bul¬ 

let into Mary Jo Buttafuoco s head. 

JANUARY 18 At 7:30 a m. a bullet 

flies through the window of Joey 

Buttafuoco s Long Island auto-body 

shop, whizzing right past Joey's 

head or into an empty room, de¬ 

pending on w'hom you believe. The 

Buttafuocos1 lawyer, Marvyn Korn- 

berg, blames the incident on Ma¬ 

donna, decrying the dangers posed 

'when people wfith a cult following 

tear up his picture." 

Both Buttafuoco and Kornberg 

are feeling persecuted lately. Al¬ 

though there were 25 offers for the 

Buttafuoco rights, Kornberg says, 

he eventually went with East Coast 

crime-story-rights queen Diane So- 

kolow and TriStar, because they 

Copyrighted material 
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“offered the most’' — as much as 

$300,000 (as well as the opportuni¬ 

ty for Joey to walk around a movie 

set wearing sunglasses and talking 

into a cellular phone). But Korn- 

bcrg now claims he was ripped off, 

'Most producers offer a certain 

amount, [but] when they can't get 

it back from the networks, they ask 

for money back," he says. “It’s all 

part of the game. ' 

At 9:00 p.m., NBC airs Desperate 

Rescue: The Cathy Mahone Story. 

needs money. " 

How much? 'Fifteen hundred 

dollars for her; $1,300 for me," 

Although the rights to the exclu¬ 

sive story of the selling of Katie 

Beers's rights are tempting, SPY de¬ 

clines, Jiras seems unladed; he 

doesn’t need spy: "TV Guide has ex¬ 

pressed interest." 

TV Guide later acknowledges 

that Jiras did, indeed, offer to sell 

the story to TV Guide but says the 

writer never expressed interest in 

by a crazed gunman outside CIA 

headquarters in Langley, Virginia, 

Police involved are immediately 

contacted by Universal Studios 

about selling their rights. An indig¬ 

nant communications officer con¬ 

firms the call to us, saying, "It is 

totally unethical." 

■> Irene Seale is sentenced in New 

Jersey Federal Court for her role in 

the kidnapping and murder of Exxon 

executive Sidney Reso. Prosecutor 

Michael Chertoff, the U.S. Attorney 

JANUARY 19 At People magazine, an 

operator gets a blind call from a 

producer searching for the writers of 

the Katie Beers story, which hasn't 

even been written yet. The writers 

refer the producer to their agent. 

Sometimes producers get a lead 

on a story by developing ’relation¬ 

ships" with journalists or tabloid- 

TV producers, and they can tie up a 

story' before it even appears. Some¬ 

times they buy the rights to a mag¬ 

azine story to supply the necessary 

plot line for a movie. Always they 

read People—the industry crib sheet. 

Sighs one editor there, "Every 

Monday morning the phone rings 

with producers trying to find poor, 

beleaguered souls. '' 

JANUARY 21 Attorney John Jiras 

hasn't secured legal custody of Katie 

for her mother yet, but he has start¬ 

ed screening offers from producers. 
"They've called me. I've contact¬ 

ed some/’ he tells us. Tm sophisti¬ 

cated in this area. In ^8 hours or so 

1 expect something will happen. 

There's something imminent.1' 

Pressed for details, Jiras cuts the 

conversation short: "Can 1 get paid? 

We're not looking for publicity. 

We’ve had enough publicity. The 

mother—they are on welfare. [They] 

don't need any headlines; she 

paying for it, 

JANUARY 25 Variety publishes a rank¬ 

ing of the made-for-TV movies 

broadcast from September 1, 199U 

to August 31, 1992. Four of the top 

six are based on true stories. This 

docs not, of course, include the three 

Amy Fisher movies; it's estimated 

that 91 million Americans sawr at 

least part of one of those movies. 

The same day, 

£ Two CIA employees are killed 

for New Jersey, asks the judge to 

raise the fine, arguing that Ms. Seale 
is going to sell her story. The day the 

Seales were indicted, Chertoff got a 

call. "It was a guy, claims to be with 

Treat Williams asking about the 

rights to my story. I said. What? 1 m 

a public official/' Chertoff tells us, 

his voice rising. "The guy said, 

'Oh—like he was offended because I 

wouldn't talk to him,11 

❖ The Times runs a column on a 

dramatic, if somewhat confusing, 

Clockwise from top left; near Fatal Attraction victims; Lolita; the man who built the 
dungeon; the girt who lived there; the people in the snow; the hoy who divorced his parents 

APRIL 1993 SPY 4% 
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FISCAL ATTRACTION 
THE REAL-LIFE TRUE STORY OF HOW WE BECAME 

BIG-TIME TV PRODUCERS OVERNIGHT 
BY LARRY DOYLE AND LOUIS THEROUX 

T he desire to become an independent television 

producer resides somewhere deep inside all of us. And 

so, when little Katie Beers, the plucky urchin whose 

plight had captured our hearts, emerged unharmed after 16 

days from her living tomb, we, like the rest of America, 

wept and prayed. But we also thought, My God—this is The 

Silence of the Lambs meets Curly Sue/ 

We decided to go after the rights of 'Big John " Esposito, 

the freelance Big Brother who had imprisoned the little girl 

for her own protection and 

then became a national hero 
by letting her go instead of 

killing her, according to his 

attorneys. We called said at¬ 

torneys, Si ben & Siben, the 

morning after Katie's release, 

posing as a representative of 

Dramaderry Productions, a 

nonexistent L, A,-based inde¬ 

pendent production compa¬ 
ny. We spoke to Sidney 

Siben, the firms senior Siben. 

Dramaderry: Well, what do 

you think would be a good 

sta rting point for us ?... 

Siben: Let me take it up with my client'—as J say, he’s 

being arraigned, and then if we can get him out on bail, 

I’ll be able to talk to him.... 

So do you have any idea of a good starting figure? 

Well, let’s say $25,000. 

And that would be just for an option. 

That's right. You would get an exclusive. 

Sibens easiness made us wary. Suspecting we might be 

getting the run-around, we called back as the far-tonier- 

sounding Excalibur Pictures, represented by someone with 

an authentic British accent. 

Siben: Here's what 1 suggest....Send me a fax, Tell me who 

you are, and I’ll be glad ro give you an option.... 

Excalibur: Do you think we'll have much competition? 

Eve received only one call, and I told them, ’Fax me'...and I 

haven't got a fax. You know, we get a lot of cranks calling, 

so that’s why I want to see a fax. 

Of course. I understand that completely. 

As new details of Katie s ordeal emerged — her being 

chained by the neck, and the fact that Big John had stared 

at her while she urinated —we began to worry about 

whether this was the sort of story any network, or even 

Fox, would touch, Siben put our fears to rest. 

This isn't going to get really ugly, is it? 

Siben: When you say ugly, the whole thing is ugly, but you 

know* apparently* that's what 

sells.... 

Well what I 'm asking is, l realize 

that it's already sort of ugly, hut is 

it going to get much uglier than 

what we* ive already seen? 

I don’t think so, unless other 

children showT up—it's quite 

possible right now..,.There 

might be other people coming 

out of the woodwork. But right 

at this moment...he denies 

everything—boys and girls.,.. 

Okay, Wellr / 7/ get tack to you. 

You better fax me, 1 want to 

know who I'm dealing 

with,..make sure I'm dealing 

with legitimate people. 

Deciding Siben Sc Siben was serious about this fax business, 

we sent two faxes [opposite]. 

Siben: I got your fax. WeTe going to sec [Esposito] on 

Monday.. ..I'd tell yourself you got yourself a deal, 

Dramaderry: Well we haven't really made an offer yetr because 1 

still have some questions as to— 

What are your questions? Maybe I can answer them.... 

Would Air. Esposito insist on any control over anything we did? 

Hes going to go to jail* so it's my opinion he’s not in a po¬ 

sition....As I see it* this would go toward paying his bail 

money, if we get the bail reduced, or his legal fee.... 

Would he he able to give us technical assistance in re-creating the 

uenvironment" that he created? 

If he can do it from behind bars,... 

We usually ask anyone we talk to whether they have any ideas 

with respect to casting.... 
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That’s your business. This guy’s a meek little fellow; he re¬ 

minds me a lor of this Joe Pesci—he's not that bright,... 

We thought we might go another way,.,like a Willem Dafoe: type. 

Right. 
Would he he offended if we went for sort of a more■— 

I don’t think he has anything to say about it.... 

Well, what sort of story do you see this as? Do you see it a.! a sad 

storyt or— 

It is a sad story. Its a story about a man, never married* who 

loves children* he's attracted to kids, he may have a bit of a 

pedophilia problem. He never harmed any¬ 

body, really.,.The girl could have gone out any 

time she wanted. She didn't want to go 

home—her mother was a real pig. And then, 

apparently, the godmother that brought her up 

since she was about twro or three months old, 

her husband* whos our client also, is charged 

with fooling around with her. He denies it, and 

were representing him.,. .There’s a lot of weird 

things that I'm telling you. 

5c? then's a lot of dramatic potential— 

Absolutely..., 
What Vm wondering is whether you can negotiate 

for any ancillary rights in addition to the dramatic 

story< 

I would have that, right. 

So if we wanted to do a comic hook that came out 

with the movier that would he all right? 

Yeah,,., 
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there were dozens of other people invoked. 

Siben: l got calls—that’s one reason I lost my voice—from 

Florida, from California, from London, Half of them—they 

must be promoters, I said send me a fax and let me know 

who you are. About 15 of them I never heard from.,*,But 

I’ve got your paper right on my desk here. And as I say, 

you re legitimate. Half of these others, 1 think they’re 

phonies trying to get in on the act. 

Has Esposito said whether he is going to he willing to participate 

in something like this? 

As of yesterday, when we saw him, he was 

in no mood—poor guy, he's plenty worried, 

you know_They're looking for missing 

boys around there. But if they don't find 

any bodies or any bones, then they can’t ac¬ 

cuse him. If they get blood, human blood, 

how can they prove who it belongs to un¬ 

less you get the body?... 
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Over the weekend, Neus 4 Neu> York did a story 

about all the agents and producers who were 

'“clamoring ' for Big John s story. 'I called up 

some people chat I know and they told me the 

prices were fantastic/’ Siben told WNBC's 

Mike Morris. The New York Tims also reported 

that Siben had been “besieged by TV and 

movie agents from across the country and as far 

away as Europe./ Concerned that we might be 

getting priced out of the competition, we 

called first thing Monday morning; we were re¬ 

ferred to Andrew, Si ben’s son and partner. He 

has not inherited his father's schmooze genes. 
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fteasonabte facsimiles 

Excalibur: Dm it seem as though there's going to he 

a lot of competition for the rights? 

Andrew Siben: That's right. 

How many people are- interested? 

[Between] 50 and 100, 

So there's going to he some competitive bidding. 

That's correct. 

What kind of figure do you...I mean, has it gone up from $20,000? 

Might go up to half a million dollars, 1 don't know. 

We finally got through to the senior Siben in the early 

evening. He sounded hoarse but was more encouraging. 

Dramaderry: / saw you on the news on Saturday, You said that 

1 

On Wednesday there was some good news 

and some bad news. The good news was 

that Esposito wras indicted on eleven 

counts, including first-degree kidnapping 

and sexual abuse, and his bail was set at 

Si.I million, making him and his attorneys 

more motivated sellers. 

Extalibur; / was talking to London this morn¬ 

ing, and there were a couple of things they want¬ 

ed me to get out of the way. 

Siben: What is that? 

Whether there d he a problem if an English actor 

played John. 

Well, it's premature. Let s get [him] out of 

the can so we can talk to you. 

They 're talking to Terence Stamp over there.... 

There’s nothing I can give you right now. 

The other idea they're talking about is actually 

setting it 200 years ago and putting it in Victo¬ 

rian costume, / wondered if you'd have a problem 

with that 

Look, leave it this way: I can’t do a thing 

now..,.I’m going to see him again tomor¬ 

row. He may be a little calmer. He was very 

upset ttxky. 

The bad news was that John Esposito had gone mad. 

Siben: He is in very bad shape. He's not even chinking 
right....1 cold him about you, but his mind's miles away. 

So he's in no mood to talk business. 

No, nor today,... 

It doesn't sound good, though, dm it? 

It does not sound good right now. If he cracks up.,.he's 

going to wind up in art insane asylum. 

Been done, we thought. We decided to put the project on 

hold, pending further developments like, say, if he escaped 

or something,...]/ 
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murder trial in upstate New York, 

Leftist lawyers William Kunstler 

and Ronald Kuby are defending a 

successful businessman accused (and 

since convicted) of murdering a doc¬ 

tor in a heated battle over rare, ex¬ 

pensive baseball cards, The victim 

was found writh unexplained—-and 

unclaimed—sperm in his throat, 

Kuby calls it the Dr. Sperm in 

Throat trial. Adding to the drama, 

Kunstler had accused the business¬ 

mans teenage son of committing the 

crime on the witness stand, highly 

unusual these days, outside of LA, 

Law. "You know whose sperm was 

in his mouth/’ Kunstler had bel¬ 

lowed, melodramatically, 7/ was 

yoursr Great story, great dialogue, 

bur apparently no one's interested, 

Tt lacks the kind of sex Ameri¬ 

cans like," speculates Kuby, It s ho¬ 

mosexual, People are more interested 

in young, wTinsome girls/ 

January 26 Sc* Martin s Press issues 

a news telease: “Maria Effimiades, a 

correspondent at the New York bu¬ 

reau of People magazine and author 

of the best-selling book on the Amy 

Fisher case. Lethal Lolita—the basis 

for the NBC smash hit TV movie, 

Amy Fisher: My Story, has joined 

forces with Joe Treen, a senior edi¬ 

tor at People.. .to recreate the heart¬ 

rending story of little Katie Beers/' 

The publication date is May 1, just 

three months hence, but the expec¬ 

tation is that the TV rights will be 

sold long before them 

"There's a lot of interest,” says 

Jane Dystel, their agent. "But I 

think whoever buys it will want 

Katie s rights too/' 

Others disagree. "The book is 

written from the public domain, 

and our fear is that [the movie] is 

about to happen without Katie," 

says Matthew Rosenbfum from 

Naiburgs office, "Once rights to the 

book are sold, its bye-bye Katie* Its 

just terrible.” 

JANUARY 29 Still recuperating at the 

Washoe Medical Center in Reno, 

the Stolpas—the people in the 
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snow—are interviewing producers, 

Braunstein and his boss, Michael 

Jaffe, are there, “Please,” Jaffe says 

when we ask what makes the Stol¬ 

pas so compelling* "It s a heroic 

story about commitment*" 

There are alternative prom or able 

aspects as well* "It was during 

Christmas week —the manger 

metaphor works I" says Don Massey, 

yet another independent true- 

crime-TV-movic producer. 

By the time the Stolpas were 

FEBRUARY 1 People hits the stands 

with an exclusive on the Stolpas. 

One of the writers, Pam Lambert, 

tells spy there were ground rules for 

her interview; "The agent cautioned 

the family against telling too 

much/' Apparently "once thoughts 

are quoted, there is nothing to sell/' 

That morning, former New York 

Supreme Court chief judge Sol 

Wachtler is indicted on federal 

charges for extortion against his for¬ 

mer lover and her l 4-year-old 

“PLEASE," JAFFE TELL 
STORY ABOUT COMMI 
taken to Washoe in early January, 

the hospital communications office 

had been flooded with calls from re¬ 

porters, agents and producers. Jim 

Stolpas stepfather, who happens to 

be in the sports-television business„ 

contacted a Newr York agent to help 

weed through some 70 inquiries* 

The agent, Michael Giantz of 

Athletes & Artists, promptly sent 

out a fax to prospective bidders, 

offering an option for around 

$100,000 and a floor for the rights 

of $300,000. Glantz, new to the 

rights-purchase game, thinks it's a 

racket. Fees, he says, have been kept 

below market value by agents work¬ 

ing for big agencies. ' Agents say to 

the rights holders, 'We'll represent 

you for free/ but they arc really rep- 

resenting their other clients—pro¬ 

ducers and directors/' he says. 

Braunstein is intent on assuring 

the Stolpas otherwise, that he's 

working for them and "won't bas¬ 

tardize” their story. Newly married 

and extremely personable, the 31- 

year-old Braunstein is jaffe's "point 

guy/1 "He’s serious, intense, con¬ 

vincing, a caring person,” Jaffe says* 

"People trust him—as they should." 

Braunstein warms to the Stolpas 

during their meeting, finding them 

intelligent arid savvy. They wanted 

to know our vision," he says. 

daughter* “Its a good story/ says 

Gloria Morrison, who’d rried to get 

the rights. Wachtler had no interest 

in selling, and neither did the vic¬ 

tim. A movie is in the works 

nonetheless. Diane Sokolow bought 

the rights to a New Yorker piece 

written by former Times reporter Lu¬ 

cinda Franks, wife of Manhattan 

D.A, Robert Morgenthau; TriStar 

reportedly paid around $200,000. 

FEBRUARY 2 Contenders for the Stol- 

pa saga have been winnowed to five. 

The big players—TriStar, Lorlmar, 

Citadel and Warner Bros.—are out. 

The people in the snow have gotten 

too expensive. 

Citadels Ginsburg cannot figure 

h out. These sorts of fights have al¬ 

ways gone for $100,000 to 

$200,000, and the bidding on this 

has gone beyond $500,000. TV 

movies are a fixed-revenue enterprise, 

Ginsburg explains, ' like the herring 

business," The networks pay a fixed 

sum to producers, between $2.5 and 

$3 rmihon, so there’s no chance for 

a surprise hit like a lowr-budget Cry¬ 

ing Game to find an audience and 

make a windfall* "There is always 

someone who will pay anything/’ 

Ginsburg says* "They'll lose money. 

Or make no raoney^or almost 

no money." About this disturbing 
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new trend, he adds, "Its god-awful/’ 

FEBRUARY 3 The Katie Beers story 

isn't moving. The state has ap¬ 

pointed an official Katie surrogate, 

who has appointed a lawyer, Donald 

NovickT to make a sale, Novick is 

not warded: "There’s a lot of inter¬ 

est in the child's part of the story.” 

Is Katie a movie? Some network 

executives are queasy about all the 

gritty true-life crime material but 

might still go for it. “They will 

to make up scenes, did it bather to 

buy the rights to the Buttafuocos' 

true story at all? That question an¬ 

swers itself A TV writer alchemiz¬ 

ing the Buttafuoco true story into a 

movie needs creative license, to keep 

the narrative moving and perk it up 

a bit, particularly since the Butta¬ 

fuoco version, unlike the other ver¬ 

sions, does not include Joey having 

sex with Amy Thus the existence of 

scenes like the one in which Joey 

verbally tantalizes Amy while dis- 

peared in any movie based on the 

public record. Network Standards 

and Practices gnomes 'go through 

every line of the script line by line," 

says one agent in the true-life genre. 

"Everything has to be sourced/' 

That doesn't mean that such an 

exchange actually occurred, 

though—only that the Buttafuocos 

had given CBS the right to their life 

story, including the right to invent con¬ 

versations or scenes for dramatic 

purposes. Owning the 'true-life 

have an honest level of repugnance 

in some stories,” says Hearst pro¬ 

ducer Donald Wrye, 14 but if they see 

a stampede, they’ll have to do the 

same thing/' 

Wrye hedges on his own level of 

interest: Tm not familiar enough 

with Katie Beers. My development 

person is talking to them. If she is 

mterested, we need a special angle, 

not just the sheer fact of atrocity. 

The merit is the nature of human 

struggle and its various planes.” 

FEBRUARY 4 Donahue reruns one of its 

highest-rated shows ever, the broad¬ 

cast in which Joey Buttafuoco was 

either confronted or ambushed, de¬ 

pending on whom you believe. 

Buttafuoco seems genuinely sur¬ 

prised when one audience member 

suggests Amy "shot the wrong 

Buttafuoco, and she aimed too 

high.” "Explain to me how/' another 

says, "you can get up here and play a 

very calculated and coached babe-in- 

che-woods routine when 20 minutes 

ago we saw a scene from a movie 

that you endorsed showing you ver¬ 

bally tantalizing Amy Fisher." After 

the crowd stops chanting "Jo-ey, Jo¬ 

ey /’ Buttafuoco admits disingenu¬ 

ously, "CBS took a little bit of 

creative license with the movie.” 

But why, if CBS was just going 

cussing an auto-body-shop T-shirt: 

Amy: I want to be wearing your 

shirt on my body. 

Joey; Might he a little big on you. 

Amy; 1 can handle your size. 

Joey: You can handle extra-large? 

Huh? 

Amy: I can handle anything you 

give me. 

Since this conversation was never 

recorded or videotaped by one of 

Amy’s friends, it could not have ap¬ 

story” means the film can be turned 

into fiction with impunity. That’s 
why they call it fact-based. 

FEBRUARY 5 STATE MAY BE FORCED TO 

let crcxjks cash jn, bleats the New 

York Post, fretting over the Crime 

Victims Board s plans to return 

money seized under the old Son of 

Sam law. The board has no choice. In 

1991 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 

that preventing criminals from mak¬ 

ing profitable book and movie deals 
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violated their First Amendment 

rights. Among those now waiting 

for the stare to cut them a check: 

Henry (Wisegity) Hill and John (Dog 

Day Afternoon) Wo j tow ilcz. 

Typically, the law is just catching 

up with the lawyers. Buying the 

rights of “perps" is already a stan¬ 

dard, if unsavory, practice {see “Fiscal 

Attraction/’ page 44J. Eric Naiburg, 

acting in concert with Ron Yatter, 

was the trailblazer. Yatter and his 

Producer s Agency acted as an inter¬ 

mediary between Naiburg and KLM 

Productions in the Amy Fisher case 

by finding a bail bondsman and 

working out a co-production deal 

with Michael Jaffe Films. {Yatter 

also called Roiling Stone and offered 

them exclusive magazine rights to 

the Fisher story for $75,000, The 

magazine passed.) 

The bail-bondsman twist is a 

Yatter specialty. He recently secured 

the option to the story of a deaf 

woman who may or may not have 

helped her son murder her abusive 

husband. "Marlee Matlin has ex¬ 

pressed interest /’ says Yatter, who is 

agenting the deal on an altruistic 

basis, "She was in jail for 20 

months. We arranged her bail." The 

first thing she did, Yatter says, was 

go see her children. 

Yatter is also busy shopping 

around the rights to Daisy Hutson, 

the Queens woman who killed her 

crack-addicted daughter. The 

tabloids and the state were sympa¬ 

thetic, and Hutson was given pro¬ 

bation. Yatter optioned the rights. 

"She was pushed to the edge," he 

says. "She lived through eight years 

of hell. It's a story of life 

intensified, pushed to the extreme, 

[Hutson] worked all her life, and 

her daughter was ruined by drugs.” 

Hutson pitches her own story, 

Yatter says. Visiting one potential 

buyer, Hutson brought in an an¬ 

tique powder-loader from the Civil 

War that she happened to own. 

Holding it in one hand, she said, 

"This freed the slaves." In the other, 

Hutson had a crack vial. “This is en¬ 

slaving us/' she said. 
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“Pretty heavy!” Yatter says. ‘Top 

black actresses are interested. Call 

me next week.” 

Not all perps are lucky enough to 

have Yatter in their corner, Arthur 

Seale, the estranged husband of 

Irene and killer of Reso, has beeo 

trying unsuccessfully to sell his 

story for months, despite retaining 

an agent at the Sterling Lord agency 

in New York. 

Last summer Seale pitched his 

story from behind bars. Sitting in the 

body parts as a result of their ordeal, 

but "they're 21 years old, and they 

are seeing this kind of money. It's 

great. Its great." 

FEBRUARY 7 At 9:00 p.m,. Firestorm; 

72 Hours in Oakland, another whole¬ 

sale tragedy packaged by Gloria 

Morrison* airs on ABC. It gets 

creamed, coming in fourth, behind 

a Laugh-ln reunion and Married... 

With Children. Still, Morrison 

sighs, “it was an honor to be on 

“IT’S A STORY OF LIFE INT 
YATTER SAYS. “PRETTY 
dirty visiting room, his eyes occasion¬ 

ally welling with tears, Seale crafted a 

dramatic plot line for potential but 

skeptical writers Richard Pienciak, a 

former New York Daily News re¬ 

porter, and Charles Sennott, a current 

Daily News reporter and author of a 

book about Father Ritter, the 

Covenant House pricst-cum-pervert. 

Seale argued that his story would 

make a hor book, that it had screen 

potential, that there were things that 

hadn't been made public. While 

court testimony seemed to show that 

Reso was dead when Scale opened the 
coffinlike box he had imprisoned him 

in, Seale was now contending that 

Reso was still alive when he opened 

the box. In vain, Seale tried to resus¬ 

citate his victim. It was too late: “He 

died in my arms.' 

Nice picta scene; still, no interest. 

FEBRUARY b The people in the snow 

must have liked Jaife's vision—ei¬ 

ther that or the mind-boggling 

$650,000 he agreed to pay them for 

the rights to their story, according 

to SPY sources. 

“He’s just a rights-getting guy/' 

muttered one producer when told 

jaffe had bought the latest hot story. 

Yet jaffe s man Braunstein finds a 

certain gratification in this line of 

work. Maybe the Stolpas lost some 

during sweeps week," 

FEBRUARY 8 Turner Home Enter¬ 

tainment announces that Lethal 

Lolita—Amy Fisher: My Story will 

become available on videocassette on 

April 2, with seven “sizzling ' min¬ 

utes added for home-viewing enjoy¬ 

ment; Perhaps Jaffe will make a nice 

profit after all. 

At 9:00 p.m. the first of two ver¬ 

sions of the story of Gregory K, the 

Florida boy who went to court and 

"divorced3' his natural mother in 

order to be adopted by his foster 
parents, airs. Jaffe reportedly offered 

to pay $320,000 for the rights, then 

there was a falling-out between the 

parties. Jaffe went ahead wTith his 

own “unauthorized" Gregory K 

movie* buying the entire trial on 

tape from Court TV. He beat the 

competition to the air, 

I'm not happy about it/3 said 

Orlando lawyer Greg Galloway, who 

represents Gregory K, now known 

as Shawn. “If you buy rights* you 

are free from suit from the person/' 

said Galloway, who planned to 

watch the show very carefully. 

Galloway is one of the few. Greg¬ 

ory K loses its time period for the 

night, a fact later pointed out by 

several producers. “That was a big 

manhunt/’ says one. “It was a flop/' 
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FEBRUARY 9 At 9:00 p.m., / Can 
Make You Love Me: The Stalking oj 
Laura Black airs on CBS, Producer 
Leonard Hdl, long attracted to the 
story about obsessive love and mass 
murder in Silicon Valley, spent sev¬ 
eral years crying to buy Blacks 
rights, "It took her some time to de¬ 
cide to let me do a movie"—and 
that’s without even knowing Brooke 
Shields would be playing her 

FEBRUARY 10 Ron Yatter hasn't lost 

FEBRUARY 13 For now, at least, Katie 
Beers is no Amy Fisher. A month 
after the story broke, word starts 
filtering out through the web of 
agents and producers that only one 
network, reportedly CBS, is now in¬ 
terested. Katie's state-appointed 
lawyer thinks any sale won t happen 
until March, 

Interest is waning. One of the 
agents who earlier expressed interest 
in it calls it 'tough.' He is con¬ 
vinced there is no angle. ' As time 

numbers away either. lfAt this point 
J in still involved in the investiga¬ 
tion, and there is a lot of work to 
do," he says. ' I've haven't thought 
about it—at this time.’1 Drew Bion- 
do, a spokesman for the D.A.'s 
office, says the prosecutors involved 
are not selling their stories. I don’t 
think they would be interested,11 he 
says, “At this point," 

Despite their pro bono offer, 
Amy Fisher’s lawyers, Naiburg and 
Rosenblum, seem to have been shut 

Clockwise from top left: Brooke Shields is the stalked woman; near Fatal Attraction, on 

interest in Katie Beers, but now pro- 
duction is starting on his KLM 
movie, The Arlette Schweitzer Story, 
about the South Dakota woman who 
bore her own granddaughter for her 
infertile daughter. Yatter flew an as¬ 
sociate to Aberdeen to meet 
Schweitzer in a hotel room and nail 
the rights. But it wasn't just the 
money: “She liked our approach on 
various things—the medical and the 
human interest.” 

Unbeknownst to Yatter, his other 
big client, Daisy Hutson, is having 
second thoughts about selling her 
life story for a made-for-TV movie, 
according to her attorney, Edward 
Zaloba. She is only interested if 
there is a strong antidrug message, 
She 'thought Amy Fisher was crap,” 
he says. 

ENSIFIED, PUSHFn to tof fytbfmf ” 
HEAVY!” 

FEBRUARY 11 Marilyn Beers's make¬ 
over (new, softer hairdo, removal of 
garbage and empty beer cans from 
her home) is not immediately con¬ 
vincing; Katies custody hearing is 
adjourned for several weeks. This is 
the worst thing that can happen. 
“There is some confusion as to who 
has the rights to the rights/’ 
laments agent Jane Dystel, who has 
yet to sell the rights to Effirmades 
and Treen's litile-Karie book to 
television. 

Donahue; Drew Barrymore /5 the Lethal Lolita; the girl in the dungeon's extended family, 
on Donahue. Center: Joseph Gordon-Levitt is the parent-divorcing boy. 

moves on, people go to another 
story,” says Yatter, who nevertheless' 
says he remains interested. 

Producers say it is Katie's own 
story and rights or nothing. Still, 
there are feelers out, Lt, Dominick 
Varrone, an investigator assigned to 
the case, has a pile of phone mes¬ 
sages on his desk from producers 
and directors. He hasn't returned 
the calls, but lie hasn't thrown the 

out of the Katie action completely. 
Still, there is a bright side. The firm 
has been besieged with letters from 
criminals and other characters 
hawking their own life stories, “Ev¬ 
eryone is admitting to unsolved 
murders," says Rosenblum. “Wom¬ 
en who were raped want to know if 
we can do a movie together. We 
might go into the agent business. 
Put together movies,1' } 

j 
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For some inexplicable reason, the most 
important social arbiter in New York is an English, workin 

restaurant manager named Brian McNally— 
lie tells Si and Anna and Julian and Bobby who's up and who's down. 
But McNally is also New York's chicest deadbeat, and in his 
financial netherworld, you can always get a table. 

"Chris Blackwell has called me about doing something in Miami," 
says Brian McNally, typically dropping mto just one sentence two 
megacool phenomena—Blackwell, the extremely wealthy founder 
of Island Records, and Miami, the town where models now swarm 
the beaches like ants on sugar. It's about three o’clock on a recent 
afternoon, and New York's restaurateur of the moment—in fact, 
New York s restaurateur of several moments since 1980—has just 
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THIS WAY, PLEASE McNally with 

some of his favorite Customers— 
his wife, Anne, Anna Wintour, 

Bianca Jagger and Julian Schnabel 

finished presiding over the city's 

glossiest status scene: lunchtime at 

44, the restaurant of the Royalton 

Hotel, at 44 West 44th Street. 

Wrestling with his own late meal, a 

shrimp dish chat has arrived on its 

plate displayed in an alarmingly 

vertical arrangement, McNally sits 

in one of the four semicircular, retro 

acid-green banquettes along the 

wall of his restaurant, whose look: 

also includes tasseled mirrors and 

exoskdetal chairs, "There's Tina just 

beside us," McNally says through a 

mouthful of food, tossing his head 

toward the booth that New Yorker 
editor Tina Brown had occupied 

chat day Later he adds, "You saw 

Calvin [Klein], of course? Oh, and 

Si [Newhouse] was here earlier— 

yes, the big man himself." 

Ian Schrager, the Studio 54 

cofounder and convicted felon who 

owns the Royal con, brought 

McNally In a year ago to revive the 

restaurant s flagging business, and 

since then 44 has become a kind of a 

baby-boomers1 Four Seasons, a 

midday Stork Club, a meridian East 

Coast Mortons. Ancien regime 

ladies may eat lunch at Mortimers, 

plutocrats and third wives may eat 

lunch at Le Cirque, but New York’s 

glamour nexus—the fashion¬ 

publishing-gallery-socialite solar 

system that is Manhattan's version 

of Hollywood—eats lunch at 44. 

From his command post behind 

the maitre d s stand, the 

appropriately 44-year-old McNally 

greets and flatters his customers 

and, most important, strategics 

over where to seat them. But it has 

been ever thus, or at least it has 

been ever thus since ) 980, when 

McNally and his older brother 

Keith opened Odeon, an 

establishment that so defined its eta that it was pictured on the cover of 

Bright Lights, Big City. McNally wrent on to own each of the restaurants that 

successively represented the molten-hot center of fashionable New York: 

Indochine, then Canal Bar and finally—and most deliriousIy—T 50 Wooster, 

which closed in 1990 after two years as the Anna-and-Tina-and-Abe-and-* 

Shirley-plus-Madonna-and-the-beautiful-people-trust-fund clubhouse. 

And why have they come? Not for the food (although 44 is by far the best 

McNally restaurant culinarily), and not for the decor, but rather because of 

McNally's own deeply ingratiating charm and laser-guided snobbery, Catskills 

resorts always had a tufflmkr, the hyperactive, gabbling social director who kept 

everyone on the go and busy and amused, and for ten years or more Brian 

McNally has been the tummler of cafe society, a tummler granted the power of 

cruel arbiter of status— jerry Lewis plus Mrs. Astor, as performed by Dudley 

Moore. This has not been his greatest achievement, however: McNally’s 

greatest achievement has been to flatter and soothe and butter up his fabulous 

friends—and to squander their money at the same time. 

I 
CCORD1NG TO RECORDS SPY UNEARTHED IN THE NEW YORK 

County Clerk's Office, McNally currently owes some $1.2- 

million to various creditors in 13 judgments and tax warrants; 

that $1.2 million doesn't include hundreds of thousands of 

dollars he owes in overdue personal loans from friends who never 

sued. In these and other lawsuits that have been settled out of 

court, McNally has been charged with everything from 

incompetence and mismanagement to misrepresentation, fraud 

and even stealing. 

His debts cut across all class lines: You wouldn't think that Prince 

Michael of Greece and the Scott/Bavosa Construction Company would have 

much in common, but both are waiting for McNally to repay them. The 

New York State Tax Authority would also welcome a valid check with Brian 

McNally's signature. Even the health club in krwer Manhattan where 

McNally used to work out is owed money. '"He and his wife, Anne, are 

banned from the club/’ says a spokesperson for Profitness Inc. “We’ve written 

them off as a bad debt," (McNally says he paid the club in advance.) 

The list goes on and on. Years ago, a would-be partner raised $250,000, 

expecting McNally to start another downtown restaurant. Nothing much 

happened, and, typically, the financier had to sue to get the money back. 

McNally’s Village townhouse has faced regular foreclosure actions from 

several banks, escaping most recently in January when Anne, McNally's wife, 

reportedly paid $200,000 to stave off Bank Leumi. (Anne is reputed to be an 

heiress, bur no one seems able to say what she is heir to or if she really has 

much money. "They fly coach," says a friend.) McNally doesn't own a car—he 

stopped being able to afford payments on his Jaguar months ago. 

"How does a man with a record like his keep rising out of the ashes and 

moving on to new things?” asked a lawyer recently who has represented 

McNally investors in the past. We wondered about this, too. We also 

wondered how McNally manages to keep his friends even as he enrages 
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“I mean, Brian McNally, he was doing 
you a favor letting you into his restaurant!” 

says one McNally investor 
them. In conducting more than 30 interviews for this story, SPY heard from 

pissed-off friends of McNallys who ripped into him for hours and gave us 

the names of other pissed-off friends, but in public all these people still act as 

if they really are his friends. We learned that McNally has survived because 

he has always had something to offer that's even more important to a certain 

kind of New Yorker than loyalty or pride or money: a good table. Brian McNally was born in London's East End; his father 

was a longshoreman. He left England in his teens to travel around 

the world before heading to the States in 1976 to join his older 

brother Keith, who was a waiter at the Greenwich Village 

restaurant One Fifth. McNally worked there, and later as a 

bartender at Mr. Chow’s, Andy Warhol s favorite restaurant, and 

eventually found a job running errands for art patroness 

Chris tophe de MeniL It was during this time that he met and 

befriended the circle of artists—Julian Schnabel, David Salle, Brice Marden, 

Brian Hunt^some of whom would, when they suddenly got rich in the 

1980s, become his hapless investors. 

”1 remember walking with Brian two or three days after I had first met 

him,” says one artist friend from the period. "And he was telling me these 

wonderful stories about working in Australia and how wild the place was 

then, I Ic said he had worked at a minting company there and one Friday 

night he sneaked into the payroll department and stole 132,000, He said he 

took off for Thailand the next day/' McNally denies telling this story, and 

says it isn’t true, but admits that he may have told about others in the 

Australian mining company who stole cash. However, two investors say they 

remember hearing the story the first way from him, before they gave him 

their checks. Brjf you old dog! So how much money do you warn? 
By 1980 the McNally brothers had decided they’d learned enough about 

the restaurant business to start their ow n place. They opened Odeon, on 

West Broadway, that year with money raised mostly from family members 

and in-laws. The place was conceived as a hip late-night brasserie with 

contemporary food served by gorgeous waitpcoplc, and from the very 

beginning ir was packed with an intensely chic downtown crowd. Having 

split with Keith in an acrimonious feud, McNally struck out on his own 

with Indochine in 1984, which was followed by Jerry’s, Undochine (a late- 

night club located below Indochine), Canal Bar and 150 Wooster. He had 

little trouble raising the capital for these places, for by now McNally had 

recognized the lure of restaurants in New York’s social scene. "Everybody 

wanted to be recognized and everybody wanted to be treated like a celebrity 

in a restaurant, so they bought into one/’ says Bruce Mailman, a McNally 

friend and fellow creator of hip restaurants, 

McNally’s fundraising techniques were casual—one didn’t want to look 

too dcsperatc^but persistent and persuasive. "1 remember him calling me 

one afternoon about investing in Undochine,” says one investor.41 He said, 

Wouldn't it be wonderful to have some money from something like this to 

buy art or other beautiful things with?’ And it was fun to go to his 

restaurants, to sec all the people you 

knew/' Another investor says, 'I 

remember thinking he was doing 

me an enormous favor by asking me 

to invest with him in Indochine.” 

Adds Seymour Israel, a plainspoken 

Connecticut lawyer who was an 

investor in 150 Wooster and 

decidedly not a member of the 

McNally downtown mise-en-scene, 

HTm a lawyer, and it was a little 

excitement in my life. And, I mean, 

Brian McNally, he was doing you a 

favor by letting you into his 

restaurant! He had such a big 

rcputation“-you couldn't believe 

you got in/’ 

If only helped matters, of course, 

that the son of a stevedore had 

become as prominent a celebrity as 

the very crowd to which he was 

catering. With his blond socialite 

wife, who had been introduced to 

him by his old friend Anna Wintour 

(who eventually made her a 

contributing editor at Vogue), 
McNally had acquired a Paris 

apartment on the elegant Place des 

Vosges and a rental house in East 

Hampton (Jann Wenner once 

bragged that his new house in East 

Hampton was just down the road 

from Brian and Anne McNally), as 

well as his townhouse. He palled 

around with Lome Michaels and 

Bobby De Niro, with whom he has 

recently discussed., .opening a 

restaurant. McNally even acted as a 

go-between when a very important 

art dealer wanted to sign a very 

important artist. He and Anne were 

the subject of a fawning Vanity Fair 

profile in 1989, a profile for which 

he very classily asked Helen 

Marden—Brice Marden’s wife—to 

tell a reporter he was great in bed. 

It was with Anne—quiet, 
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MA]TRE D' AS 
CELEBRITY From left, 

Vanity Fair, New Yorkt 
HG and The New York 
Times; McNally with 

cake for Grace Mirabel la 

enigmatic and almost universally 

described by acquaintances as “really 

involved in clothes shopping1'—that 

McNally cultivated his most 

brilliant connection, to Prince 

Michael of Greece, a Paris-based 

member of the former Greek 

monarchy and the definitive eighties 

socialite. Prince Michael and his 

wife became best friends with Anne 

and Brian and regular fixtures at the 

various McNally boites, The prince 

even invested nearly $350,000 in an 

ambitious—and moribund—plan for 

McNally to use his expertise and 

reputation to consult for other 

restaurants through his holding 

company, Whitechapel Inc. 

Yes, McNally had become quite a 

nob, and it is poignant to hear 

Seymour Israel—a 150 Wooster 

investor—recall, “You had to apply 

for a seat at 150 Wooster. You'd 

make your reservation and then 

someone would call back later to tell 

you whether you'd made it 

in or not.” 

McNally's sensitivity ro class 

distinctions rivals thar of Lady 

Bracknell in The Importance of Being 

Earnest, One former employee 

temembers listening to a hostess 
complain about being berated by 

him over the kind of people she was 

letting into 150 Wooster. “He 

walked into the restaurant one day 

and started perusing the reservations 

book,” says this source. “He looked 

down the list of phone numbers next 

to the names and started frowning, 

and then in a disgusted voice in that 

British accent he said, Excuse me, 

but wot are all these 20Is, 914s, 

516s and 718s doing here?' The 

hostess said. Those are the people 

who ve booked for tonight.’ And he 

said, ’Well, you can just call them 

back and tell them we're overbooked/ ” A longtime cashier at 150 Wooster 

says that McNally would “yell at a maitre d’ if he thought she had seated 

some unattractive Middle American couple too close to a celebrity or too dose 

to the door/1 

Along with this disciplined resistance to plebes, it was McNally's 

herculean unctuous ness—and an accent that Americans thought was classy 

and glamorous simply by virtue of its Britishness—that brought the crowds 

back night after night. “Brian knows how to flatter people and be a bit of a 

waiter to them," says one Indochine investor. He certainly does. McNally is 

funny and smart, but hes also shockingly prepared to abase himself before you 

without the slightest provocation. He told this reporter at lunch that while 

tunning a restaurant might be one way to make a living, “it isn't like being a 

journalist, you know, where you're an artist who's actually creating 

something/' In the end, its easy to see why people are so charmed by Brian 

McNally, and why so many closed their eyes to the risks of investing money 

with him. “I should have known about Brian; 1 had heard all the stories 

from other investors," says Helen Marden, who put money into Undochine, 

“But he was my friend, and I really liked him. I miss him now, but I think 

he's a sociopath." 

Despite all the glitter and bonhomie, there were signs that the business 

side of McNally's enterprises was a tad unstable. It appears that management 

practices at the restaurants were completely anarchic, and chat accountants 

and business managers came and went quickly. The cashier at 150 Wooster 

says that checks bounced constantly and that he had to pay the chefs directly 

out of the cash register. In 1990, Canal Bar was suddenly shut down, a 

victim among other things of the fickleness of its customers, who'd 

abandoned it for 1 50 Wooster Investors in Indochine, who by now were 

making a small return on their initial investment, with hardly any 

explanation suddenly stopped getting money. Investors in Undochine lost 

practically all their money. One dealer felt so bad for an artist he represented 

who had put tens of thousands of dollars into the club that the dealer simply 

made up what the artist lost. 

Meanwhile, according to one former Indochine employee, McNally would 

each night issue so-called monkey checks to two or three waitresses on the 

Hoot. These were tallied by hand rather than going through the register, and 

all cash from such checks was then put in a box. 

Details, apparently, were not the McNally strong suit. Despite state- 

liquor-authority regulations requiring that all primary investors in a 

restaurant be listed on its liquor-license application, McNally’s applications 

were often deficient. Many investors’ names don’t appear on the applications 

for I 50 Wooster and Undochine, for example—this is a misdemeanor. And in 

a move Prince Michael’s financial adviser, Philippe Manet, calls "a Saddam 

Hussein—like provocationMcNally neglected to pay all payroll and sales 

taxes for Indochine; 150 Wooster also owes back taxes. Last February he lost 

his ownership in Indochine altogether when the state tax authority 

padlocked the restaurant for back taxes and sold its contents at auction. 

Indochine was bought by members of its Vietnamese staff at the auction and 
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“Brian was my friend, 
and I really liked him. 

But I think he’s a sociopath ” 
has since reopened under the same name. For a while afterward McNally 

stayed around greeting guests at their tables—acting as if he still owned the 

place, in other words. 

h was in 1990, when ! 50 Wooster collapsed even as it was still packing 

them in, that investors really began to accuse McNally of misusing their 

money. In suits filed in federal court by 150 Wooster investors Seymour 

Israel, Andrew' Penson, Sylvia Martins and Nessia Pope [Pope now works as a 

part-time photo editor for SPY], McNally was charged with, among other 

things, misrepresenting the likely costs of his restaurants when he signed 

investors up, misappropriating cash from 150 Wooster and using it to make 

loans and payments to his other enterprises, and misrepresenting the 

amounts of his own investments in Undochine and 1 50 Wooster. 

lTm not saying everybody who invests in something risky like a restaurant 

should make money, ’ complains a former 150 Wooster investor today. 'But 

this place was packed every night. They were doing 150 to 200 dinners a 

night. They were obviously making money Where wras it all going?" 

McNally insists the funds in each case went largely to unforeseen costs and 

points out that he serried the 150 Wooster lawsuits out of court, "I feel like 

Richard Nixon saying, I am not a crook,’ ” he complains over lunch. "It’s 

embarrassing.* 1' He docs admit to having occasionally borrowed from one 

corporation to bail out another, bur he says the money was always later repaid. 

He denies knowledge of any monkey checks and says he just never got around 

to updating the deficient liquor licenses for the restaurants. 

A bit later, looking around 44 s dining room, McNally hisses, 'Do you 

think I want to be here? / bate this" Its a comment he repeats several 

times during conversations about his business, and it seems genuine. “It was 

extremely difficult for me to stand at the doors of 44 in the beginning, ’ he 

snarls in a subsequent conversation. It’s hard to ger back into things after a 

flop. One big reason I’m still at it, bowing and scraping, is because of the 

debts. Ones reputation is important to one.' Such an explosive reaction— 

could it be that Brian McNally loathes the very people he so avidly courts? 

“He hates star-fuckers, he really just hates them,” says a former Indochitie 

waitress. But after a moment's reflection she adds, “Even though he is one. ’ 

gNally makes his ultimate defense of himself when he 
says, “You wouldn't remain friends with people who have 

ripped you oft, would you?1' 

But, evidently, you would. Amazingly, McNally's friends 

have remained his friends, and there seem to be two reasons for 

this frighteningly irrational behavior. The first is that 

McNally's friends don't want to admit they were taken. "I got 

caught with my pants down,” says one socially prominent New 

Yorker who gave him money, “and 1 made a stupid mistake, and I don't want 

my ocher partners to know that.” Another member of McNally's crowd—who 

never invested with him—puts it more directly. “They feci like schmucks," he 

says of McNally s partners. On top of this, they hope that if they're nice to 

McNally, maybe—just maybe—they'll get their money back. 

But another, much more 

intriguing reason why McNally's 

friends remain McNally's friends is 

the power he exercises over their 

social lives. One very' successful 

New Yorker who has lost plenty of 

money dealing with McNally told 

SPY that if his name appeared 

anywhere in this article, he would 

break the reporter's legs. When we 

asked a close friend of this man's 

why he would care so much about 

what McNally thought of him, we 

were told he wouldn’t want to 

alienate McNally’s other friends and 

risk losing invitations to their 

parties. Apparently those other 

friends are thinking exactly the 

same thing. McNally himself has 

always played on these social 

insecurities by yelling at people 

who ask him for money and making 

them feel it is somehow gauche or 

grasping to press the matter. Of 

course, the fear of being on the out 

list is even more intense now' that 

McNally is back on top again. He is 

really a more recent version of 

Studio 54s Steve Rubeil m the 

1970s or the Stork Clubs Sherman 

Billingsley in the 1930s and '40s, 

both of whom played an exalted role 

in New York solely because of the 

power they wielded at the door. 

McNally’s negotiations w'kh his 

patrons do not end once they are 

settled at Table 1, however. Let us 

recall that rhe real currency of 

all social intercourse in New York 

is U S, currency. Another friend 

says that when McNally ran 

Indochine, he used co go through 

the cushions at the end of the night 

looking for change that had fallen 

out of customers pockets. At some 

point, he learned cogo into their 

pockets directly. J 
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"Things fall apart f the poet said. “The center cannot hold.'1 And while poets may or 

may not really be the unacknowledged legislators of the world, W. B. Yeats’s observation certainly po¬ 

sitions him as a skillful forecaster of world events. Because lately things—big things, like countries— 

have been falling apart at an alarming rate. Along with that of the Soviet Union, centers have in recent 

years failed to hold in both Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, and further collapses seem imminent. At his 

confirmation hearings in 

February, Secretary of State 

Warren Christopher com¬ 

mented, in prose, on “the 

surfacing of long-suppressed 

ethnic, religious and sec¬ 

tional conflicts’ around the 

globe and warned that if 

this keeps up, "we ll have 

5,000 countries rather than 

the 100-plus we have now.” 

All of which is leading 

some in the United States 

to wonder, Could it happen 

km? For just as Ukrainians 

and Serbs and Croats and 

Czechs and Slovaks have re¬ 

vised the map of Europe, 

many Americans have made 

detailed and conflicting 

plans to reconfigure their 

homeland. A siege, say, of 

Duluth, Minnesota, by eth¬ 

nic Wisconsinians is not as 

improbable as you think. 

For a long time the most 

commonly heard call for a 

transformed United States 

has involved the creation of 

a 51st state, and Washing¬ 

ton, D.C., is, of course, cur¬ 

rently the odds-on favorite 

to join the union fully. But 

there are other possibilities, 

even aside from chronic 

states manques Puerto Rico 

and Guam. According to 

the magazine Macleans, 25 

percent of all Quebecers 

would accept if the U.S. offered their province state¬ 

hood, Two separate movements favor colonizing and 

granting statehood to the moon, Drew Angel ran for 

president in 1988 and the California State Senate in 

1992 on this platform. Charles R. Miller, founder of 

the Durham, California, American Space Council, 

more moderately suggests annexing only the satel¬ 

lites northern hemisphere. 

Rather than add new 

territory, however, che more 

passionate strategists for a 

new America would prefer 

to carve up the states we al¬ 

ready have. This approach 

is gaining adherents every 

day, and there is often 

something just plain stir¬ 

ring about the American 

secessionist spirit. Consider 

the words of California 

state senator Stan Scat ham, 

who wants to rend his state 

in thirds: "For heaven s 

sake, if the Russians can 

take back their government 

in a dictatorship, can't we 

even reform ours in a repub¬ 

lic'*" The Vermont state 

archive receives ha If a 

dozen calls every year from 

people seeking information 

about the “escape clause'’ in 

their state constitution, 

which Vermonters believe 

grants them the right to 

vote to secede from the 

U.S. According to archivist 

Gregory Sanford, Vermont 

secessionists “can t accept 

the fact that Ethan Alien 

and the Green Mountain 

Boys and others would have 

participated in any sort of 

union that didn't allow 

Vermont an out.'1 (In an in¬ 

formal referendum in 1990, Vermont citizens backed 

secession from the U.S. 999—608.) In a similar histori¬ 

cal vein, southwestern Kansas secessionist Don Con- 

cannon says his movement is lla midwestern version of 

the Boston Tea Party Except w-e don’t have an ocean." 

And then there's those wacky kids at the University of 

California at Berkeley, who, when not going to class 
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SPY’S map of the area destined to become known as The Former 
United States, displaying the actually proposed new states 
and Independent nations described in the accompanying essay 

INDEPENDENCE 

WESTERN NEW YORK 

NEW COLUMBIA 

SUPERIOR 

VERMONT 

^REPRESENTS SOME OF THE 
297 INDIAN RESERVATIONS IN AMERICA 

QUEBEC NAMES IN WHITE ARE NEW COUNTRIES; 

NAMES IN YELLOW ARE NEW STATES 

FRANQIA 

WEST ISRAEL 

NEW AFRIKA 



naked last fall, marked a six-inch circle with a plaque 

that reads, THIS SOIL AND THE AIR SPACE ABOVE IT 

SHALL NOT BE PART OF ANY NATION AND SHALL NOT BE 

SUBJECT TO ANY ENTITY'S JURISDICTION, Farther north, 

citizens of Oregon, Washington and British Columbia 

have begun referring to their region with the roman¬ 

tic, sylvan name Cascadia. The new country s primary 

exports would be timber, salmon and gatage bands. 

Many of those who demand changes in the geo¬ 

graphical makeup of the U.S. are not idealistic, how¬ 

ever*—they are simply sour and embittered. 

Eighty-four-year-old Clark Hughes of Hallie, Wis¬ 

consin, feds that northern Wisconsin is shackled by 

'antiquated laws' enacted by the legislature in Madi¬ 

son and should break off to become, along with 

Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, the new state of—what 

else?”Independence. Karl Waldner of Boyne City, 

Michigan, who in the mid-1980s gathered 20,000 

signatures in favor of creating a new state of Superior 

out of the Upper Peninsula and the northern tip of 

the Lower Peninsula, remarked at the time, "We've 

felt, but never have been able to prove, that we're 

being colossally shortchanged by the state govern¬ 

ment/' Last June, 27 out of 31 northern California 

counties voted to secede from the rest of the state* 

But voters in San Francisco and San Mateo counties 

rejected the two-state model, which placed them in 

the same stare as Los Angeles, so State Senator Stan 

Statham has since proposed a three-state model, 

which he calls L<a win-win-win situation/’ And New 

York stare senator Donald Davidsen calls for a West¬ 

ern Newr York, which would be the current state ex¬ 

cluding Newr York City and its four closest suburban 

counties* "Maybe New York City/ explains David¬ 

sen, ’ has more in common with New Jersey/’ 

Inevitably, American separatism has its dark side. 

Like the former Yugoslavia, America is a country 

with ferocious ethnic and religious tensions, a coun¬ 

try chronically obsessed with the question of the 

rights of minorities, a country with many Yugosla¬ 

vians (497,000 people of Yugoslav heritage, accord¬ 

ing to the latest census)* Not surprisingly, then, a 

good many of today’s demands for border rearrange¬ 

ment arise from genuine, Bosnia-and-Herzegovina- 

style conflicts. Even the dullest observers of the 

American scene have not missed the similarities. For 

example, The New York Times's Abe Rosenthal has 

asked, ’ Does it seem farfetched to think that multi- 

tulturalism or racial separation or ethnic pluribus yes 

tinum no could lead to the kind of divisions that 

blewT apart Yugoslavia and blew up Bosnia?* The an¬ 

swer, surely, is Huh? Of course, dozens of semi- 

autonomous ethnic states already exist throughout 

our country in the form of Indian reservations, and 

Laura Waterman Wittstock, the president of a Native 

American information service, says the Native Amer¬ 

ican intelligentsia believes that The Soviet Union 

breaking up and the emergence of ethnic issues' may 

carry over to "the so-called democratic countries/' 

When the federal government recently announced a 

plan to cede 400,000 acres of public land in Arizona 

to the Hopi Indians, the magistrate who mediated 

the agreement felt it necessary to promise nervous 

Americans that "the Hopis are not going to erect a 

Berlin Wall to keep everyone out/' 

New ethnic entities are in the making, too. Inupiat 

Eskimos in Alaska want to break off and form a new 

state in which they will be the majority (and, coinci¬ 

dentally, control all of the current state's on-land oil re¬ 

sources). A burgeoning Native Hawaiian independence 

movement is demanding the entire state back. It may 

just be coincidence that the people in upstate New 

York who want to expel Newr York City and those in 

Michigan who want to break away from Detroit would 

be left with fat, far whiter states. And then there’s the 

National Association for the Advancement of White 

People, founded by David Duke, which wants to di¬ 

vide the United States into an array of eight ethnic and 

racial homelands called West Israel {consisting of Man¬ 

hattan and Long Island), New Cuba, East Mongolia, 

Francia (for Franco-Americans), Minoria (for Puerto 

Ricans and Americans of Mediterranean ancestry), 

Navahona (for Native Americans), Aha California (for 

Mexican Americans) and New Africa* Conveniently, a 

black American group called the New Afrikan People's 

Organization proposes to establish a New Afrika with 

borders almost identical to those suggested by the 

white supremacists for their New Africa. 

It is all too easy to dismiss plans for rearranging the 

American map as the ravings of geeks, nuts, malcon¬ 

tents and racists, though. Just remember that in 1849, 

Americans reacted with similar derision when a sparse¬ 

ly populated chunk of the North American hinterland 

humbly applied for statehood. The would-be state per¬ 

sisted for 4? years, formally applying for entry into the 

union five more times, until finally in 1896 the United 

States said, Okay, you've earned it, you tan join us. Of 

course, Utah's eventual statehood probably had less to 

do with good old dogged s rick-to-i rive ness than with 

the Mormon church's abandonment of polygamy. The 

point still holds, though: In America, today's bizarre 

fantasy can become tomorrow's full-fledged, congres- 

sionally represented member of our federal system* 

After all, America’s very first official state was 

Delaware, and no place is weirder than that. |S 
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IN WHICH WE PRETEND 

TO BE A BRIDE OF CHRIST 

A SPY PRANK 

l^-I HE SLEEVES ARE 

tricky. They 

tend to dip 

into the toilet. 

And where are 

the pockets? 

Nuns have to keep cheir 

Kleenex and feminine- 

hygiene supplies some¬ 

where, don't they? And 

there's so much material 

in the skirt* or surplice* 

or cassock—or whatever 

its called—that you can c 

take a step without cloth 

wadding up around your 

knees and tripping you. 

“Stop adjusting your¬ 

self," a passerby scolded 

me. “You look as though 

you’re wearing a cos¬ 

tume/1 

Well, I was. A rented 

nun s habit made of a 

graduation gown* some 

floppy pieces of black 

fabric and a wimple with 

not quite enough Velcro 

to keep the black veil 

from slipping off my 

head. Maybe it wasn't 

completely authentic — 

especially the Velcro— 

but you can't just walk 

up to a nun and ask to 

trade clothes with her, 

As an adolescent, I 

read up on convents. I 

draped towels over my 

head to see what I'd look 

like. And I wasn't even 

Catholic. In a convent* I 

was convinced, I d shake 

loose rhe shackles of ev~ 

eryday life. In a con¬ 

vent, I would never have 

to go to dancing school 

or unload the dishwasher. 
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I wasn't in any kind of a hurry, of course, I was fust 

going to BergdorPs. In the past I’ve found Bergdorfs 

salespeople oppressively conscientious about helping 

customers. They seem to be somewhat less so when the 

customers are nuns. I walked past racks of expensive 

lingeriet tut-tutting at the prices and running my nun- 

nish hands over all the gauze and lace, and salespeople 

fell back as though I were a leper On the main floor, I 

actually had to walk up and beg a perfume demonstra- 

tor to spray me. "You have good taste," she said with a 

tense laugh. The perfume was called Femme, 

In the BergdorPs bathroom, on the other hand, a 

woman came right up to me as I was trying to adjust 

my wimple, (Is it okay for nuns to look at their reflec¬ 

tions in the mirror?) She put her clammy hand on mine 

as if I were some kind of good-luck charm, "Oh, Sister, 

please pray for me," she begged, "My home was washed 

away in a storm." I promised, wondering why ir made 

me feel guilty to be treated like a genie. 

It was lunchtime, and I caught a cab uptown, When 

I closed the door, my cabdriver turned all the way 

around to look at me, ' May I ask you a question?” he 

asked, "The people in charge, like yourself—why do 

they dress that way? ” 

"We—uh—we want to set ourselves apart from the 

world, I guess," I fumbled. 

The driver pounced on this, 'But you are in the 

world! You can’t pretend to be separate from it!" 

LJThe world of fashion, I mean,” I amended, "We re 

trying to show that we don t pay attention to fashion." 

"What do you mean by fashion?" he asked crossly. 

! would need a vocation, though—a God-given sum¬ 

mons to a life of poverty, chastity, obedience and big 

black shoes. As it turned out, my vocation stood me 

up. But I still wanted to try on those shoes. That is 

why, a few weeks ago, I found myself renting a habit 

arid sauntering—well* stumbling—through the city 

streets for two days to see what life would have been 

like if I'd become Sister Schol as tica. 

The first thing I noticed was that everyone who paid 

attention to me immediately checked out my feet. Had 

they ail seen The Lady Vanishes? 

“Fuck!—oh, sorry, Sister," said a teenage girl walking 

by. ' Look, Daddy! it's just like Whoopi Goldberg!1' a lit¬ 

tle boy shouted. A man asked me if I was warm enough. 

"Oh, yes, l have things on underneath,” I said foolishly. 

We fell into step together, 1 suspect to the dismay of both 

of us. Finally he said, "Well, I'll let you go." He kept on 

walking next to me, but I knew what he meant. 

Divining a patsy, a man soliciting donations zeroed 

in on me before I could get away, “! can’t make a con¬ 

tribution unless I check with the Mother Superior,” I 

told him, (The lie came easily. Whenever a salesman 

calls me at home, I always say the same thing, substi¬ 

tuting "husband" for “Mother Superior. ’) 

"But it’s for human rights'" the man said angrily. 

"Everyone will be happy\" I repeated my excuse and 

hurriedly ducked down into the subway. 

There I shoved my way to the front of a long line of 

people waiting for tokens. lTm in kind of a hurry," 1 

explained. As penance, l was forced to listen to a fellow 

passengers long description of his "spiritual” novel. P
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"People who go to partiesr 

"No. just, you know, fashion," Maybe I was being 

given a valuable opportunity to educate someone. 

"Nuns have been dressing this way for hundreds of 

years," i went on. Its more economical, and it rakes 

our minds off— 

"So why do you tell someone to have a baby who 

cannot afford h?" he cut in, 

E&teek! 1 could fed the Velcro on mv wimple starting 

to unhook. "I'm probably not speaking for most nuns 

here* but I’m prochoice/’ I blurted our. I couldn’t help it. 

My inquisitor glared at me. "Weil, then, what would 

have happened if Mary had had an abortion? TSie world 

wouldn't be very good without Jesus, would it'" 

You're asking a nun? I took a deep breath. "Um, I’m 

sure you're not saying that I believe people should be 

forced to have abort ions,’ 1 suggested. 

“Tell me something else," the driver ordered sternly. 

"How could you abandon your parents like chat?" 

After a brief scolding on this subject, he returned to 

questions of costume. “I think you should dress like a 

regular person. In a simple navy dress," he cold me. 

Thank God we'd just arrived at Mortimers. I gave 

the driver the saint! lest smile f could manage. "I guess 

that means you don't want me to have a choice/ 1 cooed, 

and I scrambled out before Sr* could say anything else. 

Mortimer's seats nuns without anv trouble. In addi- 
J 

cion* it offers many celebrity socialites per square foot. 

Ol course, since I was a nun, I didn’t know who any of 

these celebrity socialites were, so it was okay for me to 

pin Blaine Trump and Mica Ertegun with an unbJink- 

{From left) At Condomama, New York's safe-sex boutique; at 
the Pink Pussycat Boutique; eri route to Mortimer's restaurant 

ing stare for the entire meal. And it took the entire 

meal to decide what Ivana Trump’s new hairdo looked 

tike: rope sprayed out of a can. 

At the end of the meal one of the waiters came up 

and asked, "Is this your taxi receipt?’ It was. Across 

the top, m big black letters, I had written Nt N. "You 

were right. It was a taxi," he called to another waiter. 

O YOU HAVE ANY RELIGIOUS STUFF?" 1 ASKED 

a woman at the information booth of the 

Metropolitan Museum* Well, there’s a 

chapel," she said doubtfully* Do you give a 

religious discount?” I asked at the ticket 

booth. The cashier was untazed. "It’s a dona¬ 

tion," she said. "You can give whatever you want." 

Abashed, I paid the full recommended amount. Then 1 

took that little metal ’ I’ve paid" button and hid it in my 

purse. In every room 1 visited, the museum guards—who, 

on normal days, swoop down like eagles even when I've 

Listened the button to the end of my nose—now stepped 

back to let me by. 

At the Metropolitan, I Learned that standing in front 

of religious stuff dressed in a nun’s habit and letting our a 

gusty adoring sigh is a good way co get an unobstructed 

view of the entire room. I also met a guard who not only 

gave me directions to the bathroom but kindly asked* 



Did everything work our okay?" when he saw me later. 

Tile Body Shop is the kind of place a nun would buy 

her makeup, isn't it? At the shop on Madison Avenue 1 

practically wrestled a saleswoman to the floor and told 

her I was looking lor something not too conspicuous. 1 

only wear these colors? 1 added. As she brought rube 

after tube oi putty-colored stuff—smirking whenever 

she turned away—1 found myself getting more and 

more irritated: Why do you keep showing me these 

nothing colors? it's not because I'm a nan, is it?’1 She 

hesitated, and 1 rushed out of the store. 

From the Body Shop I proceeded to St, Patrick’s* it 

was worse than dancing school* 1 had no idea what to 

do in there, I dropped my purse, tried to get into the 

wrong side of the pew and forgot to cross myself with 

holy water. As I was making my bumbling way out a 

man asked, “Sister, are they saying mass?" 

I glanced feverishly behind me. lr didn’t look like 

mass. As far as I could telk everyone was just walking 

around. 

"Uh, not right now, I quavered. 

”i meant in the back," he persisted. 

The hack? Sl Patricks has a hack? “1 don’t know? I 

said, Tm not from around here.’ 

The Play land near Times Square is a different kind of 

church, [ guess, When I got there, a man followed me 

from game to game, humping me from behind. 1 le made 

me a little nervous, I have to say, and when 1 got outside, 

3 walked around the block approximately 9,000 times 

before I could bring myself to walk into a dirty-video 

store. 

First I read over tile customers' shoulders. All of them 

were comparison-shopping so intently that they never 

looked up, even when l breathed right into their faces. 

"What’s this about?” 1 asked one man, pointing to the 

tape in his hand. 

"Not for ladies?’ he answerer! brusquely 

Hey—there's a lady on the carer! But 1 didn't say it aloud, 

! was afraid the cashier would throw me out for causing 

trouble—you know, like those nuns in Cl Salvador, In- P
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stead ! settled in lor a little browsing myself, finally 

choosing a comparatively demure-lonking tape called 

Maiden Heaven because it had the word heami in it. The 

cashier's face was utterly bland as I paid. 1 might have 

been buying a handkerchief. 

Back on the street, though, 3 heard an incredulous 

voice: "Are you a real nun?'' I turned to see three incense 

sellers staring ar me from their sidewalk booth. 

"Yes, I am,' 1 said. 

1 would've lost a bet!’ one of them explained, I 

didn't think you would talk to us. The man yanked off 

his fez and held it to his heart. 1 rake my hat off to you, 

miss. You vc changed my whole idea of religion. 11 ere, 

Yd like voo to have this. It’s all natural. 
j 

He handed me a vial of rose oil. ' This is really nice of 
J* 

you,' f said. l'I don't know if 1 11 be allowed to wear it, 

but’—" 

You can put it on a light bulb or something, ’ he told 

me. Someone as uninhibited as you should not have 

trouble being creative/1 

{From left) Pausing at Abraham & Straus cafeteria; strolling in 
Greenwich Village; at Playiand, the Manhattan games arcade 

UNS AH T I’ROH AHLY I WEN RARER IN PSYCIIIA- 

rrises' offices chan in pornography shops. My 

friend Jim and I had arranged to meet at his 

group-therapy session before we went out to 

dinner. How quiet the members of rhe group 

be came when they walked into the foyer and ! 

Hung myself—by prearrangemenc“inco Jim s arms! In 

total silence, they walked out of the building ahead of 

us. 1 hope you’re not trying to convert him,’" one 

member of the group muttered. 

Jim and 1 had decided to eat at Cafe Tabac—an ex¬ 

tremely fashionable East Village restaurant that does 

nor take reservations—even though we were afraid we 

might see Mickey Rourke there. We called just before 

we arrived to make sure there was space for us. Yes, we 

were told, there was a nice table for two. The table was 

right by the window'; we saw it as we came in. We also 

saw the maitre d's face fall when he saw //j. 

Hiding his face behind the clipboard and pecking 

out at us, he conferred with one of the waiters for a 

long, long time* He then walked up to us and an¬ 

nounced that there would be a -15-minute wait. 

But we just called you!" I protested* 

He shrugged* "I'm really sorry. Someone else asked 

(or that table gist before you. They’re on their way over 

now. " 

We ftnally had dinner ar Knickerbocker's, where 

everyone was much nicer and the waiter got me my 

Jack Daniels with a beer chaser right away* ("Right 

away, SisA/il ' he said.) A few days later, I was embar¬ 

rassed to see a nun on a Fox commercial order exactly 

the same thing. 

N BALANCE, 1 IELT, THE CITY HAD TREATED ME 

shockingly well. I'd gotten some free rose oil; 

I d been harassed only a couple of times; and 

people had asked me to pray for them. Some¬ 

how I fell that if I d suffered more during the 

course of the day, ! wouldn't be bound so surely 

to hell. 

was almost happy when, after dinner, a battered 

pulled up next to me and a guy in his twenties 

is head out. ‘Can you fly?" he asked me. (1 

ol girlish laughter from inside the car.) 

,' I said, for no reason in particular. 

p off that building, then," he said, and he 

away. I headed for home, my faith in New York 

1 
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Review of Reviewers 

Winger Replaces Bogey & Bacall; 

to sound like the greeting on a 

Hallmark card. This, happily, is not 

an easy thing to do. 

Robbins can't resist showing off: 

"The first time I met Debra Winger 

we caused a Santa Monica bartender 

to develop repetitive-motion disor¬ 

der from the incessant refilling of 

our tequila glasses.,.,We borrowed a 

razor blade...slit our thumbs and 

exchanged blood by the light of the 

jukebox, swaying to the blues and 

puffing cigars.H Sorry—I don't be¬ 

lieve a word of it. Like the novelist 

and fellow Esquire contributor Jim 

Harrison, Robbins crams his sen¬ 

tences w ith words and phrases from 

the collective unconscious (not un¬ 

conscious enough) of middle-aged 

post-Vietnam sensitivos: Santa Mtmi¬ 

ca, tequila, blood, jukebox, bhm. Rob- 

bins writes for that reader wrho 

thinks of himself as someone who 

reads good books—not Michael 

Korda or Judith Krantz, but serious 

’writers like Jimmy Buffett and 

Josephine Hart. 

Alexandra Penney, the author of 

James Atlas Replaces F, J. O'Rourke; 

The Wew Korlcer Replaces Hustler 

by T. W. Irwin 

A friend of minC says chat she has only one rule 

about dating: She will not go out with any man who ad¬ 

mires the work of Pat Conroy or Tom Robbins. My friend 
recently wondered if she could take Robbins off the list, thus 
widening her range. After reading an article by Robbins in Es¬ 
quire, an interview with Debra Winger, I have had to advise my 
friend that he must remain on the list. 

Although it has always been easy to avoid reading Tom Robbins, it has 

not always been so simple to avoid hearing your hairdresser or a recep¬ 

tionist talk excitedly about his 

books, And the new administration 

in Washington may result in a see- 

ond wave of interest in Robbins, 

Robbins begins the interview 

with obsequy. Because he must 

know (Robbins is nothing if not 

knowing) that fawning is essential 

to the movie-star interview, he turns 

adulation into his version of high 

art. It is not just feverish—it is ass- 

kissing as kitsch; “People seldom 

forget her voice—which sounds as if 

it’s been strained through Bacall 

and Bogey's honeymoon sheets and 

then hosed down with plum brandy. 

Or her laugh—which sounds as if 

its been squeezed out of a kangaroo 

bladder by a musical aborigine/' 

This is material for a high school 

creative-writing class.. "Winger's 

Iluck Finn swagger, chain-saw in¬ 

tensity, and Algonquin wit...the 

figure sixty-nines she's allegedly 

skated upon pond after pond of life's 

thin ice.’ What is so remarkable 

about Robbins’s writing is that he 

manages both to be pretentious and 
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How to Keep Your Man Monogamous 

who now edits Self, w'rote a recent 

Letter from the Editor on the 1990s 

vs. the 1980s, saying, "My personal 

take has to do with the quality of my 

entire life/1 Her list of 14 pairs, sepa¬ 

rated into opposing columns, was 

obvious—inexpensive or decorous or 

earnest '90s stuff versus expensive 

and flashy 80s stuff, with James 

Atlas replacing R J. O'Rourke, tofu 

replacing veal, the Frick replacing 

MoMA-except for one odd, abso¬ 

lutely inaccurate pick: The Neu> York¬ 

er replacing The New Republic. (Of 

course, Seif% like The New Yorker, is a 

Conde Nast magazine.) 

Indeed, there is now definitive 

editorial evidence in the new New 

Yorker that a policy ol 1980s-style 

hipness has been put into place. 

This sentence is from Marie Bren¬ 

ner’s article on Robert Strauss: 

'Word quickly went around 

Washington that [former ambas¬ 

sador] Matlock had disscd the new 

ambassador/’ From John Lahrs re¬ 

view of the work of the Russian 

writer Mikhail Bulgakov: The 

Bolsheviks showed the bourgeoisie 

their ass/' From Stephen SchifPs 

profile of the Irish writer William 

Trevor: "Besides, Trevor isn't sexy. 

He isn’t‘hot/" 

The directory in the front of The 

New Yorker always seemed, with its 

brief recommendations, to have a 

whimsical fair-mindedness, In the 

new New Yorker, however, an un¬ 

seemly note of condescension has 

replaced the whimsy. In the Art 

section, the work of Kenyan painter 

Richard Onyango is described as 

'infectiously charming paintings 

on canvas in a velvec-pai nri ng 

style... The autobiographical text in 

the accompanying catalogue is as 

delightful as the paintings and 

shares their sense of accidental bril¬ 

liance/’ This is asroundingly conde¬ 

scending, maybe worse. What ex¬ 

actly is "accidental brilliance ? In a 

description of the work of patients 

in a psychiatric hospital in Flo¬ 

rence, "La Timka," The New Yorker 

seems to have just discovered that, 

"perhaps not surprisingly, institu¬ 

tionalized Italians do it just like the 

insane everywhere else: there's a full 

range of styles here,..to the single- 

mindedness of one [patient] who 

draws the same object over and over 

until the paper is full/’ 

Work made by prison inmates in 

the gallery showT "Hands of Time" is 

described as "fascinat¬ 

ing, if amarcurish. The 

sub jeer matter is 

rather limited: tattoos, 

skulls, devils, barred 

windows, executions.... 

There are also some 

objects made out of 

the few raw materials 

at hand; toilet paper, 

soap, and small rocks... 

and photo albums 

made from old cig¬ 

arette packs—these 

guys can do a lot with 

a Camel wrapper.1 

What a pity that these 

men have not been co 

Arles, and that the 

right acrylics are not 

stocked in the prison handicraft 

shop. Should the notice happen to 

be read by some amateur in Joliet 

with a gift subscription to The Neu} 

Yorker, the reviewer has good cause 

to fear for his life (it would make a 

good television movie—ex-con kills 

high-minded Manhattan hipster be¬ 

cause of offhand review). 

If The New Yorker is sounding 

aggressively callow, Vogue has taken 

the fashionableness of decadence to 

more hysterical heights than ever. 

Perhaps it is an attempt to imitate 

some of Diana Vreeland s more fa¬ 

mous dictums, such as her sugges¬ 

tion to wash the hair of your blond 

child in last nights fiat champagne. 

Or perhaps ft is just silly. In an ar¬ 

ticle about the London house of de¬ 

signer Liza Bruce and her husband, 

Nicholas Alvis Vega, a house so ne¬ 

glected-looking that the bank that 

holds the mortgage worried that 

the house had been abandoned, we 

learn that a great amount of effort 

and money have been spent in order 

Eo make the house look neglected: 

"Parmesan curls of ancient dotted 

paint hang from...pilasters. The 

windows are...wiped with lavender 

emulsion....Walls have been bared 

to expose...the lathing beneath the 

plaster. Carpets were ripped up, 

and strips of lead laid as a stair run¬ 

ner/' Such deliberation extends 

even to a fairly suc¬ 

cessful cookbook writ¬ 

ten by Ms. Bruce, 

about which she 

brags, "I hadn’t real¬ 

ized how much you 

had to check things 

for a cookbook^-it 

was full of glaring 

mistakes. You know, 

there would be a 

recipe for bread, and 

I'd forget to mention 

the flour....1' Maybe 

there won't always be 

an England. 

What can Ann 

Pow'ers possibly be 

trying to say in her 

bewildering review in 

The New York Times of a rock band 

called Extreme? '"Satisfied vanity 

revealed becomes fatuity. This is 

the rather impertinent name which 

the hypocrites of modesty -that is 

to say everybody—have invented, 

because they are afraid of genuine 

feelings/ So wrote Jules Barbey 

D Aurevilly in Dandyism, published 

in 1897....His words apply, almost 

a century later, to the much ma¬ 

ligned world of pop metal. ' Per¬ 

haps it is just a bad translation? 

One could nor find a more dis¬ 

parate coupling than dandyism and 

pop metal. Ms. Penney might like to 

add them to her Use. 

Michael Kaufman, reviewing 

rbe Off SoHo Suites Hotel in the 

Times, must have felt obliged, it 

being the Times t to come dean and 

mention the presence of homeless 

people on the streets around the 

hotel; 'Their numbers are too great 

for them to suggest the legendary 

charm of Parisian doc hards.” Quel 

dommage. J& 

UNFORTUNATE 
RACIST REMARK 
OF THE MONTH 

“I used to have 

a wonderful friend in 

Shiva Naipaul, 

the West Indian writer 

and brother to V.S.; 

his untimely death 

at 40 left me 

with no black friends 

in London/1 
-Tafci, 

The New York Observer 
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Live Wliite Male 

Ain’t Nobody in Here but 

Us Marginals, Mr. President 

by Roy Blount Jr. 

I’ve figured out the political relevance of a sports- 

page clipping Ive been saving since 1990* when Charlotte 

Hornets forward Johnny Newman played for the first time 
against his former mates, the Knicks, and came up flat. I tried 
not to be too emotional and not too lax about playing against my 

friends,” Newman explained, ' but I fell somewhere in the mid¬ 
dle.” You'd think falling in the middle between too emotional and too 
lax would be just right* 

But then, you’d think falling in the middle between too rich and 

too poor would be just right, 

Ha! 

One problem with America today 

is that nobody can afford to be bo¬ 

hemian, because the cost of garret 
dwelling or vagabondage, not to 

mention cafe habituation, is pro¬ 

hibitive, But what is even more un¬ 

settling is, nobody can afford to be 

comfortably middle-class. Why be 

bourgeois if you can’t be complacent? 

Bill Clinton, whose midriff is one 

of his defining characteristics, got 

the Democratic nomination by talk¬ 

ing about a middle-class tax cut. 

Once nominated, he claimed to be 

the only truly middle-class candi¬ 

date* He accused the Republicans of 

presiding over "the destruction of 

the middle class 3 He spoke often in 

terms of striking a happy medium. 

"We share a common philosophy,” 

he said of himself and A1 Gore, 

"that its time to move beyond the 

idea of something for nothing on 

one hand and everybody for himself 

on the other.’' The Democrats took 

the White House by reclaiming the 

political middle. And yet, ir ap¬ 

pears that the middle class will be 

paying not lower but higher taxes* 

In the publishing industry, ‘mid¬ 

list" aurhors are an endangered class. 

In corporations, tens of thousands of 
middle-management peo¬ 

ple have been thrown out 

of their jobs. In baseball, 

as Yankee first baseman 

Don Mattingly has point¬ 

ed out, "they're paying the 

stars, keeping some young 

guys around and making 

it tough on the guys in 

the middle." Maybe us 

middling people need to 

establish ourselves as an 

interest group. 

How? We can't afford 

lobbyists, and we don't 

have it in us to set fire to 

our neighborhoods. 

The answer may lie in a more re¬ 

cent news story set in Manhattan—a 

place where it is particularly hard to 

sustain a middle-class existence, all 

the more because nobody wTants to 

admit such an existence is desirable. 

This story concerned a plan to 

move 50 homeless families into an 

Upper West Side residential hotel 

described as shabby-genteel (anoth¬ 

er moribund category). The Upper 

West Side is perhaps the most pre¬ 

dominantly old-liberal district in 

America, but many of the progres¬ 

sive, not-rich and not-poor tenants 

of this hotel were resistant to the 

influx of the needy. One such ten¬ 

ant offered this justification; "Isn't 

New York City one vulnerable 

community pitted against anoth¬ 

er?... May be everybody in New 

York is a little marginal.” 

Maybe everybody in the middle 

class is a little marginal. Maybe^as 

Johnny Newman's experience would 

suggest—there is no middle* We're 

living without the Sears catalog and 

Ehe C&shy show (as a matter of fact, 

the Sears underwear pictures were al¬ 

ways pretty kinky, and I just watched 

Cosby tell a lengthy anecdote on the 

Charlie Rose show about the color of 

his stool), and, let's face it, all our 

presidents since Eisenhower have 

been wacky, We’ve had 12 years of 

bizarre country-club presidencies; 

lets have one that s frankly far-out in 

another direction. 

Ive been watching for stories 
about Clinton that have 

the word middle in them 
but aren’t platitudinous. 

Here is one from the 

Times: “I was right in the 

middle of an anesthetic," 

recalled Mrs. Kelley, a 

nurse-anesthetist for 35 

years, HMy children never, 

ever called me in the op¬ 

erating room. They were 

just cautioned it was not 

the place to call me ever, 

unless it was an emergen¬ 

cy. And so Bill called, 

and he said; ‘Please take 

the phone to Mother. I 

have something to say to her that 1 

don’t want anybody else to tell her." 

And he told me Elvis was dead* Oh, 

what a shock, what a shock, " 

It is an emergency. Elvis is dead. 

Interrupt our anesthetic, Mr. Prez, 

jump on into that gap in our midst 

and shake it. ) 

Nobody can afford 

to be bohemian 

today; the cost of 

garret dwelling and 

cafe habituation 

is prohibitive 
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OUT WEST The "on-the-road newspaper1' h 

the ultimate road top through the American West. 

Strange and wonderful attractions, great cafes, 

eta? sic motel";, live-? tar burger^ taw ns named 

Boring, PuckerbfLish and Dinosaur, and chance 

encounters with the Hubcap Queen, the Cup Flip¬ 

per ond others. News about Route 66 and other 

old roads. Heralded by all TV networks, Vi/foge 

Voice, Washington Past, i.A Times, etc. Sample, 

$2 50 4 issues, $9.95. TBQQ-274-WEST 

A A 
APRIL W SPY ' I 

Reading lists oren t just 
for the university anymore— 

now there's Required Reading 
from SPY* 

More than just 
multicultural, our syllabus 
consists of publications 
that are variously intelligent, 
literary ond earthy, 
politically correct and 
entertainingly incorrect 

TO ORDER, JUST CALL 

OR FILL OUT THE ATTACHED COUPON 

This is one reading list 
you won't want to ignore. 

Adi uibrr R*qulf*d iruj ul4**, )N» Ut Rtqui^ri 

Rwidinf, PO 9ci■ S007. PrMilidrf. MA OI30J-5M7 

FUTURE SEX is intelligent pornography lor 
shH 90h and beyond .Created by women and 

men, il spotlighls ihe fusion ol sex and technol¬ 

ogy, virtuol reality sex, erototronics,, cyborg 

sarire Plus investigative features, interviews, 

erotic fiction, reviews, and of course, cutting- 

edge erotic photography Full color, glossy. 

Sample, $6; 4 i&sues. SIS 

hJs not an oxymoron1 Women's humor is alive 

ond well in HYSTERIA, the new magazine from 

the publishers of The Don Quay ft? Quarter/y 

Hysteria's rnaugural issue includes: A History ol 

Women in Je|l-0 Advertisements, How to Use 

Compurer Commands When You've Been Raised 

to Bt? Submissive- Celebrity Menopause; The 

Perfect Rejoinder to Pat Robertson, and more' 

A-A— 

Are You Ready for 
the Hill & Bill Show? 
Bawdy, irreverent, a mudslide of satire, 
Slick Times is America's premiere 
presidential lampoon. Features leading 
caricaturists and satirical writers along 
with a Taxable joke page, free bumper 

stickers (2 issues}, (Jennifer's diary, a 
free fold-out game board, Hillary's 

hints, Tipper’s |x>p music review and 
dozens of fantastic features that’ll 

Qur mystery advisor serves pp 

mm, wiity ami wise advite for 

modern women. 

have you howling! Get in on the 
fun. Start your subscription 
today[ Published quarterly, just 
S17 for one year’s subscription. 

To Order Call: 
1-800-93-SLICK 

Coll uj crazy, bui you II mom 
our sperm! inaugural issue free 

when you order now! 

fa 5500 value!} 

Lovt? That Pulyeatcr Miima! 
■ 1 ■' n — H *,» It 

JOE BOB BRIGGS outhorot 1993 bestseller 

iron Joe flnh, qnd TV p^reonnlity, publifiheB. Amer¬ 

ica's last Ltncensored hi-weekly fanzine, "We Are 

the Weird." It's got B movte news, and reviews. 

Cutting edge humor Strange social commentary 

Dangerous book rev ews. Industry gossip Counter¬ 

culture news. Wicked cartoons And ihe famous 
"Free Junk" lisl Semple, free 26 issues, $35 

r— ~"i * i if '{ 
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S MILES SDZD BLQWmDIWlMII£ 

No, your pants aren't ploying, tricks on you. It's 

the only journal of music, subculture, satire and 

comics worth breaking a paycheck over. Feotur 

ing the lives of Wiles Davis, the Firesign Theatre, 

The Beastie Boys, Camille Paglia and the MO¬ 

TORS OOTY generation, all for a mere $3, 

-A- 

Like o Wad Dag set free to room the White 

House lawn and mark its territory, we bring you 

HILLARY UNLEASHED' The only publica¬ 

tion dedicated to exposing the real power in the 

White Haase..,HILLARY! Cookie-boking house¬ 

wife, or mud-wrestling she-devil? You be the judge! 

Sample issue, $4; quarterly subscription, $15. 

—A-A— 

CENSORED All the News 

You Didn't Read—and Why. 

What? Media control in the U.S.? For the first 

rime in book form, CENSORED exposes the year's 

mast egregious news oversights, complete syn¬ 

opses of Project Censored's Top 25 CENSORED 

News stories at 1992. Also, the year's outstandF 

irg "Junk Food News," a comprehensive re¬ 

source guide to alternate media and mare. 410 

pages, with cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. $12.95, 

plus $3.50 postage and handling. Full money- 

bock guarantee. For more information, coll 

(919) 942-0220. 

A 

Announcing the first medicine that doesn 't taste 

funny, it only reads that way! Exercise your 

FUNNY BONE during National Humor Manfh... 

by reading THE LAUGHTER PRESCRIP¬ 
TION NEWSLETTER. The only good humor 

newsletter for people who need a healthy break 

from short-term or chronic dis-eose! Sample, 

$2; SPY special 8 issues (2 years}, $25. 

—A-A— 

OPTf ON is the decade's mast acclaimed music 

magazine. "The tap all-around music mag 

today"—Whole forth Cofolog. "Reviews hun¬ 

dreds of albums each issue"—New York Times, 

"A truly global perspective"—Guitar Player. "A 

vibrant report on the new frontiers of music" — 

library Journal- "Excellent"—Rolling stone, Qp- 

ton uncovers the music other magazines aren't 

covering. Sample, $5; subscription, $15.95. 

A A- 

LIBIDO has been labeled everything from "o 

journal far highbrows who still have animal 

urges" to a "low-zoot, high-style literary maga 

zine that peeks beneath our Freudian slips," 
P/ay boy calls it "our favorite source of contempo¬ 

rary erotica,,.a turn-on for both men and women, 

or at least English majors of bath sexes." Its 

publishers, who know where id's at, cal! Libido 

a literary answer to the horizontal urge Sam¬ 

ple, $7; subscription, $26, Eighty pages. 

-A-A- 

JOSH Mi ■ H M'KHJNC 

JOURNAL Of NURSING JOCULARITY 

is a nursing journal parody that pokes fun at 

nursing, doctors, hospitals and the Insane 
world of medicine. NOT far the reader who 

holds the field of medicine in reverence. "One 

of the Ten Besi Magazines of 1991. A wild, sick 

magazine that deserves immediate atten¬ 

tion."—Library Journal. Sample, $4; one-year 

subscription f4 issues), $12. 

bOfNG-bQfNG "The World's Greatest Neu- 

rozine" injects heaping doses of fringe culture, 

brain candy, cyberpunk, sex, and high weird¬ 

ness directly into your nervous system, "lives up 

to the promise of guerilla reality engineering"— 

Morrrfo 2000. "Covers the cyberdellc wavefront 

with intelligence and irreverence"—Reflex. 

"Smart and whimsical"—Whale Earth Review. 

Sample, $3.95; four-issue subscription, $14. 

—A-A— 

National Public 
Humor Newsletter 

NATIONAL PUBLIC HUMOR NEWSLET- 
TER—It's funny. This manfb/y newsletter pub¬ 

lishes outrageous humor with a decidedly 

askew point of view. If your sense of humor 

knows no bounds, NPHN is worth exploring,., 

Political & Social Comictary, Sample issue, $1; 

annual subscription, $12, Weird humor for 

strange people since 1988. 

-A At — 
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CRYPTIC WORDS 
from the 

BABBLING IDIOT 
Gna Plus 
Four * 
Nin-e — 

Only To Th§ 
Babbling 

Id loll 

After veers of hiding in a closet In fear of evil spir¬ 

its the Idtot himself has emerged and is babbling 

with fever! Dare yoj unlock his cryptic words? 

They might be the keys to the Universe, Or 

maybe not! But beware! He can,l,t tell your fu¬ 

ture! Doesn't know your fortune! And you won't 

get lucky! So act now! Send only $2.48 (the 

Babbling Idiot won't take $2.50~he's on idiot!) 

and receive one of this month's many ramblings 

from the BABBLING IDIOT 

A 

'The Ynnkee dollar 

and Confederate 

dumbness collaborat¬ 

ed io heal the wounds 

of four yea r3 of 

frolricidol Strife, and 

all was merry as 

a rrarriage bell" 

-Pubvn, Agr’(N W(Jrr** 

Not everyone collaborated. A pariah in its own 

land, SOUTHERN READER magazine rede" 

fines secession as o state of being and rants 

mercilessly about the disastrous effects ot moder¬ 

nity [USA) on the South—America's own Third 

World. Scathing bgt satiric. The editors agree, 

even on the road to hell there's time to laugh. 

FART 
PROUDLY 

WfiU|i|i ■ ■ r JIhliAnkJji 

IT Ml Kiinflid ui Siiukj 

Lji W in Uri ;m« A jw 

PART PROUDLY; WRITINGS OF BEN¬ 
JAMIN FRANKLIN YOU NEVER READ 
IN SCHOOL Old Gen was a bawdy one, ever 

keen to stir up controversy. This book is a chuck¬ 

ling testament to the rogue that lived inside the 

philasopher/siotesmon, and it is a tribute to the 

ideal of a free press rn the U.S. 

-A- 

Exposing the weird and Wild West, the NOS£ 

sniffs out gossip, gambling, lies, disease, terror, 

psycho cults, unexplained phenomena, smut, 

filth, drugs, guns, civic sleaze, mindless cruelty, 

violence, embezzlement, dead animals and much 

more. "Stands out amongst the scads of hyper¬ 

hip magazines."—Son Francisco Chronicle. "Very 

much like SPY, but without the swelled head " 

Gannett News Service. Semple, $4; six issues, $15. 

-A-A- 

Ever dream of quif'n the job and hit'n the road? 

Do it now through the madcap adventures of 

MONK Publishing from on FiV, using a solor- 

pew-ered Mac, the Monks and their cat, Dolly 

Lama, expose weird, wonderful America in their 

clever ond campy quarterly, Named 1 99 I's 

"Hot Magazine" by Rolling Stone. "KuraIt meets 

Kerauoc with Laurel and Hardy thrown in"— 

Newsweek. 1 -BOG-GET-MONK. 

—A-A 

PFEPSHOW is cartoonist Joe Matt's neurotic, 

compelling ond utterly shameless account of 

some of his darkest secrets, from his most em- 

boanoMing sexual fantasies, to the story of how 

he wantonly lusted after his lover's best friend. 

"Witty, honest, quirky, and long overdue. 

Peeps how is an incredible piece of work. One 

peek and you'll be back.1'—Vox Magazine. "An 

excellent cartoonist FACE Sample, $3; four 

issue subscription, $8.95. 

—A-A— 

REAL TALK; A SAVVY GUIDE TO THE 
HIDDEN MEANINGS BEHIND WHAT 
PEOPLE SAY is a revealing, irreverent commu¬ 

nication manual to keep you plugged into what's 

really going down. Deols with what's key from 

the bedroom to the boardroom—ond that's just 

the b's—and is dedicated to the principle that 

all people should be offended equally in the in¬ 

terest of Real Joik. $6 95 at bookstores. Or 

order this Quill Ink handbook by phone, T -800- 

462-6420, Notional Book Network, Customer 

Service (Extra charge for Ivan, Oaus, Jim, Willie... 

to cover cost of trials to taxpayers.) 

YOU, TOO, CAN FIND ANYBODY 

* Find peo ple who 
owe you money 

* find childhood 
sweethearts 

■ Find military 
buddies 

* Find misflnfl 
relatives 

■ Ctw?cfc the back¬ 

grounds of lovers, 

Herat* and 
employers. 

Learn how to ran other people's driving record 

run their license plates, learn to pull a copy of 

someone's traffic tickets to find them, use the So¬ 
cial Security Administration to find someone for 

you, use the Post Office's own policy to give you 

the street address on certain P.Q. boxes, Leam 

to look into other people's divorce records. Over 

220 pages. $19.95, plus 5&H. 1 -800-031 -8900 

To order from 
Required Reading, call 

mo-333-sm 
If you have questions 

regarding a Required 
Reading order or want to 

place an ad, write: 
SPY Required Reading, 

RO- Box 5007, 
Pittsfield, MAO 1203-5007. 

For SPY subscription information, 

cal! 1-800-333-8128, 
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Ai other inquire*, write to SPY Shop-o-Matk, P.O, Sox 5007, Pittsfield, MA 01203-5007, 

Welcome to Shop-o-Mottc, the foolproof method of acquiring every¬ 
thing you needier at least a lot of swell stuff you might not find any* 
where else. To order from this cavalcade of goods and services, simply 
fill out the attached reply coupon, or call the Shop-o-Matic order line at 

Amazing and Amusing 

Toys & Gifts! 

-Q- 

ARCHIE McPHEE'S black & white and wacky 
catalog is funny, unusual and packed with as¬ 
tern ishing toys,, gifts and noveltiesf We nre small 
but earnest suppliers at the things you really 
need—rubber reptiles, kitsch, Magic 0-balls, pin¬ 
ball philosopher games, disguises, coffee cup 
radios, and mare. Fast shipping, guaranteed 
quality. Call us al (206} 782-2344 or send for 
our latest catalog! Si 

NUDE RECREATION BIBLE 

Beaches and 
resorts where 
clothing la 
optional are 
easy to find_If 
you've got the 
‘skinny-dlpper's 
bibief the 
World Guido. 

Mote than 2*000 clothes optional sites listed in 
the World Guide to Nude Beaches <$ Recreation, 
illustrated w ith hundreds of cokr photos. Order 
ihe 264page Guide, $2495 pa-pid Or send 

$] fa our eder catalog featuring videos, books, 
T-shirts. and much more. 

The Naturist Society 
P.O. Box 132 SP - OsWtrx*, W] 54902 

V1SA/MC Orders: 414-426-5009 

Palad n Press has been described as Ihe 

"iMc-sr Qang&rons Pr$zs m Amonca.' 

Milltor'S or SdHshad ■uadtiry didyw 

OUR ALL TTME BEST SELLER: 

GET EVEN: The Compkete Book of Dirty Tricks 

A hilru-FiJii.B difkwibun m if* method! paopla 

«vtn witti 6»# business, g0vtrfime"fl irtp pftiSunal 4ns 

mjes For onimrjatnrTwni purpose onfy. 5 1i"2 x B i/2. 

f arbeeve', 20S pp. *23.45 PRO 

OataOfl of over 350 t*c*: and video trues, $2: 

fifoe wmh purchase. 

&-& 

The iOl/RNAi Of POLYMORPHOUS 
PERVERSITY is a humorous and satirical spoof 
of psychology that The Wall Street Journal called 
"d social scientist's answer to Mad magazine,"' 
Readers have been treated la such hilarious, irrev¬ 
erent gems as ''Psychotherapy of the Dead," 
"The Etiology and Treatment of Childhood'1 and 
"'Oral Sadism and the Vegetarian Personality,’1' 
Sample copy S3.50; one-year subscription, $ 14, 

Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks, re¬ 
mainders, imports and reprints—up to 8,000 ti¬ 
tles each month from all major publishers, in¬ 
cluding 600-1,500 new arrivals. A huge selection 
with more books ot $1 95, $2,95, $3.95 than 
you'll find anywhere. Theatre & Dance, Maviei. 
& TV, Art, Photography, Fiction, Politics, much 
more. From EDWARD R. HAMILTON, 
BOOKSELLER. FREE, 

THE TLA FILM 4 VIDEO GUIDE AND 
THE TLA FILM & VIDEO QUARTERLY 
The alternative to mainstream vrdeo. Our renowned 
collection of over S0,000 domestic, alternative 
and foreign films on video is one of the largest 
and most prestigious in the United States. The 
guide features insightful reviews elaborately pre¬ 
sented in 68 cross-referenced sections designed for 
easy browsing. The TLA Film and Vrdeo Guide: 
S5.95, plus $2 shipping, you will also receive 3 
updates ond o coupon good far 15% off the first 
Order, The TLA Fffm and Video Quarterly: 4 issues 
yearly, just $6. 

—-itL— 

VIDEOS TO 
KILL 
FOR! 
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CLEAN YIELD GROUP is an eariy pioneer 
in social investing Cleon Yield manages money 
for individuals and pension funds, and publish¬ 
es a pacesetting stockmorkct newsletter fectur 
ing environmental and socially responsible Com¬ 
panies. The newsletter's model portfolio has an 
outstanding recardi and is tracked by Hu/berts 
financier/ Digest. Sample issue, $5; yearly sub¬ 
scription f 12 Issues), $85. 

CATALOG X. "the first tasteful adult catalog 
for gays, lesbians and discerning heterosexu¬ 
als," contains a unique sefection of LEATHER 
GOODS, SAFE-SEX TOYS & SENSUAL PROD¬ 
UCTS (for the timid and bold), LUBRICANTS, 
EROTIC LOTIONS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLE¬ 
MENTS & NATURAL HORMONE ENHANC¬ 
ERS, VIDEOS, BOOKS, MUSIC, CLOTH¬ 
ING...designed to enhance lovemaking and 
personal pleasures $3 (refunded with order). 
Confidential and discreet. Must be ot feast 21. 

The best source for music-by-maii since 1970 
Our 1993 catalog lists 15,000 CDs, IPs, Cas¬ 
settes, and Videos an 500 independent, import, 
and me|or labels. Rock, Jazz, Blues, Reggae, 
Countiy, World Music, Folk & more—much, of 
It hand to find elsewhere. Order now and we'll 
include □ free copy of our review-packed cata¬ 
log update, the RECORD ROUNDUP. 

ifk 

DREW FRIEDMAN T-SHIRTS. Yoli'vg 
heard the tape now wear the shirt! The official 
Tube-Ba-r T-shirt featuring Red! Also available. 
Tor Johnson, Zacherley, Vompira_ Private Lfves 
of Pubiic Figures All on 100% caftan T-shirts. 
$15 each, postage paid, catalog, $2 or free with 
purchase. Colt \-800-253-0428, 9 o.m.-5 p.m. 
E.S.T. for immediate purchase or further infor¬ 
mation; or write Arquesf Unlimited, P-0. Box 
643, Hillsdale, Ml 49242. 

At 

To order from 
Shop-o-Matic, call 

HIM 
If you hove questions 

regarding a Shop-o-Matic 
order or want to 

place an ad, write: 
SPY Shop-o-Matic, 

PCX Box 5007, 
Pittsfield, MA 01203-5007, 

For SPY subscription information, 

coil 1-800-333-8128, 

S ShOP-O-MlDC 

Circle the items you wish to receive, fill out 
this form, and send it, along with a check 
payable to SPY, to SPY SHOP-O-MATIC, 
P.O. Box 5007, Pittsfield, MA 01203-5007. 

Total cost of items ordered: $ 
Plus $1.50 handling fee: $ 
Total enclosed! $ 

1.50 

Nome 

Address 

Cfty/Statft'ZlF 

Offer gadd through June 30, 1 993 

1 Slrck TJmes—subscription $17.00 
I We Are The Wernd’—sampie copy FREE 
1 We Are The VVWnJ-26 issues $35 00 
i Future Ssi—sample copy $6.00 
S Future Sex—four issues $18.00 
1 Hysteria, Wofnm. Humor & Social Change 

— sample copy $3.95 
J Hystena, Women, Humor & So-cyo/ Change 

-“subscription $ 1 4.95 

1 Out West -MimpFe $2.50 

1 Our West—four issues $9,95 
H Motorboofy $3.00 

T,he Laughter Prescription sample capy $2.00 

It The Lnughtfv Prescnyjrrtjn eight issues (two years] $25 00 

Q Option—sample copy $5 00 

H Option—subscnptiori $15.95 
E HrJ/ory Unleashed1—sample copy $-4,00 
I HrJ/Ofy U'n^eosFwd-iubscriptiorii $15,00 

P Ubrib—sample copy $7.00 
•J Libido— subscription $16.00 
1 JaumaJ of Nursing Jocularity - sample copy $4.00 

3 Journal of Nursing Jocuhrity subscription $12.00 
ti Censored $16.45 
0 bGJWG bOJWG—sample copy $3.95 

9 bOJNGbOtNG subscription $14.00 
N Nation aJ Public Humor Newsetter sample copy $ i .00 

H Notionol Public Humo* M?wsAerter subscription $12 00 

H Bobbltng idiot $2 40 
V Southern Reader—one year $12.95 

Southern Reader—two yean $18.95 

Southern Reoder—three years $24.00 

MonJr-wmple copy $2.95 
Monk—Subscription $ 10. DO 

Fort Proudly Writings of Benjamin Franklin 
you Never Read in School1 $9.45 
Nose—sample copy $4.00 

Nose - subscription $(5.00 
Peep-show — sample copy $3.00 
Peepsfsow- subscription $8 95 

ReaT Taft $6 95 

Vbu, Toa, Cam Find Anybody $23- 95 

Archie Me Phee Catalog $100 

Wodd Guide to Nude Beeches 8 Recreot^om $24 95 
The Natu ral ist Society Cato log $ 1.00 

Get Even $23.95 
Poladin Press Catalog $2.00 

Journal of PcJym&rphoos Perversity—sample copy $3 50 

Journal af Polymorphous Perversity—s ubscripTiqn $ 3 4 00 

Edward R. Hamilton Bookseller FREE 

TLA Film & Video Guide $ 7.95 

TLA Film & Video Quortedy $6 00 
Glean YfeW—sample c<>py $5.00 

CJeon Yield' ’Subscription $35 00 

Catalog X $3,00 
Laompanics Unlimited Boot Catalog $5.00 
Record Roundup TREE 

Prrvofe Lrves of Public Figures—Catalog $2.00 
Private Lrvcs of Public Figures —T-shirt $ 15.00 



Music 

DESPERATELY SEEKING ELVIS. For more 
info trout ion on 7'A Lc/fr-rj album by Elvis 

Costello tk The Brodsky QmrTL-L, writt; P.O. Box 

6868-EC Burbank, CA 91505, 
+ + - •.JJ4.tJJllSfcIJi.IJi.l4Jl •■lllilJllJilllillfcJIJfcll I 

Guitarist, gunmar recording iirrist. jazz, and 

classical. Solo, duo, trio. All ucca&io ns 

{212) 620-0477, 

Gifts 

Gincfuvctiial T-Shirts, for mfo s^nd Jl to Enulf 

Saitl-T, Box 62610-SI. L.A., CA 90062 

L1FESIZE STAN DU PS. Monrot. Madonna, 
C :inr, Gran, Jordan, 3! winy, Magic and. more 

Send 52 for photos and info, to: Sign 'Em Up, 
1 23 Nevada Street, HickwdLt, NY 1 ISO 1. 

Ac Lasr a product guide for unusual gilts from 
body Iminns to sexy card games and more. Send 

Sl and SASH to VJ, Box 7060, Valley Cr. Plaza, 

Suite 115-146, Woodbury, MN 55125. 

SNOW DOMES BY MAI I Weird arid wonder¬ 
ful GLOBAL SHAKE UP, 2265 Westwood 
B|vd- f*6 L8, Los, Angeles, CA 90064. Catalog $2. 
.........................4141. i j ■ ■ > j . i 4i § i - ii J ■ iJfcidfciifciiii ■■■  .. ■ i « 

CONDOM-GRAMS! The prophylactics with 
personalized presentations. Variety Pack with 
own persona] message on packaging. $ i l 95. 

(800) 925-6822; NY, (212) HO I 3995- PO Box 

695, NYC 10028. 

GRAND CHOCOLATE PIZZA'". Practice 

safe sm, Call for our delicious brochure. 
(800) 475-R.SVF. 

PENISES OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM 

Comparative itnatomy chart (23' x i5") depicts 
the male copulatory organs qf several animals, 

from man to whale Features rhe finger!ike 
appendage of the porpoise penis, the extended 

urethra of the giraffe, and many ocher gcmtologi- 

ctiJ uddicsre. A lithograph of rare quality suitable 

for framing and. display, che poster includes in 
insert of desertprive test to complement rhe 
graphics. Whether used as in educational 
resource, a decoration Jot home or office, or a 

unique gift, Pen/se* of rh* ,'ln,™/ Km^dvn. will 
provide many hours of fascination and enjoy 
ment. To order, send $8.95 - S2 for postage & 
handling to Scientific Novelty Co,, Box 6T3-D, 
Blooming ion, IN 47402, Please allow 2 weeks 
fur delivery, 

Calendars 

CLINTON I YEAR "COUNT DOWN" CAL¬ 

ENDAR. $10 - $2 5&H (Ca. Res. add 182 
Tax), Send ik or mo to KT Prods., Ste. R'OA, 

505 8o, Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 902 I 2, 
ill ■■■ i •.■■■■■■ i r i ■, i > -ri iiriMnu i i- i iirniini urismuipriin-ruri-Mi 

ROAD KILL OF THE MONTH CALENDAR! 

■Other Titles Available: "Town Bum" - ’Geek" - 

"Fat Slob” - 1 Toilet" - 'Slum " 114-99 each. 
Specify Til tiffs ’) and send money if:'' Off-The- 

Wall Calendars, 5 l-A Boston Pose Rd.. Suite: 
1 10-A, Willimannc, CT 06226. 

ASTRO LOGY_ 

COMPLETE NATAL & PROGRESSED CHART 
WITH ASPECTS. Send *25, date, year, rime 
and birthplace ro Judy Wise, P.O. Box 82, 

Mequon, WI 53092, 

PUBLICATIONS_ 

INFOOULT The Journal of Strange Information. 
Hnw Strange? You have no idea. Sam pit to J 
WaUh. P.O. Box >12 i. East Hampton, NY 
U937, 

Atheist BtHjks. booklets, greeting cards and pred¬ 
uces for the heretical. Over 120 titles. American 
Atheist Press, Dept. 8P, PO Box 1450-5, Austin, 
TX 7&761-4505. Complete catalog 5 i. 

INHALE TO THE CHIEF; Free bumper sticker 
wich a subscription to the Clinton Quarterly- 
Get the latest gaffes, antics, jokes and mare, 

Only 110 year. Call toll-free. (800) 742-0141. 
11-11 m-*! ■I'HHis + Hvnr-- -J - » • - H J i*-M>Mfc*»!.M‘»‘-M»‘Mfc • » ■ HP M ■ ■ !■ 

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU’ Your 

FBI, NS A, Justice and State Dept, records 

$29.95. Extended pkg $49,95 also includes IRS, 
CIA, DEA, DoD. Send name, address, birthdaic, 
SSN and check: BLUETKEE, Box il7^-P, Mrn. 
View, CA 94040. 

Free! World's largest singles magazine, "Cupid's 
Destiny." International (j&tmgs. Beautiful ladies. 
Haiidsumr men Pictures. Descriptions Box 

5637-SY, Reno, NV 89513, 
ii • 1 - r 11 - ■ - - r ----- -11 - ■ i - J* J -■■■-■ --fcfc^-fci - BJ.J fc s-J fc+J »fcJ■fcJ- fc 

ASIA BLUE CATALOG: 85 photo idled pages 
of imparted erotic videos, magazines and more. 
S3. European Nude Beaches video $25. Japanese 

Erotica Video $25. State age Vjssl/MC accepted. 

Astral, Box 931753 S, Hollywood, CA 90093- 

Video 

WANTED CANDID HIDDEN VIDEO 

EMiBARR ASS ING R E VE ALING MGi\ IE N TS. 

Write to: Ed. 2828 University Av . S.P., CA 
92104 H103-257. 

Ntw Video Catalog! Over 12,000 cities! Send 

$9.95 to1 Paul's Hobby Zone, Dtpr. £, P O. Bt™ 
U 3, West Newton, MA 02165. 

Amateur adult video catalog and more1 Send 
*100. Only 4-U, P.D Bo* 375 3-$, MPLS, MN 

5 5403. 
■ in ita inn lintt r ri 4 i-i-J ■ ■ t it ■ ■ ■ ri-i-iHi-liiMHO-f Hr1 H - *• 

SOCIAL NUDE RECREATION. Europe * 
family naturisc clubs. Contests, Video catalog 

$3. NATFAM (SY), Box 838. Venice, CA 90294. 

Home Security 

SECURITY SILENT ALARM STICKERS. Fool 

potent!:)] intruders. Looks authentic For set send 

3 l95 to CMK, Box 69 132, LA. CA 90069. 

i rO M i ^ + i ili'iTui'^i Hi++ll+)l + iHiS + i pri a Mbpi < ptI PTip + itTitiipHpriiTi pup 

Correspondence 

ATTRACTIVE Overseas ladies seek friend- 
nhip, totres|wciden(tT, Fret- derails. Asian Expe¬ 

rience.. Bo* 12MLD, Novato, CA 94948. 
<415) 897-2742. 

Beautiful Russian Women! Catalog uJ 200 

Russian beauties. Ready ro correspond Dt 

meet! $” .95 Russian Matc hmaking Club! 
1-800-835-2246. Ext. 43. 

. . i. . . 1.J . n. . . a . 1. ..J   i .i . . s . . . 1. . .i... . .1 4 j - .a j fc I .-.J-fcMi-fcJi-fc 

GORGEOUS ASIAN LADrES SEEK CORRE¬ 
SPONDENCE. Free color brochure! PTC, P.O. 

Box 461873S. LA,,CA 90046. (213) 650-1994. 
*i‘J-iUfc'li,-*!'!--JJ--iJ«l-fcM,Hifc.|--!.i-‘.|iU'‘--J--JJafc,JiMM..-'-‘..‘iH-i 

Russian Connection represents 100s of cultured 
Russian females, doctors, teachers, artiste, etc., 

seeking Inendship with American gentlemen. Box 

700r Clayton. CA 945 17-0700. (510)671-2909. 

Telephone Numbers 

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 
LIVE PARTY LINE 1-21 '- -92-3500 

LIVE MAN TO MAN LINE 1-217 "92-3535 

1 HAVE A BAD REPUTATION 
J -800-28-GIRLS ( H757> 

1-800-283-1469 
NOT A 900 4. NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED. 

MORE, MORE, MORE DOMINANCE 

I -800-846-DEM I 0364 ) 
NOT A 900# NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED. 

I'M HOT, YOU'RE HOT, WE RE ALL HOT 
1-800-879-1122 

NOT A 900 #. NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED. 

TOO MUCH FUN!!!!! 
I -800-96-Ci 1R L$ (4 47 5 7) 
NOT A 900 *. NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 

OUR NATION'S LITTLE SECRET 

1-800-94-SEXY-1 :1-800-94" -3991). 
NOT A 900 #. NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED. 

EROTICA L-801 >-998-6662, 

MAN TO MAN. ALL MALL TALK LINE. Live, 

ont-un-one. Nationwide Bulletin Board. (300) 

776-6253, Visa/MC. Only 31.25 per min. For 
voice mail only, (900) 903-6266, only $2 per 
min, Must bt- IH ur older. Touch-tone phone 

required NPP Preductions, Reno, Ncv. 

To jtlace an ad send materials to SPY Classifieds. 5 Unicm 
Square West. New York, N Y 10003, attn.■ Jana HoElingsh$ad. 

Please include yojr daytime telephone number a,iff address 
j For information, call (212) 633-S550 or fax (212) 633-834S. 

Classified Ads: 330 per me (two-fine mini mum]; 

525 ser lute for two or mere consecutive months PER“ 

S0NAL&: $25 per lire; add $10 for a SPY box. ClassI" 
fied Display: $130 per column inch $155 for two dr 

more consecutive milts. All orders most be prepa d 
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personals V 

ns. 
LOCKING FOR HARMONIOUS RELA¬ 

TIONSHIP?' Met? be-dLuiful educated Indies 

w traditional values worldwide. Free photo 

bnxhurt HAST-WEST, Box SI TolLtmL CT 

0608 i Phone; (20=1) 872-8107. Fax (2031 872- 

883 T 

EHiAUTJFt!L CiEKl,£„ worldwide, want corre¬ 

spondence, friendship. Sample photos frecl 

Hermes, Box 110660 F. Berlin 11,Gtrra&ny. 

Jjonely death row prisoner seeks sincere friend tor 

excharfjt of thoughts .md dreams, Ml. T82()53t 

P.O. Bex 221 (A-1/16-1294), Raiford, FL 

32083- 

CLIK^OW 

1D0* COTTON TEE SHIP! 
StlNtJ CHECK C*\ H.O. FQ° 

$14,00 

YET' PLUS *3.00 S 4 m TO. 
5*f4R7 SHIRTS 
320S SHORE DR. 
Q UFtL t NOV pH , wl SJ1C1, 

CABLE TV Descramblers & Converters 

STOP RENTING! 
Save Money-Own Your Own Equipment 
All Major Brand Names ■ Free 30 Day Trial 
Dealers Wauled * FREE CATALOG 
Add-On 

Cable Co, 1-800-334-8475 

Success? 
Tarof Card Readings 

1-900-820-1551 § , imm, 

Musi Inc IS 

Astrology 
Daily; oreca^Ccmipj|ibi]hvlFriiin{t5« Lovers-t 
Pasllives, E’leisonalih-'Frotife and more... 

1-900420-STAR WJA 
S 2 

Lucky Numbers 

1-900420-7007 Sft 
l/i m : Nn .j.«ji Trico, Rnra M. 

Rubber Stamps 
S/\>J lstf'Degfns? 

AtiiLTzini' , ^-T^. 

flOMK-WP 
cy,v/y 

i 
Whether you get (ha1: jot) or not trends upw the success d veur 

JOB INTERVIEW!! 
Ti.3 impoter and mujhttul gpifc wf jve jw you neeJIp KKMed! Tib 
an what employers ore ino^rg Tor. whet they like and o>'like m in utterance 
Ahdl r&i .OdlIJ fc Aha! rzur :-,L«j t! vi:v X v-,', >:u'hhjIiJ WkiflG^RB 
Lv '• *iK pi 3 if .if f mn; 1,y jp.-Td1 ivtfeniaf fllissf'S"! i-r-ig »:'f fte it;,r 
t&sxxnt:. h 5 gt ij= )uii mer ihe drtftime tetwe-- ^im*| me c-t fj. *?-| 
or lever pftf ieymd <*ere vai 1 inlay Mate an nwestmenr n rcu< Nftirc 
•ri-.i!, V. Sen: ■ ' mont. mden t J ud -cizui Mwit I ?. ft Jibn ■ 
Parted -T356 Dallas Teui ?52U 3915 WllowZlnJ rtetsinrflfirHrr 

TALKING ABOUT 
MY GENERATION 

800-849-6142 

BOOMER PRODUCTS 
PO Bmt 1S65S 

100% Cotton 
Beefy T 

Green & Black 

on Ash Grey 
SAU.XLXXL 

MC or Vina 
TQ09 Glendale Ave NC Residents 6% Tax 
Durham, NC 27704 S15-00 + 5,00 S&H 

U.S.A. ROCK PARTY LINE | 
***LIVE*** 

1-800-669-5878 
No Long Distance Charges 
No Credit Cards Needed 
adults only 18+ $£/min. 

fimmtmwmHHHwiwiwwwwimw* * 

“SKELETON KEY- 
mm FITS MOST LOCKS 

’L -\ • -hJ, , i ■■ .<inl.il- .V iirru | i ■ .«..■ 
O) Una** l»mr hfimR 

Willi -\ Li .V l'i, Liu- lit imi'i,|i i in 

I.mj-.'l! 1 m/i •• liLni'inh l,e>, lit- , ■ i' -.,v pm i-. i.-!- hi i H>i i' 
Kulcr thi> device Du tv used for (fcmvinHiftitiun [iLirjvtws- ussk! 
k-iEMiKEiuii tiiiarjnlircl or lull Riluml 
8 ■ i|"^ ptiwnful A ^ ih / ,k*vi ■ 'lend SOW mil) VJ i ■ 

—XHl XLirkiakiis,U,MmdjfiLitfj .V. Sn_Y4i\ Ki.itkvilk Md 2lRtFa* — 

AMERICA’S 
BEST KEPT 

SECRET 

1-800-486-KISS 
Talk or just listen in 
No credit card needed 

Vuu'ue heard Limbatigh on (he radio. You've seen 
him on TV. Perhaps you've even read his hook. 

:\inr tmuthe tfitu n- ready tc* teil tltt icorUt g?. 

FLUSH RUSH! 
BUMPER STICKERS i-n.7-s5.a-no -n» ■ i...r.'i /bifjuru'., lti . ... | 

B ftusl» Run Brand klavtfln?5 Oeot lUOn PO0o> 19300-^15 ftusfm TX 7-87601 

Photo Credits 

Cflver: (ner Van LAnsw.ieei'cfp (nunl; Michael 

Fe^guson/G ohe Photos (Jackson); paintbox photo 
con—pcsitiDr: by John Bas-mcfy.. FCUColorSpaCc Ni'vv 
Yor-. Pape 2: Catharins M^^ann <hijn); NYT 

Pictures (McNally); Obremski/The Image Bank (cut 

leryl. Page 5: Photofe&t (Kovacs); H. Armstrong 

Roberts (fish); AP/Wide Worlu Photon <Jagge-r>, 

Page 20^ Ror Salella^ Lid (Cher, Ross); John 

Paschal Celebrity Photo (Do-h(jTty:i Pagt 21t 

Archive Photos (policeman); Ricnarp Young 

(Jackson), Page 22i T. G rabarrv/Sygma tCharies.?. 

Page 2ti G en E, Friedman/LF] (Ice T). Page 2Bi 

Ron GaleHa, Ltd. (Gilbert); APyWioe World Photos 

iVan Haie'-i); Arch ve Photos (Clifford Bogarde); 

Jonathan Kim/Gamma L aison (Re-dertbachtr); 

Globe Photos (Arnaz), Page 311 Adriana 

Rorore^Agencia Jemal Do Brjsil (Kissinger). Page 

3 21 P li t ■ l k D o ra nd / S > g rn a. Page 3 A i Patrick 

Norva s. SlPA (Madonna). Psge 35: &io" esJSJFA 
Johnson Page 36: Carlos Guanta deg). Page 37: 

Pressens Biid AB/Gamma Liaison (Garbo), 

Pag? AP/Wde YJorid Photos (Stolpas, fisher); 
A len Tannenbaum/Sygma (Gregory K); MYT 

Pictures (Betrs); Andrea RenauIt/Globe Photos 

■:&u11afu=oco5.>, Don Jacobsen/®) 199 3 iVe^c/jy 

(Esposito). Page 44: Vi<; DeLuCiA/NYT Pictures 

(Siben). Page 47: AP/Wme YJoric Photos 
■: Kornberg}; 5 y g m at tNaiburg); John Cornell 

Jr./Ateri'Stfay (Jiras). Page 49": Gamma Liaison 
(Buttafiioto); Aaron RaypaporL:ABC (Barry¬ 

more!'; 0. Gcrdon/ABC (Levitt); s. Dechi lo/NYT 

Pictures [ n g h 111 e r r) Page 50: Steven Mark 

Needham/Envision (fork); Adam Seu11/Globe Photos 

(De Niur-o yj ntour); Ron Gaiella,, Ltd. (Nev/house); 

Jean Kalrra/Sygma (SchnabeJ). Page 51: Mar no 

Gamier (McNally); h. Armstrong Roberts ((►re). 

Page 52: Patrick McMullan (dagger. W1 ntour); 
Roxanne Losvilt (Schnaoel); Rose Hartman iAnnie), 

Page 54: Roxanne Lowti (cakeJ Pages 7B-74: 
Smeal/G aid la, ltd. (Rose); Rauer/Gale is. Ltd. 

(Brown); Albert Femeirg;DM I (Kirkland); Anged 

America (Maples); o’l nthers Marina Gamier Page 
80: Savignano/Gaiella, Ltd, (Scott, Robards, 

Scorsese); Ron Gale>la, Ltd. (Rohatyn); 

Snieal/Galelia, Ltd. tSajak); Ofteqa/Galel^, Ud. 
(Reagan Jr.); Kevin Winter/D M1 (Ccinueni. |< 
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ROCK ’NT ROLL! Stephanie 
Seymour—with Axl Rose— 
voguishly imitates Slash. 

THE SMOOTHY Mort Zuckerman does his check-out-this-great-lady finger-point (borrowed 
from fellow single-guy developer Donald Trump) with Blair Brown, leftr way back in 1990, 
and with friend Moura Wilson at the Inauguration. 

NOW, WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THE LITTLE GREEN DISK? Vogue 
editor Anna Wintour and her husband take a special subway train to 
8AM from Manhattan. Lower left—S. 1. Newhouse. 

NICE HAIR LeRoy Herman—whose paintings 
challenge the privileging of "quality”— 
admires Sally Kirkland's texture and form. 

7H $Pi APRIL IW 
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i/IAN & WIFE It's April, and the SUCH A LADY Marla Maples, right (with Susan Anton), sits very properly with her ankles 
)e la Rentas, Peabodys and Rosses crossed, her knees together and a lovely smile. 
;how that love is everywhere. 
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CELEBRITY KARAOKE George C. Scott, Jason Robards, Elizabeth Rohatyn, Martin Scorsese, Pat Sajak, Ron 
Reagan Jr. and Janies Coburn sing Elvis. 

<¥-& 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal 
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight. 

UT ■ 

Full Flavor ^txtra Smooth Rich Ultra 
Lights. Lights. Lights. 

Kem: 12 mg, 'TaC 0.9 mg, nicotine; Kent Golden Lights: B mg. "tar“ 0.7 mg. 
nicotine; Kent III: 3 mg. "taC 0.4 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 



FOR Gif T DELIVERY OF ABSOLUT■ VODKA (EXCEPT WHEflf PflOHIBITED BY LAW) CALL 1-600-243-3767 PRODUCT OF SWEDEN 40 AND 50% AlC/VOL (80 AND IDO PBOOFk 
iDO^ti G6AIN NEUTRAL SPIR ‘5 ABSOLUT COUNTRY OF SWEDEN VODKAS LOGO. ABSOLUT ABSOLUT BOTTLE DESIGN AND ABSOLUT CALLIGRAPHY ARE TRADEMARKS OWNED 

BY v-SS VIN & SPRIT as £*1993 vis wn& sprit ab imported by dahillon importers L“D TtANECK NJ ©199! dodg auld sorry, posters not AVAILABLE 


